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_. This·· busy trade of· life appears most. vai~. _ _· .... 
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·. - · rst.ther, imitation quickened his own inventione ~ , i 
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sudden. turns --and .. rever.sals in the dialogue~ 
------··· ___ that_ needs .to b~ ,made·.1sthat-this-:type .of--V8-~Se not~--~-T---~-~-_--.... -.,-· -., .. ~-~ ___ --: . "_.,. :· .. . 
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:fits the· type of piay; it· also arises naturally . =-"·~····=···~··· : . . . ···; ··- ·- - . .. ~:.. . ,.,_· ·, 
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- ' ... • ·- only 
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them together like a mosaic. 
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· · ·· :_ : .. of. the play is reinforced by a dialogue which delights,·. . . . '··- ........ ·- . . . ,. . 
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· · · 1n Slfift revela.tion 0 oontrast 0 an~ith.esis, and change. 
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· that a single speech. may even be divi~ed into brief . · 
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Toc=>morro-v1t · __ c .. get yoU--·into my- c·abine t f) 
· ... Yo11 sha.11 have :t:t with you:. do. not delay me~. · 
~- No more ·then I do you: .' I -am like one . . . . . 1 . 
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' ; BrOl}ffl 11 S discussion of tiebster 9 s verse- is admirable!) 
. - ' . ' . . 
to say tha l~st; · He also describes Websler 0 s hmb1 t of 
l,!'·-··--. ' • . ' • ' 
' -- .. \ 
- - ; . . . . 
mixing poetry ,11th P~.ose. for no apparent reStsOne Most - , 
o:f the play. is written in blank verse 0 but occasionally, ·~ 
· · I fp . · 
. Webst_er. in,c.orporates prose .. or even mix.es blan~ vers_e 
' 
with prose in.the same speeoho Bro'Wn analyzes the dialogue 
between Bosola and Castruchio at the opening of _Act II in 
.f 
' " 
this _ light o The dialogue··~ begins 1n · pro~e; then, tihe191· an 
. . - ' ·' ) 





• •· • ~-,._~•· ., ••- • __,,,.......- .,.,., __ ._,., % ·-- ·r ., . , ., "' 
• . ·; . · -,,·--:" .. 1\r,,it 
-- ·--·-• .. • _.,..,- ........ / ..... ....,~-.r-,...-__,..,, ... , .. ,,,_--.,. ,....._., ..• .,,,._ .. 0-.,J ,_ •• _.,_....__. - -. • ,-· - - r,' 
. - -·· ---~ ---- -- -··--- . -
----- p~use o _After Antoni_o einters Q . the · dialogue ~·riuctuates 
. -- -• - . - ··- ~-- . 
. ' 
betw.e~;n prose and poetryo · ·It shifts back into -blank verse 
. . . '.:;-· 
UP-Oll ~he·_entratloe-~·'.of the Duohes~Q only to re·turrt to. prose·. 
' . 'lo 
--- ----·· - --- - . -···-------·. ---- ~--- -- ·- - .. -- -
.. -.~ ·when the Olq. Lady reenters~ Brown's conclusion is -that 
... ,. -· -
- -- -----·--··----- ---- ~/'_ .. .:: . ' - -- ·• ~ -.·.··=-=--- -- . 
•r .• · '. 
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- ~ . ----
W~bster~s use of prose 1s 9 by and large,· limited to idle 
---·- ------- --- . . __ 2_0_ --- ... · . ----~~--- ·-··-· 
. -·~ 
·-discussion or witty repa·rteeo - i·; __ 








,___ ____ ~·····=_·· ··.. ,.~,--·· ·-·· -··- . The turbule~e alld. 'eontra,s_t._c0f_·~th.fLplot., , tbe;n, __ cltf:._ · ; . · .. · .. • .. __ . __ _:__-·-······----' 
--- -·· - -.-·--·.-·-·-··- .-··---- --~-·- --- ..... - ., ·-- . 
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- . . - - ... , reflecte·d in the shifts- of language, either .. w·1th1n 
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e·:x:tend.ed dialogue O !i single pass,age O or in. repartee -·-···-. .. --· --· -
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·-·.. --·-r·------ -· ···--- -
. . . ~ ~· . . ~ .. ;i 
'· &.nd.a mixture ·of prose- and poetryo 
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In the more serious 
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• ,k ·- --~·-·---··:::.;:;_-: _______ :.._ _____ · _____ ., __ , ···----- ---··-·-· - • 
·moments of th~ play O the shortp quick· l_ines take on a 
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-phrases evoke lines that are both clear and m~morable • 
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After discussing the gen'9ral characteristiosC---of -the 
. -- _ · 21 · 
·verse9 Brown turns ··to.Webster 0 s -imageryo . _ tJhile he 
observes that the imagery · -is of a l.imi ted range O he 
.. 
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does not state strQngly. enough that . the· use of imagery 
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likewise gro11s out of tiebster 1 s ·borrowing hab1t·s. ,·. 
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· .. ;) ) _ .__ · ____ ··--~--~-- -:::~~-:-__ phere by. repeating· i~ages similar iri tone i:hich have·: · 
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-.,····-,:'·:,···· .~ .. ··· .. - .. ·,···t 
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been borrowed frQm.- .. va.rious sourceso An exampl~ of such~-- · ·.: 
., 
' .· 
repet1 tion to enhance mopd "''.can be. f otind in the echo_, , ' ____ · · r- · - /. · .. · · l\ 
• 
' 1k• "I ~ scene (Vaiii)e The atmbsphere is ~eathlike 0 with the ;~_:: "-·-, ~ 
image of a ruined S:bbeY drawn from Montaigne, image~ · · > -
· ~ 
· - ~ - - < ... of d:eay and disease of both men and the church, also " -- :" -~~~---~ ' · t 
----~- I 
. ·. ',.;· 
- --------· - ........ 'l.'.,',,.-._~~ ·:····--- -
culled from Montaigne 0 further-images of ~oomsday_~nd I 
f 
. · i 
: - ----. -- ---- ··-- ---------- ---- ~·---·-·-· -- .. 
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--- --~=~:~---_---- ~. · _ • mutability o plus· the dismal .echo itself~ a popular 
. '.- ., . 
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22 . device O nprobably based on an undiscovered s·ource e ~ · · · ·:. · -- - -·.:~.;;< ~,\~_ :_,_. . . 
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---,·- __ • __ ---~---- •q,•· · _____ fr.om, his .• soureeso. -The· emblemboOks1 the· prose -works;_:,~-------~--~-:--·:_:· ~ 
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. . -- ·- - --:~.< -,:--- --- ---- _,_. ___ . - -··- 111 
and even some o:t the plays of the day providett Webster .::- - ~ ~ I 
-. .. . I 
· ·. · with a great. ~ariet:r of im,ages which. h~ _inco~or&ted ~-·_· _·_· _: ·_ · ~. ___ i1 
- ·~.. 2 J ' \ ' . . . ·. ' 
· · .: . into h1 s plays.. · . ~ - · · · · - · .. _______ ; _ · 
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Br.own points out.· that Webster was particularly,· fond· 
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text vihenever possible. He ·failed to. note·~ ho11ever·,· ·-~---~ .. ---· -· 
. ..,. 
. . ' . ) j 
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Webster 0 s fondness (.or·· questions in general 0 questions :·· .. · · ·. · .-· 
- \ · .• · , - ---- - -
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- - __ / .. - -· ' - • .,--~--ti - ' -~ - '- . ~ 
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' ,··.: ~~. 
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-~ ----··---~-- -~-., which ;.e'i1abled WebfJter to deal more e:ffect~vely tti th h1s .- __________ _ _____ _ 
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source mat~rialo There are many such questions in The 
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and answers them as ttell: · 
,,. . .. 
@!il·O whatffs ttlis flesh? a.'little cruded m11ke0 
phantasticall· puf fe=pas te .: our·· bodies are · weaker · 
then those paper prisqns boyes use to.keepe flies 
.· in:: more contemptible·~~. since ours is to preserve· 
earth~wormes: didst thou>·ever see ·a ··Larke in a · 
• V cag·e? such ·1s the soule: in the body." o ~ 0 . 
{DoMog· IVo11~12J=128) · 
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Soule~" .II-~1.65=166 0 and the second answer is a eommon . ~ - . ··-· .. 
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- .. , , I-ndeed almost every te·n or :f,ifteen lines a question - ,- -----· ----·--------·----·-····---- -··, ,-\' ., ~· . 
. . 
1s askedo· · This method has the advantage of breaking up --. 
. ... - ---
·- -- ·-·-·-... . .. 
-.. . . ~ ... .. 
-:---· -·. -·-:-·'---· ·----1ong monologues ancl parcell·ing. them over a..·.,.series of· .· --- -· · -- ~ . --------·-·--· ·· -· 
.. . ; . . ' . ' ···:· ' ':·:·· 
' brief, ·4I"atnat1c· lnte1~changeso The answers to the > . . ~ . 
,. ··-.-·-•···--·~-.,·~-~ .... , .. ; r-.c, ........ o,.·.·--· .. •-•. 
. . - - /_ _· - -
----,----_ -----,.-:-~-~--- .. · .• .: .. • -,._-----·~-=~-~---~- - ·-··-·····--.. -----··-·· 
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1nterjec~ed questioris-·are usually· ·round ·in t'iebster•s 
. ,. ·.· . \ 
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s.ou roes e · An example of this procedure, in which -a 
. . . 
... ,.,,. 
--- ,-- . 
questions and ··interruptions occurs in .IIIeiio61G>85, .,. 
~. ' .. -~~-~c··-t·-. -. which ·we shali .discuss lat~'ro 
I , -· . . ,~ ... ,~,_.I .• t , • l . 
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_ . . Furthermore a· · .. the questions often ca11· for ·moral 
~-. --·-··' . . . .. .. ' . ·, . . -. . . ·-----. . - -\---·--·-· ...... ,_ .. __ .. __ _.. ______ =-------, :_:, ..... __ ·--' ·-··-·--·--··- ---· 
. . ... ·answers 0 andth·ese ari.swers are given 1~ Polott~usQ>like~-.... -_ .. ··-----~-----~~--
... '.~ -· .- , ... ..:. ...... -~ - ----~- -
.. ------
·- ... '/ 
cliohes~ proverbs and bits· of folk ttisdom:as was seen 








· ·· .: .. ___ ).1.~y~ __ gau~-~~ _ much _~;t:;~!~~l com.men·to · Ian .,Jack· is the most 
r ... ,.1. 
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· • · · . · -· · Sir .. Philip Sidney p'.rovides .an ex~ellent. starting point 
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.. striking·revisi~ns of· Sidneygs image_:il_a?!~ phraseso·· 
One·. learns a great deal about tiebster• s e.rtist1c· 
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. . . bly' lift~d ·rrom the Arcadiao· But quantity is not the 
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· ·· ,: ~. borrowed material is als.o· immediately evident. Sidney ... J, / 
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YOU. have causeri"to love 'meUI I entred. you ..... 1nt6'my heart 
18 
· .Before· you would vouchsafe·"to cal.l f.or th·e keyes o .i 
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For :·know whether I· am doomb 1d to live, or die •. 
I can .. doe. both like a 1 Prin6eo 
(Do M0, III. 11. 78-79) 
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.......... 
: :.~ •• ,• ' L 4' > • 
• I,•,•' • 
·- '"-· - ~·-·- "-·- ···-··· L_a.stlY-0-_whtilher ;v.:our time call· you to lives.--. 4c,Jo~r---~~~ .. =-:c.~-~- ~----~~~ ----cc~==-""-'---'--~~ 
-~~-----. ~~,..---·· .. ~-~ · die doo both like nrin"e · 
'' 131.. 1:! . ""--· .. ·--'' - - - -•---··:·----····-·· 
. - (Arcadia 9 I, IV o · (Wks e , I .-2-5) . 
- .... '-· 
I 
. . • 
.· 
···----· .. ·-·---
--~-~-------------·--········-- - - -- --- ·-- ---- --· 
-- ----- - . - -
. 
. - ----·-·--... - ............ -.------.....----· 
--·-·----·-··----·----__,__------·c-~---.. -·.Tne·-·-·vefy:···nejft····-1·1ne··s-- ·111. The ·]~>iiches·s .... of ... Mair·1·· are - ........ -· .-._·J~~~ ,_~~~--~,~~ ... -
.. 
p1·rated from Arcadia in a s,imilar manner. ' • -_ .. 4'.° -'···.'~ ·• .- .: • -- .. . \ I • 
-----·---·---~--------- .. .,.,._ ..... -... -- ~ ---=-- - --=------~-.,.,...--~-~--- ... .,.-~ cc--c----~ --·-;··--:--.~-.-·-·-··---:-------- ... --, --.--·, 
- .·----~=----~·""--">: - - Ferd·e Die -then,, quickle i 
. .. - -- -- ---- - ~---- - - --- ---- - -----
Vertue" where art .. thott' hid? what nide-otis thing ~ . ~~~:_~_ ·-----
~- Is it, that ~oth ecclipze thee? 
Ducho 9Pray sir he~re me: 
-- ' 
. . . - .. ---~· 
· Ferd·e . Or is it true9 th_ou art but a.,.bare .. narne_.~~--..,..,---~ And no essentiall thing? 
·- ·----.. ------· ·- ··--··· 
- {DoT~o 9. IIIo iio -81-85) .... ,.-.-". -,--cccc-~~~---:-c--;~,-~- : : .. ~-·--·. 
·······--·----- .. ·----.. ···-This ~ialogue is lifted f>rom··Arcadia 0 II,I-.,·-(t1lks., ·I.146) •. ·- . ·- ··- ,-------- -·---. '• .... 
I;'.'•-•':.. 
' 
. O Vertue iv. i1here doost thou _hide thy selfe?.· or ·what .. 
' ... '·--- ' . ·-· -~ .. hid.eous thing is this whicti·doth eclips thee? or .is 
1 t true that thou we art never but a vaine name O .and 
no essentiall thingooo? 
. -- . --··-··----·- - . -·--------- ····---·-··· --·--.. --
. ~ . " . 
The only signif icarit change that Webster .makes is in 
·- -~· ,. . 
I ; •Ct-,~"' 
. 
..; 
-, .. .,, 
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.. · 1 ,· ·t ... ' 
> • 
,.. ···-·-- -- ------······ .-
' ' 
~-1 -~ 1.-, .. '1.,.,~.---·----~__,___,__-.· ..• · ... - .. v-.·-..,__·,.v..-·.•---'•• ... -, :.· •.. , ------... _ ··- --- - . ·-- t ·:_:.:- - . -·. ' - ' ,.::t, 
_ __ ·:,.~· ~...-,· ---~c;:_. __ --·---.i.•- __ .:_·, 1· 
r , 
,,. -. ,. ·. 
. ,•-- .. •. ~ . ,_ --
" · '1 I 
.· · ,19· -
I) 
' .. • 4 • ._)' ' 
• I ;, .. ···,·,·1 •, . -~t·,· .· 1 - , ...... \'J,'1:<1 
<I.. ' ,; . 
' ·.__ ·' .· ... ·, . 
··: --.., .... - . - ·. ·: •4~.-·,. •p--,,,, . ...,.,. ... •.-.. , .· . . r . . , 
.. ,.f - ' .. . 
··-- .,;.:.:::.:.... • ' • ,. '4. • . 
. ' •, . 
• ~· _ .. •1' 
.I 
. . ·, - . 
,. . ~ . ' . 
..••)<··::.' 
' . 
\ ~ .. .,. . . 
' ........ . .,i,·. •" 
:•·-,--, j.,,, 
, . 
. .,, . 
. . 
. ( •""' 
. ·. ~. . 
the breaking up of the p_:roser into tt10 separate responses.-. 
"' ' ~. -· ...... . 
' . 
He .thereby ~ncre~ses. the .. t.~nsion and stiit·tness of· the·-. 
',-4 ..... 
. ' ' .··,.~:-: '- . 
- '·· 
, ----. -~-• ..,,.... __ n ... ,,..,.._, t'Z..l.l 
I • • • • ' ' • ' • ' 
scene by in4trod~c1ng the Duchess ·only ·to·:have_·her cut· .-. - _··:·-- _ ...... -- - -· :_ ·--~- . 
·~. ' . . . . • . 
. .... , I "' 
. ' . 
.off o ·_ As -v1e noted, ,Webster often breaks up longer, p,a.s- · ·_ 
. . . " . ' . ' 
r , . . . . ,_' .. :._ ....... - , .. 
_,_.,, .... ' 
• • • ->. 
' ' 
. - - .... ' ........ _..:.,._. -~,., .. .,,.._,--,r··-- ~···-"-~----- - ., .e- ... a~,-,·. 
-·-'- _sage.s. by parcelling .them out. over a -series of verbal ·. -·_ ::;·-·.·: _ .· . ____ .. 
.. 31.. ., ... , .. , ' ·.· . 
. . -~ '/ ,. ' . . . ' 
~.' ~~:_....._:.~.-· ..... ~----'~·• ts--;;:_,-,·T·~·•,•·•·· " .. : ... _.·.~~-• ,..- • 
-. ; . ~ . . . .~ 1nterchartge so . ,. ... " - --.. · 
. ·~ .... 
. ··----·-· 
• '' : . • ~ • : :cc-
---~- .. 
·.·.1 %> p -:-·'-· • 
. . ' 
-~ . . . . . \ 
. . t 
·-
·--··· ' :.--· . ' . 
. . . 
· lriost -Of·· the time then. 0 Webster changes S1dn.ey 1 s·. · ·. _ 
........ . . ' -· ,: _'. -~ . _. - . . -~- . -
- . . : . ·. . ·. -
- ·- ······-···- ...... -----··------'--------·--------····------~- . ,,_ _____ ----·-·--- ---




~ J - .-- -· ... ·- -
upon iqelJ expres·sed ·phrases. in S.1dney and interjects ... 
V ',"'•''• ) 
_:,---.. _ ___ _ _ _ __ _ -- -. them . in to . hi S· moving-"-narra-tive--a-lmos-t~ve-rba-t-1-m~~ -()nfye--___ ---= __ ,~,---··.---'-----'-;---··------------:---___ -. ~-
q ' .. 
•.i 
i 
- .. - . . . . . ··- - ---'-'·'·-·-----~----·-·""-~-. -------··----------- . --
------------- -·--·------- - - - ... ~ --··· .. - ---
- ....... - - -~- .. · ·- ·-·· --·· . • 11' 
- - ___ ,_··-·-·--~--
________ in awhil~ e ·. noweve_r_ ~ ___ Jrlebste:v. appea~s--no--t=qu.1te sa tisf 1ed----- . · · 
:~. •; .. ;_,,, ... '' ,• 
.--· ~ .. 
,_·with, s idne_y Os pb,rase o This dissatisfaction is usually 
--- '. ·- . ·-:--·--· ~-----,--·-···- ·-··· -
-· .. , .. :·· 
.. 
seen in a wordy or unpicturesqu~ image O in w~ioh case, . · ·· -· 
,.,;---: 
· .. 
. . - ... ' - --- ------ ···-·· 
W_ebster will. attempt to prune and sharpen the image and~------"-~i----.----'------.--, -:~------




1to make_ it_ olearer 0 less cumbersome and more specific. 
:-·· ... 
\ 
~- .. · ... ' . . -· -
~ --=~~---=~~----->,·--·-··-·~·h·---~~-~~:._~fl'U~.-~:.- .. ~-!~~-~~:ff..-~W~J.?~~t.~~-·::.~:lJ'XJ.es~t.~=--~n.¥ar.1~ably ____ .Sll.CC.·ee.ds.~::~:1n::~~=--=~---=-~----_ .::::::====--------'--:=:::.::.~::;:-.~.~ 
' - .... - . --•- . . j ' . ' I . 
creating a more ·str1~k1ng image. In Act IIIoVo 92-95, 
'\ 
• • - 1 I 
. . . -"- \ ~, 
·~~ ------·-~--·~ -~------- ·- - -- · Webs·ter rewrites one ·-·of s1d·neya·-s-1nra.gesw~th··amaz-1rrg ·-~~~~- --· -····---
.. 
' 
-----------· --···--·---- ·---· --··-·--· -
' 
... ----- ·-·\----·-·-- ------·--- -~· ----·:.: .. ...:. ... .:: . ...:._:__-·--·-· ---
-·-·----.~·:-~~=~- --~~ . --------_ -- effeoti ve:ness o ... --The. image, as.-1 t appears 1n Arcadia._- is~:--
- ' ,. . . . . 
I' • 
- - -- -- --· - .. ·- -~------'----'-Griefe onely makes his wretched statet, to see 
' - ... ·- __ ... •--.....,,._.. 
(Even like· a _toppe which nought but· --whipping moves.) 
-- -·---···- ....... ·- - -· •----- -·. --- -- -· . -
. - . -- ·------------····.··-----.--·---··-- ··-- -·-···- •·· .... 
-- - . . 
0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C!> · · · G O Ci) 0 Q ,G O 0 " 0 O 0 • • .. -····· --·----- ---·- --:-···---·-- -----· -····----- .. - ---· ---- •---- - ,, .... ----·· ---
But still our dazeled eyes th·e1r tfay do m1s$e 0 
While that lle -do at ·his ·s,1eete _scourge r~pine, 
The kindly -vi1ay: to beate us to ·our bl1sse o · 
. ·.· ,. •'.f" 
· .. (Arcadia, ~I •. xii. (Wks.I~227:r)·_ ..... -
• • ... - t ~ .. -,.-_ ... '._ -· . • - . IL·.' . I :. ' •• 
. ··---·-·-···- --. ----·--.--·-··. :.1rhese lines become: . 
... .... , ......... ~ .... 
• J 
. , .. And yet (0 Heaven) thy heavy hand is 1n1 t. ' ., .. ,, ... 1' . . 
' i, . ' • l 
1': •• •• ____ • •• 
. ·, 
. ....., _ 
_ . .... . 
.  ...,,.,.:·.,, 
I have .aee.ne ·my .lit le boy oft scourge·. hi.~ top, • .::'* .. •,,· ' •. ' •• ' 
. ;·,, .... ,.. ·.'• 
j '. • • 
'. 
' '!' ' 1-- - . 
·' ..... 
' ' •' . •" · ... -~ 
,, , __ ,. ··~-
. .,),, 
.... ' ' I• 
......... ~ /II • ' 
. ' 
' : .. . ' 
. ' ' .. '~ ~ ..... 
. ~ ! t • • • ' 
. •·, : ! iM • _.. 
·, . 
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" ~ .' l 
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'. ~-' ,; 'i:JJ 
' ' 
. ,, ['··· . ("'; 
. ';_.:.. ~t!-,.:,,··,...,~-r ,·-: ,;,_;:' ., ;,,,·:· ... ,. ·. ·--- ',' ' 
•••• - - "l' .. ' , "i . ' ' •• 
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. -·····. -, -- . 
"· ·;-1, :,. 
,. ~!' •..• 
. And;,·:',':rlom.par 0d;my :·s:elfe to•t: naught made. me ere 
Go right., but . Heavens scou.rge-s.ticl-te-0·-- · . _ . - .. 
- ..... ,... . . . 
·, ; .. - - _· · - · - _ , (Do~1o, III.ov~ .92~,-.95) 
. I 





:~ ', ~ 
awkward phrases into smootha-,flo~1i:ng 0lines of grea~ 
, - L- \ . 
,r' • ' r• 
~,. •.• f. ... ,:.: .. . 
•• ,:,, ....... u ...... Po~try 9 he has also made a somewhat abstract image in-
. . ~-
. • .... .i:::~··. -
. .l' j"•.:.,~·-~-_.,,._ ; -' . . . ' ; . t, • .· • ' . \ I - . . • ' . ~ 
ten:sely personalo- . The Ouche-s~ 8 · so:r:row is truly fe·lt_ in· . 
.. ' . . . . 
these lineso , ... It is·not,_her-.littler'··boy- th·at scourges his 
•:- . . . 
, .• , •• !.,' • 
. -' 
, ' 
- - I 
-- '<II I' ' t 
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. ' .. -· 
I • .-.-··- •..• • ...•• , -· •. : .• 
. ' 
. -,. 
. . _ , ·.- · · 32· : _ _ . . 'rf 
---------------------_----.---·-·t _____________ d ____ Her··v·----,··s· -- ~~- ----- --· - - _: ___ t-f- k~------ -- -. -~ t ke he s i - - · ·- .' - ·-
--'-' . ,. 
ar1ghto . , ~ 
• <. 
.. . ' . .... 
~-~--·-----· _ _c _________ , __ -_· ___ ~---_____ _ ___ Like_l61_ise, ___ the ~1mage ___ in __ .. IV. 1.. 14-17_ 1EJ· pol1Sbe.d.~-~----· . _ .......... --:~ .. , ------'--'-----'-'--
... · ___ ·.,_'. --"'---------·--'--·--·-- . -·-·-----•· --I·--------.-- -- -- - -- - - . --- --- - - . . . .,.,.--·,- ------ ··- -
---. . ---.... ~-__ --·- -~(??1S idera:b1y· o The lines from Sidney are: . 
- -- . ,.-, ...... , 
' . . .. , ................. ~--· .. 
---. ·-: ' . . . 
- • ~ .. _____ ,._.....:.._ ___________ ••• .,----··--·-.:·. --- • • • I ·:• : .J ' ." . , •.. ---·----·-·----•--------•-----:: •• ~.:- .. :-·•·-··r'..__:·~.-• .. -.,-•:-:~-~--.. '., .......... , .. - ... , 
· · · · · - . Leave tromens 1i}._inds O the most untamed tha.t-:-way·· .. :·_ · . · . · _ . 
· _____ .. _. __ -~-~:·-::.·- _____ · ____ · -- of any: see, ~1jether Qoo· a dogge growe not·--=--- -_--· ~-----c----------:----- ---_---
. . ·_. _ .._ , f!ercer .w1~11~ftying? · what aooth jelousie · .. -,-_ - - . · :/ __ :_ .. 
. Lof a fatlrer r·or his daughter§7 but atirre -
up the mind . to . thinke -, what ·1 t is from -which . ,--
~--:--.. ,---
-- . 
' ~- · they are restrayned. 
_ _____.,__ ___________ -- (Arca.a: ia ,~Iv ( Wlrs. , • . . 
... -. .. ,.:...•,_ .. ,, 
. . --- _.--· 
,- Th·1·s-.. ,. is c·ondensed into: -: . 
.:;-;-;::--:·;:;;;;;:-;::;-::::;:-=.:..-::-~-::;;.::..,,_ • .,.., ••-.. --- --~------==::.::::=:::::-...:::-~:::.:..--;::::::::-:::.:.-=-:.:•.---- ----~-- ·; ·- ··-;-·-·-; -• -·;··-··.-.·--··-:--~._,---:_.;-.:.--~·-~ - • -•• • • -~ ••~ • ..... ~•~ ,._._, __ • .. r ,• - - - •' - • •' - •• > C • ....-..-r~•.-,~,.~,,,...,., ........... -..-.- .. - .. ---•--•-•-----••-"''"''" .. •------.. ---------• - -- • • --- - - • -
.• _ _.._,,...,..,n.-•• ,·,.,-o 
-- -=-------, ;, 
w·\,··,•,•,•.t 
\,'Tis so: and this restraint·· . ..,-,f- .. - ~y .. \Jt•i.,:. · 
(Like English Mastiffes O _ th(j1t. grow fe1rce~ .. ~1t·h tying) , . 
Makes her -~oo passionately apprehend. , __ · __ _ _ ___ - ·.--:,:_~~t .. ,:-~:.,·---. _, __ 
------ . ---~·~--·-·-----·---.. -,---:--:_·_--..:_••·_------·=- --- . 
·Tl'J.ose plea~ure s -~11.~ ! s kf!pt from-0 _ _ _ _ _ __ ___ _ __ _ ~----- .. ---- . - --' _- .. _ --. -.. ----:---·---,~---------- _ 





·---· .. ---- ·-···----- ·-- ~-------·-. 
• -
0 Doggeii becomes "English Ma.s~i:ffes." 11Stirre up the : · · 
. . ... ' 
. ., ' . ' . .. . , _____ _ 
mind to thinke" becomes· u~1akes her too" passionately 
~- . ' ·, 
.. ' . 
',"' ":1•, '"'.r.:· . ' -
-,--.------ L.,----------------·------- --------------------- ______ ... _ ------- --· --------- -~--.-,....-;ir-,·A~~-~ -- r-,,--,.•>••,"'• 
. . . 
a}i)prehend O n . and nwha. t it is rtom which._ they are re-c,-·-~-.~·---·-~· - ---------
/ .. 
_'. -- - , __ -·-·· ---r- - -
strayned O becomes "Those· pleasures sl1e ms -ltept from. 11 
...... 
---.. -- ·- . ·-· , .. -· -------··· --
: ..... , ... _.:., "'""··.' .. 
' ,, 
.. All of these changes make:·the, image more specific and· · 






A·· third example ·or a l'eoast image 'from Sidney ·1s 
I '·i 
' • t;\ • 
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·,~s.c-c.c_:--,~-~--·~---··-'"""'--"•i-',C.;.:. ,,,-. __ -,,·,-:,•.,.,_,,_;' .. ~-::s-·.-=•,·•,_ .. , .... '-·--• •"c',,···~>•,o~-~--a--;-•,<•-c·-c.-.--,,--;-'•"-"-'·" ---- .-=--=------~-- --:-. -, __ --_,-__ ---·-------... -..... -:--1...- . --_.=-r": _=.--~---,.-~-.. : _-· -. _-__ -_ .. -_ ....... __ ---.. ,,,,"""" ..... -._,,_ ...... __ -~_, ..... ___ ,__ -...,_~.-,~' - .. --.. -_ ---.,.-... ,.;,.!!l!!!I!!!:',:··;;.:,~ .. . -~.-~--a,,~;-~ .. ~---, .... ~"----~------···' 
·,1 • 
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'! , 'I ' ' ., 
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'· ~ ;, ; ,.._ 
' . 
' q - -
'.;, 
stl'ates·· a paI'ttculaI'izing of·~ lm;gec . S1dllE3J'u s ,readS: ·- . '~ - .... ',d,. C .. - ... ' .,_.,J, . 
.. ' • ' . . I,_-, • 
•• ·-- .••.••• .:.-., • • .:-.• c •• ;. _,·.,:c:-·.4 ....... , ··•·--·--··----·-•..: .. ···· · ,-~ 
": ~ . ' ' . - . -- ~ 
.. . . 
. , . . . 
. 
. ~.. -
Eagles l1e see.·_,ifly ·alone;,· and· they ·are- but·· --
- sheepe 0 which ~lws.1e·s hea~ togethero· · · . 
·,·----~-, · (!!:2~41.~ .. Io1Xc .(t~ks 0 · Io56) 
"'-· ~-- ·_ -·-. -- -, -.,l-;-· "' -------· ··----·-·-··· -- ·-, 
.. 
,'-·:-.~-,.._./•' 
.......... i •.• -. 
.... 
•) • • P ,I~ H, ,•t l f' • t •, \ _, \ • c, • , , , 
..• ,,,y,• 
·, !~' '.: •• - ~ ' . ' i1 
\ ,•\, ·: 
. • • i' • 
'<· 
. ; ... _ .. ~ ·, , .. 
~ .. -- .. i. -- t. - - ' 
1 
. ' - . 
... 
'' 
' - .... ~ ·: 
- ..... · ~"- ----- ::=' -- -. . . ,. ' ·. ' ' . . - - - ' ' ' . . . . . . :.. . - ... -- -~, - .. "" 
. Eagles -.commonly fly ale>n~.:, They_ are Crowe·s 9 Dawes. 
. ·and Sterlings tl1at flo<ekf togethero o 0~ -
'_·1 ,.. 
.., 1 . 
" ' ............ J_. ••••• 
. .... . 
'• 
- -- '. - . ,·----- ..... ~ --·. -- ----···---~ - .. 
\ .. ~ '. '. . ! \ 
• ', ', ' "''" . 
. . , .• , .• , , .• •,.,., ... • .... ,-;.J· , . :,•, 1,·,:· ·1·--'. - .... .. " ... , .,., ~. 
'------'--···· .. :_ijy §lubst;i"t~ting .erowso d,.a.ws_~d'~t~r}1ngSo,W8bste'.r·ha:s_ ... __ :· _ _ ·i . ·t 
- ·.-~"- -----·-·----------·.---· ·-------.. ~-- - _.· -------
------ ------·-------------- -··•· •· (.) - - .\ •·· .. 'j 




. made · the comparison more vivid. and more coherent" 
, . •· , .. . 
Birds·· ,_ • 
.. .. . . ~ 
, ' I • ':, •. 'l~.:·,•-·· \ : '·.,· . .,. ;',," ., ., " ' . . . .... -.... , .. ,.;,,,, 
. - . . . 't . I . 
".::'.'.~~"'"t.. are contrasted with biX°ds e MoreoySr 9 Crows~ daws and .. • .. '. _ . ' 
·------- ----~-~~=--.. --.~-:-~--·------ .. -.;_.--~. .. . . ~ . . 
• .. ;•.--.~.1,-;l•i • -------·-·------··- --·------ --------- - ··-·- --·····-··-------·---- -----·---- --- --- . ____ ,,_ - --· -----·- . - - --- ··--- --- ·-··- -----··--- -- - . - ·-- --· ---··-----· .... - --· - --- . ·- . -- -- ·;- ----· - -- ------·~----------- .____ • -
-- (:..-~-.-· -~,-~--:~-------~, .,--sta,rlings are not - just -birds;· they a~e- dirty-birds, _ and - ---- ------------------(--
, ' 
-- ---- - -L- • ·--- by_ cho.osing these birds O \1ebster has added connotations ___ -~~--:~~- __ ... ,. 
' . .. .. \ ' 
Of )~~lines~ to _his i:ntage. Sheep are a herd a,nd they 
• l.." •• ····-· 
--- . - . ---- - ·-·-- --------· ·----- -------- - ·-
- ..... 
_I ---· -------- .. 
.. . -- . 
\ 
. . 
. . ' ". ~'· 
suggest (')nly a'laok. of independence:· whe~eas crows. ·.daws·· -- - -------------
.......... 'i 
___,___--~--"~--_ and----star1,1ngs are a _ mob · and·- -the~su-gges-t----a-·. -te-ta=-~l-ae~~-~()~ - .. . 
-~ 
· . . -. ____ .-,__ ·_. _ order plus the _lack Of: -bea.ut1- ahd stateliness inherent -
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' A. final image which shows We.bster• s ab1~1ty- t0 \ ; ·.· - . \ ...... . 
, . 
·- ,.- ...... , ---:: ,-·:·--:"c··-·:·· -•---.,-
------------------~------------:-.-------:---_ .. ·--·~· 1nc_orporat_e what he ·:borrowed_ fr-om __ Sir _ P_hilip __ S_idn_e_y_, _______ ~---• -~~--· .. --- ----~---- ---
. J .• . • 
·1s in Voi1e2;2C)2J8o The image 0 as t·ound_ in Sidney, is: 
------- ···~· ----~ ·. . _.:_ ____ - -----·----
. . 
----~-------~-~-
. . . 
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Byt in deede this direct prom1-s·e of a short space .- · 
---"-~----··~---.~,-~--~-~-·--.--_,;-~-.~~-~~--~,·"·-··-. Lof time befor~ her longing is sa~i~fieg]' 0 j'oyned · -.-,,~~--~~---- __ -·-~ __ , ..~-------
tli th the cumbersome familiar of womankinde O I m.eane. . · · I •·-
-
modestie O stayed so. Gyneoia.s minds·, .e o .o 11ot ut1like to 
the condemned prisoner O whose Jainde still. running '1 --.... ~--- .. , •,.,. 
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__________ µpp9n tbE! violent -arriva.11 of his cruell ~eatho . ''.I': i' . . - - ........ - . . .. - - •-'~ - . - ·-'J . -··---··-. - ....... ·····-~~-----·-: -. .. ~ -
----···--··-·-··--···· .. -·--··-----·--·-·----------- ~ . hes.res that. his pardon . is. promised·9 but not· yet -- ·----------------------~;·---- -------- J 
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.. '· i., · ' To~moriowl get you ~ntb Dl;i. Cabinet.' , . . , .. . .. " ! 
· ··-~ ~· You ~hall ·have ·1t· w:ith·yo'tl; do not.delay me, ~,..:r . i .. : 
,. 
: ,'- .. · 
. ; . : /'
1
'J No .more. then I. d.o. you: ·1 am' like one .... '... . ,,, ·, . . . . . . .·:; 
·. . · . . ·. ) . . That is·· eondemn 9d: ~I have ·my pardon pro~isU.:do · . ··. · ~ "· . . iu~ 
· • · ··· · ····~··· -. : ·~ But t,- would see· it seal I d: Goe ge~ ,yoµ in, .. ~ .. · .... · ~ ~ : · -,:c ······~. · · I 1 
... -- ----·---~-~ --~----:~-~--~ .--. · ·.· You sMll see me willde m.Y tongue about }).is heart, · .~ . · ... · · 1 
, Like ·a skeine .of···silkeo ···, . . · ····. '··.~ ... ~:- ... ···- .. ·: 
. - .• ,.,.¢···, · ---- • . (Do Mo , · Vo 1i~t2·3·2~·238 )... ------.. · : 
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• ~ j, ' -
.c~,,.oc~c:.:;·,~~~ .• ::·····"·~·.·::~~···:··~~:::·:.-::~·~::~·--webster removes· the' unneeessarv, clause and_· transf orm.s ....... . 
~4' . cl 
'.·-··  · ... ·-_. ............... , .... .:.....s .. ~.c..-.,, ·.··. ,. ,___ _ __ .. Jc .. ~ . 
· the rest into a seri~s of b:rief phrases ·o giving .the ---- -- ,,,.,._,_ ·.:___:.__,....~---- .··;~.-_..; 
... -:...- .... : .. ·.:,:·~:..· ____ ,, __ ::_;: __ ._,· .i~ - -· 
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'81 . r- t 
-an~· i;medi~c; a The urgency of the st tua tion is .thus ··· ···· ·· · · · - - ' ,~. . . · .. ······ ·· - :~ 
.<> verse a~,, rapid speed and th~ dialogue a. sense of.· urgency 
.. ~.. .. . . t 
f: . ---· ···-·- ·-- .. . -·· ., . ' 
' . 
! .. . reinforced by the urg~nt)y of·the language 9 creating an 




,.. ,., -- ., ........... ' . , .... - - ' -- -- -- - - ,- ;;;. . -
-----·-~·--·~~--~:.~~-~~--· ----~--------- -excellent example of the dramatizing of narrat"3 .. ve O .. ~le . ~a--. ~· ·, . . ·- ..... . 
---------·--·-·--:.~---------~----:----·---~·--· ----------------~ ------------------·.-----···--;--···-,,. ··----·-,···, ·--,-- . ---·· --• .------ .. -··· -
,- --· . . 
---· --- ·-·-·- ·-· ---·--· 
___ : __ . -·-··--------------·----- ____ . _____ ;:._~_ ~-
._ ,• .... \ ~ . ' . ' . ' 
· ----- :---·---------.- --- -·····have already noted that· this passage is typical of most - --··- .. -·-· - ·- .... , ..... -- -- - ,---.. --- -... \,;;- ' . 
'• . . . . 
--~ -·- ,---..... ---~ -;- ... '· ...... . 
_....: ------' - . ------ -- -----. -
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: .. c. -··- - ·.·~~ • ~- ... ··:: •. _ :·· ·:_; ... 
of W·ebster 1 s qui.ck, jerky verse, made up of. short phrase@· 
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.. r .· .. I 
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. l .• .;, 
-~ .. - .:.... .. -, . :----. - .. -- - '' -·-·- ·- . . 
- ·and· sna tche's of ideas. . · "' ' '.. : 
_,, _____ --- '·--·' .·· -· ·-- - .- -- --- -•- . 
~ . . 
..... ··--··· --.-·;::--c;-c----- -. .. Trul·y 9 .Webster used Sidney wisely and·· well. Wkhere ........ \. ·-·-···---···-· ~ •,' l • 
' . -·. -'· .-·-i-. - . 
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. ·-.J'- Sidney rt s prose· was striking,··;web.ster let-it ~rema··1n· 
. .._ 1 .. • '_·· - -- - - . ' . ~ ~ • - - ...... -·- -;· ··· - -. . . - . ' • • 
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. . . ... . . -. · striking;· and where~ 1t need-ed sharpening for the purpos·e· . ·-_ -------------... -J 
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. ~ .· \, l 
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· . -or h1 s verse f) he sharpened 1 to Occasionally, however, 
I • 
-·--·-------··- ...... ·.·· --,_:_~--::=-~:-~--~:_·: .. -.. ::_·Webster slipped. . :tn sev~.ral places 1n The_ puchess of 
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,., ... -.. · ':· ... ·· ~ ·. Malfi 0 · what he has bo;rroti'ed does not fit in wi.th the rest· ' 
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. • -.I)\ 
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- • - I 
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.... , .... ·-·--·-- ---~-=--.... ·~-·~~-~-- ~:- ....... ,this.passage, .a servant makes a. qui.ck en.tranee ... and exit. ____ ,... .. ..... -»--.--.-... - . 
, .... ,. 
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·1 ··_: .. ··· •.• ~-. 
~ ... ; ' . 
. --· ., ·-· ·-··- ... : ... ____ . .1:···.--- .. _ ·---- ··-·· 
without-realistic motivationo The only purp·ose of the· .. 
- . . . . . . .•. . .,. . -- ,~ . - -· ... - ., 
-- ---·--·,------- .. ---··-·--·----·· -1ntrusi·on is to W1-· ork· in an admirable line from -Ar· cadia. -··· .. . .. - ... ----···.•-'-......... -.... ~ "'~· ... - .. -···----- ~- -----' .. " .-- . . .. 
·- - -~---·--·-· .. ,~ .... .,. -~ .. -~" ........ ,, ... -- ··-··- .. -
The Duchess·' is talking 111th Bosola when a servant sud-
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.·,. , I, .·oucho f,tiha~- are you?. . '·.:·; ' . .', . ·: . 
Ser·o ·one ·that iii.shes you l.gng life~ ... ·· . . · .
'• • 7"T'·••,<.· Dueh·o ····· I 'i~1ould thou( we1~t . hang g d . f.or ,the{' horr1 ble '"'· 
. • .. "· . 
• _· ' .. ··~-1~':.::.' ·:', 
. ....... :,,,· .. ., . . 
• - '.' ' '. I 
. ,· 
,· . -· curse 
·-·--·:":_: ... Ttiou. ·hsuSt · g·1;ven me.Q o o:· 
. (D~ M(D O IV o 1 o. 108e1111) · 
. ---.--'------· ··----·· ·. ·-------------~~----·- .. · 
- ... . ·-- -·---------------·· . 
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·The same· incident. is.· found in Arcadia 0 , III~:o:1·11 · 
. . ~ - - . . -. . . .... -
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;._. ·:·,,. .• .'". ~---L' ...•. ,.- .. 
... ~ he heard' one s:ti"irre in. his chamber t 
. .. . by the motion of garments;' and .. he- w1 th· ~n angry .. , __ : 
; - - ·--· ..... ______ · ____ _: ____ ~-----~------ ____ :vo~~~ -~~Jte~, _ W~,~----w~s_ ·_th,re? _ A _po_o~e _G~ntlewoman ___ -----------------------------·----.-
--- - ---~;~--:-·---.-· ----- - (answered -the partie) ,that wish .. l_ong.1:.life unto. you. · . ,. t 
... _ ·.: ..... · · · -- · -Arid r· soone des. th to you ( said he) for the horrible - --0.--.--. ·~ ________ ·__c ____ : _ 
, \ -~"'r curse you have given me~ ._,, · . . I .. · ... • _· . . J .· -~----~- : . 
·!, .• , . . "· . .· . - ·:-· -- .. 
L, ·, -- ' • .. ________ ---~----· -
' ..... • 
- -- - --------·-·- ------------ ----·--· ~ ·-------- ---- -
·, . 
... ··-·---·--- --- ---···----··1-·-""':"··-·-·--· -- ... 
(.: . 
. .. ~ ·~ - detracts. :from the movement o'f the scene fii :·The Du.chess ~- ,, .... 
. ·----··----·-·-'---· ·------·~--•:',.t•--. __ :__ . - - , .. - --~------~---..:.··-···------·-----------·--·-· 
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• • l : ,·, 
of Malfi() ·· Webster was t~ying too· hard. to work ·1n a 
,· ! ' I , \ • ~ I 1 \ , 1 . ' :· ' . ' 
. -- -·- ···-· ·--~--·-··. ~--'·-- --- . 
. ; ·.· .. , . 
retor,t he admired from S1dney 0 -and he sacrificed the 
'\ • ,.. • .. ,is ,. ' ,( • I • .'' 
!: ... · . J, .• overall' effect ··of the scene for that re torte _. 
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By ·isolati:µg on-e author ~rom whom Webster borrowed t 
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... · · · insight into that author· and. into John Webs_ter0 In this 'J ..• 0 
' . . . 
-- -..------- -~ - case--~· the author ~s been Sir·· Ph-ilip Sidney 41) . Sidney I s . - - - -·. -------------• ·-·-···-
,• ' 
----
------- ----------------------- --------------· ·----------·--- - -- - ----- -
. -grea_tnesis is seen in the number· of passages that tvebster 
,. ...... , I < ... ,..:-•·,•· 
_,1;. \ 
.. 
·· ·· --------...---'---- · -----~ thought ·wor:tijy-~·or .--1t1cor1,orae-:ton·-·1ne-o-hi:~r- plays andvre bster • s 
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La.stlyo one can see that sometimes Webster was ·too en-
chanted by a line _ and co~ld not discard that line even 
, when the ·rest of the scene·deEnded ito - Hottever· .. suoh 0:'. . ,, .. 
instances a.re ra~e; almost al~1ays Webster imitated suc-
cessfully and this. is·' .somewhat amazing, : ~eor t.ifi th such 
., ~'t.:L&I,'.~••-."-, . ' 
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It . ls -difficult to '..-ascertain t.he 1nf luence Montaigne --· ------~-- · : ·:-- .· i ' . . ~ 
-i . 
-··-··-··' -··--·---, ____ -------i·--·~---,---·----------.···------•---····:·· . · . --•-
· · , - ---·-····· ·•· • ·- ·-·-··-----····-----·,····-··-······•-·· -·-------------------------· - ··;·-·····-.·····--·,··•,•·->·: •-'~;_,i __ :·)-:.;··., .. ::;.c-~· 
'. ··· .. :,had upon Websterus· th1nk1ngo .A recent critie·has .at-= -
•, . .- . . ' . ' . 
.tempted to prove. that viwebster 0 s 'extensive. borrotti:ng 
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·- -
,. . ~ 
··-- -from: I\fontaigne · indicates his ~yrD.pathy 111 th Montaigne"" s 
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· ' · · · ·- · ·· · · ··. had previously- ar.riv:ed at a similar :conclusion· 11Such · ·. ·· · · ·. ·· · · · ~ 
."-C. -, :':":'"'-·"~ ":""• =~ . . . . . . ... . .. •·.... ··. C; ·~· - '. .• •• .·. : ·: ··:·. :::,·.. ... ·.··· • . •. · . ·.•·•· .. ... • .. . . . . .. ' • • • ' . _~: . ~~ -~~= - - .:_ C~: -- ·- l'l 
,<'· · .writers as. l!Ionta1gne· eoo stir~ed l!Jebster not -only· by ______________________________ -·· J;! 
. . 
. . . ·,11 
.., .. , .••• '<. 
. ' ' . ~: 
· - a fine phrase ·or .··a neat ~apothegm, , but by the very stuff ~--- ·. _ ,.- __ ·· ---·~.- __ fJI I I . 
I . 
. ' . 
. . 1J 
---------·------------------------ - of their thoughtA· ·This sort of imitation .is f,ar more. 
7
- ----- ------------ -- . · ~ 
V A ~'I, ( -- ~ 
' . 
-.. , 37 , . -. · -. ~- , ,., ~" ....... ... 
•· •. 'li ... 'I, ., l•,r,1-J·.. ' , - 1-. 
·11lumina~ing than verbal parallelso·tv ,' ., ............. . 
· ......... :"'"; ..... , .., ........ .,,~.,.,.. . . I 
! 
.,. ' 
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·· .to get a -rresher hew of a ne11 skinne 9 en4ured t~ . -------~-~=~-:=::~:: _ __ '--~·=-- -l 
- - ·------ ,~-~-'-····'--,--,------------'---··--··· · ··· ··· ·· have hir face f lead all over o I 
·· -- · - ~ · -~-~~ .. '-··,-· · · · ·( r~ontaigne_, I. xl ," p. 132) ·----.:._ \ 
- \.· - I· 
-~-------·------'--~-:~----~-----------------~------------The -retr1r1tten · passagEf--reads i _· - -- ------ ---_-_- ~-· ---·: --:--~-:-:·------------~-- -- ·- -- · -- ---- - :--- ---_- ----·-:; ·· --~=7~---=_:·~-=---·:·_:~·:"_____ --·· ---~-==:==::.-,.-.-:· ---- /' 
I -·- _______________ _..: ___ . ___ . --------····--·-------'-·--· . ; 
I - - ' -· . I - . 
• i . ~ • 
,- . 
- ... •~· ·- _\. _· "" ~ .... -- . . ... - .. - . - ' '. 
,, 
There tfas a Lady in- France,· that having had 'the 
. m ,.:a: ...:u:s . . , 
small pockesp flead the·skinne off her. facet> to 
.make it more -1evell; and.,whereas before she. look'd 
. L • • 
.. ·- •) ___ ·.-·' . ·-- ., . _ .. :. -~ .... .:. - __ . -
. I 
-•·--·••• .. '. .• -:....,!..-..-~., .. ,:::'.I, .. I'•, 
. ,I· -~ . J ~-·; . '. " 
. :. ~ ! lt,_·;,,. ~- s...=~ 
>c-•:.. ··~·····...:.··<"": ·• ' 
•? 
.. ',• 
'\.· ,, .. . 
,''·,•.• .•. 
! ' ' 




' . - ! 
.. - --,-,-··----------····. _,._ ........ ~, ' - ....... ' . ,, ' .. _ .. --. . . -· -··-··· -·--·-
•' I , ! • ' • + ' ' ' 
~--·--~ ·,.:,~ ~ :-, ----.. --.... ~·-~--- .. - ... ; ...------- · ... ------·~--, ... -----·~-~····-~--.. ,_.. .. ·-·. ····--. ~--'---;·-----. ' ·-71--: ·'·--...... -'---:.....:_~, ·······~---· --.,._.,__ ... · _· ' --. -·--·- --------·- '---~~----·- ---·· -. 
' . 
•" '"-'I, , I , , . ..., .. ,,. 
,,-
'I•" ·" ... 
/.\ .. , 




0 ,/ , . ,. 
' ~ . , 
,J..: '· 
- ·, 
I '.• ,_Ii 
like a Nlftmeg~gra.ter 9 after she resembled an 
abortive hedge=,hogo ., ', .. ·-- ..... '. 'I• 
i -
.. -· - ' ' ' 
. ' 
' . ~ ...- . . ~. 
•
1 • '. (D-eMo ·9 IIo.io 27~30) · --..... ,:,·. -, 




... ;_•d .... _l./""' ·; 
from Montaigne -are ~preceded ... by ·a diso-µss1on.·': 





! I,,,,, l .,,.<,>,,<'; 
or men i,no are capable ·or· persistent m.ockery and>·.:. 
. : 
.,, 
laughte! in contempt of paino He mentions the glad1a:.." -
~ . . .. ,, ·~ 
.. 
V ' 
-. ~- -_; -·. - . 
o,(b····--·-
tors t-fhO dO·:- not become·. cowards. :tn the' face ··of death and_ --·~;~.'.· ______________________ ---- -l~ . .• . ........ ~- ........... ·.-~· •• ·_. ____ -;.._ -:·· ... --·.--· -· ·--· ·• --~-·t,.,•,\•.J,"- --. 
----· ' ---
p ' 
then discusses t~1qmen who go through pain to make ·them~ 
- \ ' - - . 
- -
- . 
. , __ .. --·· -.- - . . . - • - --. ·--·-····---·---~-.. ····-.~ --·-·--·~-.. -····-·•·'.s, ............... --·-··-··· .•.. -·-····-··· .. --- •.. ··- ---·-· -·-----·····-·'"-·· ·-- ..... -·--·--"·····---···-···----·--· ..•. ---·-·-·. ·--···-··· -~-· ··-·-. ···- ........ ---------.--.. -·----------········- .. . -- .... . . . . - -- . - .. - . 
-.:.~---=:-:=-::-,,!,::--:::::-:-:-:--_,:--:-_---_ -----se,lves---~--be·aut-1fµ·l,a_- :~J3:u t _Web_s.t~e~r..--- ·change·s· ·the.- s·eriot1..s--o --- ---- --- ---- -·-=,-,-~--------------- --- -
•-· --· ·- ·-- .... · 





----------adm-1-r-ing---l-ove-- of----r~onta igne----t.Q·the- ·hum.orou~---moo-ke ry--·of 
. 
·-------- . --- - --·-· .• -,·--c.c.· .·- •• · ....... . 
~ . 
- . -- .. 
.. 
-· --·-- --- .. -- -·-- ·- --·-·--- -----· ·-- --- .... - ----------- --
"· ' 
--- ------ -• . ·- ------ .. ------ - .. __ ,_ __ ---·- - - ---·-- ---- . - . ·---- -----·-··------------
• i._. 
-. : .,~-self beautiful,- ·but· only succeeds in making herself 
-· -~ 
' 
. . : . -
; ' ugliero There is· 11 ttle verbal c.hange _in the adaptation._ ' -t 
_ Again Webster· al·ters · a ·rtoun 9 ·t.;his. ·time from the specific 
.!... :.·, ''h •• _.·. ··- :: 
. -
~ . . ,... . .. JJ_Paristt · t.:Q t~ general "France e" By. inserting "'small -_ 
'• 
-
1 •• _ ... ' • 
- . . ..... , ,.· ~· ... 
1F•, • 
- - . ______ :c ___ ~~=-----~~~-~~~-~~-;=---~-- :pockes°' as the- cause, he. makes--~the image--m.ore vi v1d- ~,and ------·_: _:'-----~---- --
• • l • 
. --·------·--- ·. -·- -------- -- - . 
-----.,-, .. ,-,..-,."·c'~--""•"H••-·',•-·--··· ,. , . • - . ' ' 
' 
' £, . • '-, ·._·. 
-·concreteo ____ ·Webster --~lso _ makes· -the image more :"ghastiy _____ ....... ------~:~ .. -· -... ~-=---~~----··-----··-... --.. 
' ,> ,. - - . - _• --·-_. - --- ·-. ··=" ~ ........... C ~ ---------~-..... ~--·•·•·•• • -·- -· •. - -·. • . ---~ •• • . -• ~-•--".:.:..,.s.-.,_ __ '-'---=--'-'----'----'--·--·-:~.:-•.::••~-'-~-"'-"-'--"-'-'-"•-"'··· --- ---'-··-····, .•"'- •:..,·_-c,•_•.,_•7,••, -: ----,.·~=- ·-•-c--•-..,_-.•,r ••·• - • •-.-. • ,-. •• _. ,,.. ·••-•-,,•• :·•·-·•-• --- • ·• --·-•••·· ••••. >•-••• ··-• • .-.,.-_ ••••• _ .. .""'·~·•· - .. • .• , . . • .• -- --- - ·-- ' 
. and brutal by intensifying the passive 19 endured to have . __ ,:1;.~,.,i- · . 
... t- ... 
,-":"·-- ---
-- --- ~------~--· ·-------~----·'·-~--:··------ h1r f a.ce flead O to the active 99 f-lead the skinne off her -- -· ~ . ,_ ---- --·---- ·----···--- -· . 
- . -----·----·~----~----- -· -- _____ ::_ - .<.! -------
. ... ~----------·---·--· -~ 
. ' . 
,, . 
face o. to make 1 t ·more levello II st:111· the· verbal. eh~ge . _ -. -' ·~ ' .. _ ·• ". t ?-· .. ;_ .... · •• 
. 
•· -•·-·-·•· .,--u----·•··-·-•·· ,•~•.•·-···· ·•·-
• . ., ..... 
. ; .• 
::ti 
- is not'as-stri}ting as the overa.ll_~hange in tone. 
--- -·-- ·- ··-··-··<"·---- ------ -----------··--··-------------
. ,- . . 
. . ,._ . -'-
- ··-
---------·---------·--- + -·······---
--·-· • - ••• - --- ·-.- _·...;: •• ~~-:----.~-···--· ____ : __________ ·--·-.--·----··-··,··· .. ·---,.-'::' ••••••• ·------_---
---· _______ _____.___ . -"----.--·-----·-·-· - ----
• • ' ........ ·:••"', ,._,. ·-·-"• ---··r·•-•,••• ·:"'- ;., .. ",., .. -· • • • 
. .,. -· ' 
An interesting example.c·of -another· of Webster's . -
- . ,· ..-.. 
. - -· . . --,--.··-.-,----·· , ....... ..,. ... ~.-;•-.-~ ......... .,....,;;ru.::·.w,o;-.. .. -~ __ ~-":,~_ .... _....,..,,_ ...... ~- .... . ·· ....... - ••···· •.•... -, ..... ...... ·,w •. -···· • - • 
• .... ,····-'··-··--··· •• • • -
... '-··· .. , -·· .......... .·.' ••• ·········-··,·- ··-· ·,.-· ...... , ..... _ :·-,--:'"""-~ ~.~~.-.::==""-_,__ r=--_.,.,....,. __ ·,=---~--......,, ...,..,....,.,.=··,, .~.-....-.-.. .......... , 










· ------ ·-borrotrJing techniques appears in Boso1a·1 s reply in Act . II · . · · - -.-
·.·--· - -.:. _;- :-~--- -····•-. ..----•-··---·-·----·-·-- ~ --· -- ----------·---- . . -:-·· -··-·--·-··-·--:. ··---.. -·-- ·-· ----------- .•. --· - ·-------· ·-.-·· -· -· --- ----. . .. -
. . -·· . .. - -- , ......... --·· .. -
.. ---- ·- -·- -
after ~ntonio asks whe.ther he i·s studying to bec'ome a ' ''_ '_. ______ -----· 
. ' 
•'·"'''. wise .. ma.no 
' 
Bos.ola. anstiers : 
. - -- ........... - -· . ···- .. .. -·- .- .. :. ........ -·--···---···--.. ••'"'"" . -· .. - ····-- ··• ····-·-··· -------·---·-----·--~--·--------·------ --· .. ··- ---- - - • • • I • 
•'"' ··--···--•--·--------- --------,--- --•• - / : -- • • ' 
' .... ',._ ,- i:. -.-:·" . ::-~-' ... -~ .··~-~~-·-----:--:·-~· ·::·· ---··-- ....... ·-· ·. ---··. -- ... . . . 
... ··... .... ,• ·.· 
. ...· .. '· 
. Oh Sif Q I the opinion of · w1sedome, is a· f ouie tett-or, 
· that .. runs all over a mans body o o o .. · 
. (DoMd 9 II~i~ 81~82) 
' -
..... ·: 1 ? 
" I 
. .A,i" 111'1~ 
............... , ....... ---·- ___ ... ..... :."_ ..... .,:_._ : 
. ' .. 
•. . ,• .:.;: -• ··. ·.. -- ___ .. --·· ................ _ ·····--·-.,·-·-------
. :~~ 
•· .. . . ; ...• 
' ,, ' 
J ,•· 
' ··•·· 
··,' •• . ,!,;'.' ··:.·. ·• 
' { ·' 
.. 
-·- ·... '... . , ... 
' 1 • 
' ~· .. 
• 
' ' ,' .. 
I ' 
• 1 i ... ~ ........ ·., .. ' ' " 
. ,,:... -· : \....: -
' - . 
' 
.. 
. ' ... 
'" l . ·-- ·-' . 
. I 
·1 
- -.- ----- ... _-__ - .. _- . - . .., -,-·, - -- ,_ -· ' --~.· ;-,-·- .· -~ 
... ,~------- - -- ',_,- ''' -,--,·,------- ·-----.---,----------.--, 
-----i.= 5=- . ., L•s-::::tie M -.!S i --¥..i-r ;=,;r,- - .=SJ± - 6 - - .LG -- -~,t:n'b i!2!S...... i i I i I I I . 





,' ...... ,. '., 
I l 
'.:; 
These short line·s ·are a combination of two· sour.ces; ... 
. . 
.. 




. : . ; . . 
... ' 
•-.',,. ........ , ...... ,,,, .. ,. , .. ' . 
'P,, . . 
.,..., . 
. , .. ~'. - . -.. 
Ir ' ,~ \ I i l, \ ~ 
- . 
. ;,o . : . '., 
• I 
. ' 
The first part cometit··.rro~ .. Monta1:gn.e.,. :.·· ·: , ---·· ' ' "\i1'',•'' ,, :;·- ·. .. -·.-··---------·- .. -. 
-.~ ~ '. ~· ~·-
, ............ ,. ... ·i • 
The opinion of flisedome is the plague or· man.__~ ·;· ··· 
. .·· (IIoX11, Po 2.62) 
. . .. ' 
. . ( . 
I 
I_\· • ,; ·, . 
. The.seeo~d phrase stems from Henry CroS,se's Vertues 
', . . 
.., ··-··· ---··- .. -.,..---













· Common-wealth .'(1603): .·: ,-- - - _:_____ ···---- --------·- "---~-- . ~-'-'----'•- ~-- ... --· 
. '\ ;. 
.. ' a damig~rous disease g and a. sore that must be healed,· . . 
least it fester and run ouer ··the··· whole bodyo· 
. 1---..:.-,·: 
1i; () ... ___ .. --------------- ---- ______ -··--··-------- _ ··-- ________ ---·- ...... ·- _ _ __________ ( s_ig ~.NJV) ___ -----·---- ___________________ .. __________ .. ~------ --· ... ·-····--··---
·- ._ .......... ----'-
I 
I 
.1 - - . 
. - -., ···-; ______________ _ 
·1 . 
' .I 1--··. 
- ,! Webster combines both ·these sources into one 'Concise . ·~.··· •: 
--- -- -----·---· -·-··--·---·--·-·-
···--···-- ---·-·---- --
- - --- --
- --- ---·-·- --------·--·---
-~---·---------·---·------------
.. 
ii n I\ .. . ' A,, __ , • 
• .l.·... • . , . . 11 . 
. 1 -· ·. -- . - ----- ----:::-:---- ------ - -- -··· - ·- ne o It _o.ould. be conjectured that the two· .. ~ources~· - - - - - . --------, - - ~ - ·-- - -.-- - - -
--
. --·- ·-· - ·------.--- ' ' ·-- ; - -
···.;-
i 1, 
~-... . . . ., 
.. 
.. . '' 
: ..... 
; ·-
f' • • I - ~; 
. 
. 
-- ·-· ---~-.·_. __ ..: __ . ___ · .... · . __ · --·, - . 
". . .. 
.. - ... ----·-------. ·~· 
. 
-
.... -----·--:-:·-· -- -·-·--·---···---------·----·-----···--- -· .... -- - -
. · followed one another in his conµnonplacfe ,book unde·r. the 
~-;- ~-,~- .. ' 
subje_ct heading_ "Diseases." 
' ~~•"?·· .•. r' 
. . • . ·~ - . I, 
, ,•' . 
~,. :._.-...... : 
.D~rectly ·rollowing the above stateme~:t, Bosola 
. . 
,, 




f,.,,,., .• , 
,' 
_in Montaigne are:. 
,,,,.. •• . 4' 
'" ..... r,· 
• .... \' -·· 
·------.--····_------ -··- --'--· ·-----····----·-----------------·-·--·------ -----~ .. -- -·--
--. 
_) 
. \'' ! . . . 
........... : _____ ·~-~-.-- . ·-_ .~_ ... ·~\--·---•-· 
--'.:--•- ..... -,,r 
1' -· 
~----~·-~~ ------........ __ ... __ .. ______ . ·----·"'--- - -- . : - • • • if, -s impl ic 1t ie direo;teth vs t·o: ·have no- ev11.--~·--- . . : .... ~--~-c~---·-·;:··---'. ... : .... --~: : -
• ·-·-- ··--·-·-···--·-·-· .· 
- ·. --~.:~
0
--.. ---·-··-::·1-t .. ... alS.0-, .. addr.·es.se th ..... V.S .. 9 ..... ac C Ord.1n.g ..... t.9 .. __ ... ,0Ur ... Q.Q.P.~.} .. t .. i QP, __ --··--~" ______ .............. _ 
__ .... ''', ,,,.,., .. , .. ,, ............. , .......... , .. i•·•······· to a most happy estate e· . ' . . .· . - J • .:_ '-
p (Montaigne··, II. xii, p. 285) 
' . 
· Bosola says.: 
- ' . . ,_.:,.___:__~-:--· '. · __ ' _,,- ----. _·· ~----' .----. ------. - --- - . 
' ' . 
•• , .. - •- - ;_"a ' 
. . ..... _?' ___ ' ,, . - ~~ • ' • . ~ 
·. - .. -"-- . , 1f. s·1mpl1c1 ty direct us to have no· e:v111,. it. 
-....... : --·----.--_--~_--·-····-----.---·_-_"--·--. -.·. ---~_--.----------.·;,;-·.--.- --.-. -- · ___ , · ·d-ire./Atel us to a· ha ..... y be in • · .. .. · · · · ... · ···· .. e,_, ___ • __ / 
. .. 
'-" Q pp g ----- . -· ~-- ···-- .. ~-.--- .. -.:· ... ·- - ----- --·- ---
< ;, .. · --. . ' . • ·-·---· ...... .. .. ...... ... .. ..... . .. .. . ' • ' 
~ ..... 
. . 
(Do I1 o o I I • 1 ~ 8 2-8 3 ) -···"· 
,· . ,,. 
. . 





' ' .. 
---- ·-·-··~• 
-···· 
------~---- .--- - --·- .-::.:.:..:..:. .. ··-~·.:. ....... ::_::: · ... ·--·-- --- ---·---,---· -- --- ··- ··-· .. . 
- - -- ------- -- -· 
-
. ,,.. '° 
.. The first par~ _1 .. s a verbal duplication, but Webster· 
I • . . 
:l,:t<, , ... _ . ~, - ,·:i:,.:;:.:,,.,. ·--- . . ~ •, ··:··••·--.- •· -,·,-·-,·-···-,·,-,-_·····,-,.-,,._- :- ...... -.,.., . .,,,..,_, __ ~r~,, . .__,,.,.~.--·-••• .... ••--,,., __ .. ,,,.- .• -·'•·•• '""""·· .. ··--· ·.'···-·-·.···",· 
•- ---·-·- .. --··-·• ....... 
·•---:---.-· ·,- •• ,•, . ,... ,,._
.,__, r-,·,,,c,·,,·-,·.··,s~· ..... · .• -..-~~-----.·\C, .... -------....;·~-· ............;;.--·· ~.--.. _,,..,..,.............,.,,_,"c",,'• 
,I- ...... - . _, __ . - " ----- ---· ·: .•. , ... · --.;·- .. ·.·- ...... _ ... 
- -- . ' . .. .. 
- ·---------.--------·-------------
cl.raws a stronger parallel by repeating "direct,"· · . . 
' . 
.- ---;---· --------- ---· 




------ - - ··-
. ~ - ---. --· ·--· , _____ ' 
.. ....... ______ ._,,_ .. 
the·reby ~dding a more rhythm~cal · quality to the·.: .-· .. 
. J. 
·.. . ..... ·-:-····-----·~·-· ··--- -·--;- -- ........ ------
. 
. 
~c '_:_ ''•: '· 1n·sert1on of 8thappy beingo 89 a more direct and common-
• ('j 
... 
. .. · .. ' ·-,·--·-- ··--·---···-·-··: .. ·.·..,_, ____ , __ ;_··· .. -----·- , .. 
.. 
. ... '\ ' . ' . place termo Webster then impr~ved the, borrowing by 
. ,, 
., r . 
' I 6 ' • ~ 
' ~' r-- • !. " 




: I H' •, .,•~; I • ·:<,'-t • ' - '• If ~ 1; 
•h~,', ,', ,', , •:': : •l,I• ,, ,~ :, 
.. ,. . . . 
., \ ... ,. . 
-·- ··---·,.J .. __ . __ "••- ..... ~:-.--··--· - . -~---: --- -------- .. ~- . ---.-·,- ·-- ... 
/'. ' '. 
i l ·,' ' .. ,•· ,• ;' ,~ 
' ' 
' ', 
. r,, •.. 
' . ' \ , ___ .... \ . ~ ' ' 
1 
·,', _'·''.··-•,·,;., .. ,, '. ' 1 ., . .":'·'',I, r··ri ,,., .. ,, ,. '\·1,'1/H ,-, 1;·n-.,,:_,1,1: _,-,.,,,,.,,,· .. I,'·• -..\• •, 1 
,,,_ 




. / · .. ··: ... , 
'' . 
.. .. ~ -· '.. . . -· ~ ...... 
.. "" .. 
. ·, . 
.. ,., ... ,._,·, ....... . 
·. 'i,, 
',. ., . ' .. l : 
,.'~-· ·--
' '\ 
' .,. . .. '•' 
.. ' 
l · 
' .-·,~----~ _ ....... ,- .~.- ------,--
-·--------·--·--. . -~~--- _- -_----::- - -- ~ •. ----____ -. .-_------------"·--'\;-- ---·-· -~-----~--,. -c-_, ______ , ___ __-..,--~--_~ ___ = ___ .=. ·-· -==__ ==--=~=i:-·¥'="'-;-. ~,==,::o==~-=..=· ·=··7-#t'E=· ~~t==---!•b.!!!aB! ____!!!II!!! __ -- ,-.. -. --, .. l!!!!!!!!l!!!!!!l!!l!!e!!~~~--·-~_,,:-~;;~--<-7"~'._' __ . _j"•_.::.'-:=_=;;;-.:~ =Ill_ c..:iii 
,, 
. ) ,·- ... I.I'. 





_ repetition" word ~h~~~ee! and concise.· sharp:nes~ or· ph~~se,, 
' ' 
,.,,., I ,., 
f • . . ···There is one more passage in this block of borro11ings r,111 ,, ,. r •, , ·. 
. . ' .. '''''" 
-,-, -
r 
-- ----- --- ---- . . ' ,,• ,·- -
_, . , .. 
. "-"' from Montaigneo 
..... ,., . 
Immediately follotiing, a line 1s culled 
• • I 
·' ;,;. ' .. • 
-from· ?alontaigne: 
.,_,.:._______ 
'' 4 ''!'HI' 
- '. - . .-. _;_.: .'' ., ~ ~ . . ., 
" 
' 0 • . -··· -- ·-'- - ·-·-· ···/• ---•.. ---- L...---- - • • 
,,,. .. Whence---proceedes -the subt1lest follie o but .from 
-- · · the subtiles·t tri'sdome? ., 
<,_ (IIoXiio Po 284) 
•,' • • •:" "•I• • ~ ' 
. . - . -- --~--. ---·----- ---- -·-·---------·-- - ---- -·--· -·; ·-- -·----- - ----- .. ····-·---· ,----~---· --:-,:.----· ------ -
. ' 
• - ~-. ••• :.·.. .. .• 1 • ' 
. . ' . . . ' 
" 
. . . .· 
.................... -............ ,., ____ . _,~-~.~---- ~~~-~~~~==~8,~~ ---.~-~-----·- r~e- ·- Du~he ~- ~-····- is :.-.. _ --·-· -······------- -··=~-,~--~· .:~ .-.... -.. --~e--~~--~,~~ ..... . 
' .,. r, ... ~~::~----- - ----~--- -
-----__ · ___ -_':··-----·'--,,---· ·-_ -c-~~cc-::,:cc::c,--~_-~--:--,·---:--- ·For the subtlest folly proceedes from ------- .. -· --·,·cc~--------_, ~~---: 
-the. subtlest wisedome O O o 
. t 
________ :·:" ----- ~----------· -------· - . i 
_-_-.-~-=~~~--~ .. __ ----·-·---,~.,1',,,, .•. ,) 
. · (Dorwlo O IIoio~ 8Jcm84) . _________________________ t -----------,---------·<.:-_-·;-.-·----_--- .. _______ .. ___ -·-----;\-




----. ---__ =- _:~~ ---~----,-:·-~-----" -,- -Webster, m:ere:r1y-. tUrns~-1'Jfontalgne ~a- question Into a direct-··_,-,.---.'--------·------ ----·-·····- --( 
-. sta_t.ement; there· is very close ve~ba.l. resemblance bet:ween \ 
I ·:~_the two e 'fhe tone again is ·altered, hov;rever; Boso:1a i-s - ... _ --· -
............... ,.,., .......... . 
.. . 
-speaking ironically when he tries to .. say he is· honest, 
·-·-·· ---··. . . --:- :.·-~ -·, -- . 
. .. . 
l--··: ,.-
' \~ 








! - -- ---- -- --· --·- . ' 
. . ' 
. t 
- ----~---~--~:._, .C--- .• ,- .. -- _ · ---. This e~aminatiori reveals several_ d1ffer~;gt ·racets. of:: -=~ ,~-~---~----~;~-~--:-·-~ .. · --~ 
.---_, ... -· .. ·,·--- ---~~. 
!, . .--: r• r'•-~ . Cl • 
• 
' 
.• . • • . • I •· .• ;. • 
• • •. t 





-~- ! :' .~,;~._.-.---- ,often employs a Series of borro~ings from the s~e''&uthor·:,~·,:t:\.:;,,;,,,,,,-. ·t • .•. . ... . --· . ... • • . . 
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' • . 
• • 1·,! 
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_fr.om ~iQntaigne before lo160)o · , S~cond- 0 11e are struck-·· I\ J:i 
. 11 
{ .. .. , " l .. . ' 
' ' •,. li 
_ >- _____ - w~th the '-11eversa,.l in tone of many c,f the bo~rc,w-inga. -, :--·2:- , :·_ . . ,_ ,, 
Third o we won4er at the numbe·r of Montaiglle borro11ings · ~- "'c-~'-·-------l---~:~=-c~c,-: ,_, ... _:: ... .I 
.. ---···------.. :.::.:·: ____ : _____ ·~==>=::··-·-··----~ 
--_ - r 
.. .. --------------------------·--------------·- _ spoken by Bosola o. Arid our wonder·. is · increased -consid·e:tt~~ :- .... ----~==-· -~==-:+., ool • • • --. I • .•. ' 
---' .. -. ·--·--·' --. • ,··-. ----'"·. •----·-··------- .· ------- ----. 
. . • ',' \' • .. •. I ,,. ,' .. (. 
. I 
·-·-.. ·-·-·- ... : .. .-.-·--· -· .· .. - . -,-· ·-- ----·:··_·· . -
. '""•""•'""''''" ,.;,,. ·· .. 
bly iihen · ite realize Flam.ineo, -Bosola~ s counterpart- .. in The · 
. ( ' 
. ·.. ... . ... '' . 
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-
--·-· - -- .. - --· -- -- . -------- .·--------·----
..... -._ 
" ' Whit~ Devilo speaks,·a great majority of the lines culled 
• & 
' from Mont~igneo_ Of_ the· t~enty=nine. ~orrowings from Mon-
., 
., 
' '· - ---·- -'- -·----·. -··- .. --· -
.. .,,.;,,, fl ' . 
. \ 
', ........ ., . .., taigne cited by Dent in The Duchess of .Malfi, sixteen are 
1-.-.-' 
L ' I' 
. I ,:· . 
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.... .. ~ ·' . ·J,~'-.·:' ' ' '-' ,· . : • · .. , 
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· · .. Dev11 0 tt1elve are given to .. FleJnineo.o . Is there a pattern· 
' ' ' 









- - •. • .>• -·· -· L • 
. . ., 
. . . ,- . . . ' ~ 
... _.,_ 
·. placing the preponderance . of borrotringet" from·-, Montaigne in 
' . '•. . . . ' . 
. . . ' -· " . ---· ' . . 
---- ---·---·-- __ ·_: ---·· . :~-----
' the mouth·s of the skepti«.}al t,bere·rv-ers -of ma.:nkind indicate·:·i· .. · ' · · 
' 
- • • 1 • 
• ••• j "·,-: • 
. ~ .... - --- . . ·. - .. , --· . . - -___ ~ 
' ' . ' "\. 
--·---·-----------·-----·-·'<-~-~~--~-~---~--,---~---....... ·.•. - . ~- ',• - . . 
.. . . - . 
that· Webste·r an.a Montaigne. ·trere kindred spirits? J. I don't'·· - •.... -~---···--- ---. . . 
ri ... . . " 
-----·- -· · · think soo · As ·far as a patter,n goes 0 the only sound·_ expla~-
· , , nation olle Can advance for the speeChes being placed :in 
,,:- - .... , 
·-·----·----.~~-:·--C-:--~----!·•-·-the)mouths · of these· two·. ra.1-1·ers against ,--mankind. is---that·- .. -·- · -----~--:.-.--~,--:~-~- . 
.. ·-·--- . . -·--------··-··---·-·-· . . -_,..!.. . .;· . . . . ' .... .'.. . 
- c~,-.. ,,, ....... ,., - . - ------·--·.--- \.-·--- ., __ · _ c_____:::. __ ,'- ·--------·--
. . \ •.. . 
. . . -----------------·--· _ .. there w~re man_l · speEl~.h~~-~-,.n · Mont:}~imeJ_i_t f or·_such use. 
• ~ -~·-:----- • • . v. • •.•• ·.7:/l. '(: •. .. . . ~~ . 
_,. ·- .. · And. as ·far a.s .t.he erecond ··quest·1bn··g·oes··~·····r·"·have tr1·ed. to· 
. . 
. ,. 
' • -----.-- :.!" 
\ ·-----~---::::,--:----~ 
- ·, .. .,1.· show· that often._WebsterVs 1111es· mean just the opposite of 
• f r 0 • • ·•' ' ', ~.\/l • 
. . 
· _· ._-. ·-· r'---......,...wh·at--·~·tney-111d-··-1n-Monta.igne even though they· incorporated . 
. . 
. ... . ··. . 
the same wordso Therefore, I don't .feel that Qne can say .. 
.. - -·-------------·-~-------~~--1· ..... :. ' .. . ,. . . 
. . - -··--·-----. -·· 
__ .Webster was. overly influenced by Montaigne n s skeptici.sm . ·· ·, -. -
- • --•-. - • -•\ ,_ • •-- •,. + ~ • • ":-'--••-A-·•--•••- -·••- •-·•-• 
. : ' . . . 
. .. . ,: · ~imply because his cynics speak· Montaigne's ~keptical · .... ·.·_ ·: ........... ,.:~ .. :. · · .·. 
- • ~ .., ..J 
... ··---~--------, .. ~, ····-···· ,. ·' ···-·····-· , ... , ~, ... ~. '"'"" ·.·-···· ......... ''" ~·-······'· ., ' •• ,,,-,-~, .,. ~ ...... ,,.~--~- •• -······ -·. -··· .•. , - '"'·''· ...••• " ..... , ..... ____ •• _.,_.,,,_. ···-··~ •• -.. ........... ~.,~., ............ ~ ...... , ___ ,.._....,.,. ---.. -··-·····-........... _. ... _,,., •• _.,,, ............... . · "•••-• -,,.,.,,~~'.'""'"""-"..,"'"'"'"u--,---.... ,~~""""_,._,,.,,.,r,u,-,.-.,,, ••• ,,,,,,. ''''"""~""''".:·""""~' ,...-,-., ,,.,.,,, .,,/._, .. ,,, h.,,,,, .. _ .. .,,.~~•'-••~• '~-• • ,;,.,,, 
'*i !'I' 
' ' ,, 
.. "• . 
i,·. 'l ''' 11 
__ _ __ __: ___ ... : .••••• ____ .a. • __ · _ • ne s o 
,,..!, •.• 
It always must be remember~d .. that 1• these ·characters 
- ,• : . - .. ' . 
. . 
are types o malcontents O and Webste~ t.fould search for lines 
. "···i:.Jf 
-·-· -·- ... " - ,. . . .-~ -
0 • 
. . 
. . - :; - - -- - - - --~-- - . -- -- -- --- --- ----- ----~---- -----·---------·---------------~--·-··-
. 0 
·-·-rrt~ting-·-tor--:ine-1r· utterarice. This -does· not mean that he· 
. . 
. - ------·-·--· ···- - -·: .. 
. ·.· . ----·~---- accepted ~ion taigne V _s. outlook 0~ ;. life~. . . Indeed -it· ·m-ight---be ... '. ...... , .. ~,~m,:, .. cc~:e--~~------- · .... 
l-_--: ... :~- --- ... ------------------·------·- ..... ---- ·, . . . . . -~ 
i 
,.: - . 
argued that since· Montaigne's phrases·· are put into the 
.. -.·,·, o··,u, • ····•• ··•···,--..-., <:::-:~·-•• ·--• .... ••• ·•·• ····---···•-- ·-•·· :_ .. ---···• ...... •• .. ·.·.,--,- -.-.. -·.,·.• •••.,'.-~,:,::==:--•:•::<·< ::~-~ • :-1~_.,,, . 
. ·'·_-,·~- -" ': ·- , ... , .•. , .... ,_,. , .. ·"'· -_--_·. . .,_ ·-.·::.-_·---_·.·:·c,.,..:···,;·-· __ --•.-_··"·, • '>•.•-,.•,•,,~, •, ''''·"'"''' ,, ... • •'• .. ,,, • 
....... 
·•·-·--·--:--_•;: -•~_•_:-~ "." _'•· ··-·--·,·,-.·,~-'T-~ .. , , --· -· .. ...: ..... . - .. -. . .• ~c '.- .· .. •. - ·.--.• ,-:, , - : ; ··;~ ··..;: : : : .. -. - _. - -, ... ::· .. ~ - - - . - -
, ................. - ......... 
0 
.............. -···--......... -- • ,_. • •• _______ ....... taie;rn.e ... o .. _ .._____ Bu t _____ this ... assumpti_on- _,would ___ lead ____ us ____ to ___ the .... same ________ · 
' . . .. - ' . ' ' ·. . 
.,., ":''"""~''M"""'~"~••,,,,e-,,""':"~;"•'..,.<•,••••·•••' close re.acting• of• ~7on~a.igne-<that we have .. a. tt.empted. •• to· ·a..is-._ -~---···._'.._ .. ,• .. --.:-:·:..: __ ... ··-· • 
counte Our position is that t~ebst~r was not influenced 
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H'frlebs.ter borrowed .tx(Qm·Mon·ta-1,gne' -1~1i·thout being :'tnfl11enced 
. . . . . _A 42 ~ . 
. by his' vier,1 of .lifeosu 
. .·~. 
. . 
. If lle continue our search .t~fOUgh the phrases 11:f ted 
.J • I, 
from »iont~igne p -1-0"e _ find many r;,hich· provide us ,11th exam~ 
-plea of T!1eb·ster 0 s.· ~harpening·· of_ images and -·phrases into 




lines are based on.Montaigne: 
The soules of Emperours-and Coblers are all 
33 
,,, 
. , ... 
• ,', ••• ' ·'· 1 ••• '. '. ,· • 
' . 
. ~,. ·. \ 
JJ ___ -----~-__ =====:==:===·  =". ··s.cc.·: ... ~-·-·-.. ~-· --_.,,,.._ cast.~n---,-one--aame--~ol-d-o · .Cen-s-1d-er!-ng-t--he--1mportane·e 
~; _ .... :: __ ..... s,--- •. of Pr·1nee·s actions, and their weight I) wee per1;1_wa.de ... ______________________ __ 
!.l ·o our selves, they ar~ broug~t forth by some ,:as. 
f _.,. · ,,.i-.·· • _ we 1gh ty ,and important causes ; wee are deeei ved : 
r · ·-~ _., ·-- - , - : They are- ·mooved, stirred O and remo~aved :in ·their 
~-;' . 
• I 
ii .motions·, by the. ·Same springs arid wardeeti that· we f .. ,. · n. 7 -. . are in ours .. The same reason that makes vs ~-- --- ·---: 
-1-·- ; chide and braule, and fall out tfith anie· of our 
neighbours 9 · oa:useth, a warre to follow betweene ij -- ,, ' .. 
' ·-- ... -.-. . . 
. '. -~-,-~_ "·.···-~ ''\'-,_..,._,_ 
. • ,•'r ;· ~ . \ ._ 
i, · . Prinoe·s; -the same reason that makes vs ithippe-
or beate a laoke_y" maketh a Prince ( if he , .... ········-· ., 'j '•/ _· 
· apprehend. 1 t) to ~poyle and waste a whole , Province.· 
· · . . (IIoXii, p. 274) . _ . . _· - . 
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~ ,: -,,. ~... ,. • I 
.. , __ ' .. 
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'( ... . . - . --· ·-····· . . - ··---····--·,··· ·-· -- ·-·· -· 
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- Webster• s_- revision. is: --- , ---~-----.. --;-·:····------~--"------·~---------~--.. -----·--·-----------------~-.. ----- .. -----·-----·--,-- · .---.· ~·"' .''·'. --~~L .... - ... --,--··--... , .. 
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Some tfould. thinke the -s·oules of Princes were __ 
__ ._br.ought __ forth._·by -some -more .weighty cause, --- ------ ~-~---- --- ----
. then those . of meane~ persons · ca~ the,y are· . _ , , .. . 
. decei vi d O there es the same ·hand to .them: , . ......... _ ... . 
'~--- . ·- . . .. ' ··-,, i 
The like pa;s~i.ons sway themg the same reason,; "· ... ,-.-; .. _ , ;-~-
that makes a Vicar goe. t.c,_·Law for a titheF'pig,· ___ :_. ·----.. --~ · · -·- · · --_ · 
·' . 
~nd und(le his neighbours~ makes them·· spoile a·.'..,; ...... ;:.;·,~-~~---~-.-~c~CC .•• , .. __ 
__ c.-c .. --·- ~whole Province O • and ·batter downe goodl·y Cities• . . 
-.-- . . :· :---~-:"'_,,, .. =~'.~~ .. :. . •. - ' ~-~_,_:·:=~-=~~-~~~o .. ,,-~:w1-th · t-:t1er . -.cam:ion:;""•":-•ec-.. •:·~co-,, .... , .... , ....... ,. .... ~,-·--·· ........ , ...... ·----.-·:·· ..• '.,,-·-··-····---- . ' ' '. ' ' ,, ' ' ~ . :· . .... . . . .. .... ,-~-"'.~ ... --~=: : "' :: ....... ~~ '"' . . . 
. · · · .(DoMo o IIo io 10J~109) · ..... · , · 
·.,, • . :.· •..•. _-----~:- •: C ,···:··.-::,:••·c;_•·c'Co'C. ··:, C -' -_-·,,,.. . •. ·.- ....... ··:::,· :; ,·o.O ,-·· C, • ... ,. ,., ._ ... _ .,. ..C,.", ... "C ..... -.• ,·,--·:-· ... -·---:-.:=""'::-:-:·:::::-·=-.:::_~"""'----~'. ..-... , .... -----~-•--~==--=.::==--------·------ -~ .-:-.-· -= - • __ ,. - . ~-- . ---~---·-:·:....;_·---~-. ~ 
" l ' ' 1·' ••·•I~,•, . ' ·, • 
On -the one ha.rid, ~we. see· vJebster ____ general,izing -the ·. . ' . ., . t 
••• , ....... , •• •!, 
' ' 
f ·•···• · ~===~-=;~ -Image to ~alt~ 1 t more un1veirsa1., 11Emperours'' and 
I --·-·- "CoblersH are· changed to nup.rinoe.svu a11d U11meaner per-
... . . 
'·• " • ) 1 ' •• ,., •• -----.,. ~,,-.,,~,~,.,,w_,,,,------ ·- ·• ··· 
. --------------- --------···-·-
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t·o. the afpec~fic and.· by so.- doing. make-s_ · the -image more · ,-••r " I • •-~ - " • C -• .> - \ -- '• •• .• • 
vivid and ·concreteo 'The phrase nthat· make·s: a ·Vicar· 
·- ,.. ,' .. · .. 
.• p goe to La~J for a ti the=»pig'1 is much more concrete than q 
Montaigneu·s .-,"that makes ·VS chide ·and braule.~· and fall· . . .. ,... ,..... '"' ,- .~' 
... .,.,. ..... 
. -· - . ..,, -- -·-· --- .. 
·.,: ·.: - .--~-.-,.: · · .out -111 th· anie ·Of our neighbours G 98 Liket1ise O 'Hand· batter .· ' ... . . . I . 
()7 ' 
. i r . ·-· ' . . ··, r d·owne g9odly Cit1es 0 with 1 the Cannontt11 is added to' provide . 
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• > . . . ,• . 
., 
I f'' 
·1 . ,.... " ...• 
\L ___________ ..... --···-~~-:_:_·-__ ·:.·i··:.•--··- ·~ ___ c_ ____ s_p.ecif ie ....... deta-11 ~ .. -thereby ... __ finhancing ...... the--ir:tv-1dness _--of-····.-the------·····-·"---~··7 ·~·''.~~~~~~-~-·--'··--: ............. . 
:i · ' . . . . '· 
. . . . ' . . . . . . . .. . ' . . . . ..... ~ .·. ... ' ... l . . .image o Lastly o the. revision: shot1s · the same cutting and . ·_ .. _: : .... :: ....... ·. l 
r . 
. 1 
. - . - . 
···+-,I ~--.----,--,--:-,--'---'----· _.··_· · ____ p r_u_n_i_n,g __ of . verb.iage_that ... a.lmos.t-~~al.1--ot-· Webs-terJ-s~-rev1-~ _·· _' ..:__:....-· _-.-- _-'-_· __ --::_-. __ ·. __ 
,ii 
, I- . . , -- -.· -
.I . _______ • -· ·-~~-· -~-~~-~~==·_s1ons 1'i'1ustrate'O The ov~_rlong. --sentence 1) .. ~01 They are - ----~-- .. --,----- ------ - .. ·------ _·_ -.,..., . .t,l·~ ... __ ._ 
L, . ...111 i• j" . r. • • ~ , 'I 
:l 
• ." • -
. 
. I :..ji . 
. . 
'. mooved O stirred, and remooved in their motion~, by the . · ., -· · · 
, .. , ~-, ...... ' ,., ~ ... 
., . " . 
. ··--·-··- ·-····-·--·-··----·-,.,·-- ..:.. ........ "t·-· .. --~···-- ·.....~ ... ·4._.~-- -- ;>r-,~·-'t<~--""--'~:::.--,,,..,. ." .. -:---~-- ---·-----:-~=---
to J•The like passions sway theme n · 1 
... ·.··,;;_:· .... ·.•. ·'1 
. ' ' . .. 
- ... - --------·----·--- --- --····- .. ---"' . 
~- •. 
So we discern the same procedures employed ~1' -
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--·- ·---------~-- -
- ·-,--~~-_......---c--- - the· ··vague-. Always his recast form 1s more .... ···v-·1v1d than · the ~ . 
. -. 
.. 
· .- . · : : · ~ .. · : . :,.,'. ···::·t·" :original.· 
.. - .· 
. . . 
T: ' 
~· .. ~-~---------' 
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One last exaniple .. 'or:--th1·s, ... pr~n1ng ___ arid·-:·;sharpen1ng of·· ····· -<.-/,~-- - __ ,._ -_ 
. ........ ---. ·······-----------···---- .. -------·- ------- -~------·----··--·-- ·-·-·----. ~---·~-------------· . .. , .. : ... ~-.~··.··:···.·_. ·,·----
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Montaigne is ~peaking of ancient Rome O tthich 
doth 1riterest 0 ooncerne·and passionate meo · And 
therefore can I not so often looke into the 
,i- s;ttuat1on of their streetes atld -houses 0. and· thos~ .. 
wondrous~strange ruines, that may be saide to· · 
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-· ·reaoh clotrne' · to the Antipodes,. · bt1t ·_ so _of ten. ·. -,-~~ ... :·- ...... .-  .:. ..... : .... -. --_--- -· _ -_ --· 
must. I _ammus~ my selfe _ on ·th~mo Is it by. _ - :, · · 
· -. - - •t:.r · 
·-
· ·.-:/=:~'.~~::_::::-.:·:····.,_.-Nature or -by ·the errour of fant~sie, --that· ... the -. ~---·-·--:,:"·;--:'.. ---·. 
. seeing of place a, wee know to~ have bin ..... ·. _:_ . ·- . ... ___  
frequented or inhabited~ by·· men, whose . 
- memorie is esteemed or mencioned· t·tn · stori,es, .• 
·-'. ..~- ', .. doe·th in. some s.orte moove· Sl'ld stirre vs vp. . ·I '••"':'· ' \ 
: . ' .as mueh or· more O than the hear!-ng. of their· noble 
_:_~_ -d.eeides, _ or reading :or their compos1·t1ons? Tanta ·. ·_c:~:: : .. ··--: .-- --- - - -~-------,----·-~------ -- -· ·', ·: .[ ' -
· r~s h~~~~:1~~,~ni~:~··· 1:a!:1:~ !!1!d igu;::~mur. ' ···· ... ,,h,,• ,,, ••. j ,·-~ . . . ·. '- . ·., " ' ' ... _ j 
·:_!:·in ali uam: historiam vesti 1um- onimus_-,. Cicero·j) · 
····--------------------·- .. __ : ...... - ,, ... , ... ·'De Fini bus 5e 1m2 - () So great. a- power of admoni- -----------. 




:j -_,; · tlon is · in: the verie place: .And that in· th1.s · 
i · .: .. '.~ . Citty is most _infinlte; ·for t1hioh way soeuer 
wee walkeo wee sette our foote upon some. 
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__ I .doe love these a.uncient ruynes: · , · ·,, 
-r--·-·--,- - - - -~---
-- .:.:~~--.:- -~--- =~=We ~,nev.e.r tread--~.upon- them 0 . ,but----we .. se.t,.,,,0 • 0 ·=c"··=, .... ~-~~~~==-~--~---, -·---·--r~~~~----------
Our foote upon some reverend His-tory. · 
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Some·_ passages from Montaigne provi9-·e us 'tli th · · . -· . . ... \ 
. '·.·''.· - , ..... 




.1.... . ··' ex·cellent examples of 1tlebster• s use of questions-.. .-: ..... For. : . · 
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~----'---- - ... 1.ns .. t_an_c_e._o ___ !V .. 0 1.1 ~ __ BO.Sola_- B$ka __ a __ qu~st1on. _which _____ the. __ -____ · ""'-~-'----
- . ,.~,.~~ ' 
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., ., 
-L. -~· • 
_ ------"c-- Duc.hess- answers ___ from Montaigne._.-
·----- ---- ---~--·-~-~~
. -, 
_..,_ __ _ 
' Boso Dcrth ___ not .death fright you? : 
,Duch0 ~Jho would be afraid oit~? - _ 
': '. ··. _:.,.·, . -
· ... ,,, ...... 
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-__ Knowing to m:eete · such excellent company 
. In th 9_ otl1er world.· · 
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---~-~~--=-----'=---·- ~-- --~-· .. -=·-.. -··:.:=,~ .. - • ..=.,.-•  •=:,,..----· 
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, From Montaigne: 
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So many .thousa?lds of men, lowe-c:alayde in their _ .. 
' . .. •,.:; •,'. .. .. -",--:-: .. 
, .. _ ................ ,__ graves af orec:avs may .encourageC)vs 9 not to fear, · ·, ,,-- -- · ·· · 
---'--·-'-,-----_.,_cc__ _ _,___ • .;.__· ~ --- or be dismayed to goe meete so good compe .. ny in .. -:. · .,-:_·::~·::- ·~~-~-- .. 
---- the other world o o 0 ~ · . _ · .,.-· . • · · · - -
' -.,,.. -- ,.:~:_ ··'·--:~----.. "'"°' - . . '- . - - - ( I O XXV 1' -- p O . 7 .5_)__________ : -- . - - . - --- ---~-~~-~~ .. , .. ~~-·-----~~~2 ~_'__:~c--'._·-- :~-----.. -- '"'.'::., 
- -- ___ '.~ __ :; .. .-.. ~. ···-······- ' 
· Here 1) Bosola 8 s question~ repeated by the Duchess, is. - · 
43" , ... , .... ,,, .. ''· - . ,,..,, 
.answered directly from· Montaigne o 
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. A last sptec1f1c trait of vJebste~'.s llh1oh comes ,to--.. ) . ····· 
. -- . -- ·- ~ ~ - ·-·-
• ' i ., 
light ·trom a su.rvey a~d · inspection: of ,his · porrol:,i11gs ' ' . 
- -·- ........... ----- --·- -
"ti ' 
_ •. , .•. !_ .. --· .... --
• . . I . . . , . . 
· ·. · ·· from Jlonta.igne is a_ tra1 t which was immediately apparent 
...,· .. -··. -, . 
when tie surveyed Sidney ~-c= that is. th~ great extent t~ 
.. -- ,, ........ ···~---- ---·------ -
·· which -~/ebster.'· is indebted to sources e Almost.all of the --- ..... ~ .... ! .. __ -__ , .. -_' . - -
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lines vJebsrter wrote have ·behind them a specific source o 
.. - -- .. ~ 
,,._,, .. , ,,., ... ,_., .. , .... · .. 
. , . ~ 
. . ' . . . ~ . . . . . 
· --· ·--·· · ·· and ,.I 1·1111 illustrate. this t11th just a fet1 brief .examples 
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Mont.aigne had t:ri tt'en: · · . 
.. ' .··} 
·.1-·----·---·-·------·-------·-·- . . ·--
'\ 
·,; ·- -·-···- .... : .......... - c.. R~renes and difficultie giveth ;steeme unto things. · · 
I! ···--·------~--C .... cf._-,.~:- -------~-~-c----·---TFfose of Marca d 1.Anconat··111 ·- Its.lie O make their vowes, 
, 1 . . 
l:,·'.'::··.• 
'.J and goe one pilgrimage· rather e o "· vn_j;o. our Ladie. of .. _ 
1 , ---·, · LoretoG. In the countrie of Liege"· they make more .... ·· .............. , .......... -· 
, .. 1 ,, 
~· ··->~-.. · ·-~~-~ :~~~=~t~!-:~~a!~e~p~~e~~~~!·::n t~~~t~f o:::.~l'l~: .. · .. ·····.. . . 







. .. . BosGla says: 
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i I~ , • '.::.::_{__~=----:-·' .' ... ·-:-... ~ y· -· •· - ....... ,___:.~·:--'-·----••·'.c._·- ._ ___ ·•··-,· 
\i --~--------~- I 11~uld i11sh your- Grace,. to faigne a Pilgrimage · - .. '·:··,·-\·\\\··"'··· 
)l .. . .To our Lady of Loretto~ (scarce seaven 1·eagues .. 
~I - .. .. ··. " . .::'. . ...... C-'--:' -From f a1·~e-" Ancona) 0 0 & . :~_.. • .... •CC.C~~,. •. • . •: .. 
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· Car\~ In my opinion,__ . -~ . • .... ,.·.··-_.,.... ,.,..,. 
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She were better progresse to the bathes ·at Leuca,· 
Or. go visit the Spaw 
In Germanyoo• . 
. ·,, . 
(D.Mo • III.1·1·. · 353~364) 
~ ' . . 
'.~ 
· Thus_, we see that even_. for .. -.names~ of. ---c-1t1es and .towns.-,=~~. ~ · ~· ·-_· .--_ -· __  .c--· --. ---'· 
~--~-- ·.. . ' -. -·· 
··- --- -·--- ------·----------------·:·--------.. :...--------~.---.-·,-:,--_-.·--~-.:~-~~---: .. 
····· ----····- ............. ---~~-: ___ ; _________ ·-·· -- ... 
Webster relied on specific·sources. ., ... · 
. ' . '• ·,',~r'" 
· · ,·•. , ,,.._ .. _.,.·.~ .-.;,,• •. , •..•. ·. --.c.!.---·, . .;; •. ·,. .',;.•';-'-":.• •. ;_!._~---'--'---·~-------·--
' ' ' ·······"-'" ,, . - ---------- --------· ----------~-,-.. ---~ . 
Many think that vlebstero s great lines are .his own · · 
__ t, . 
~ 1 , , ., ·rn r , \ 1 • • • :, ' ' 
. ' 
-~---·--,-- . ·- . >' 
'" inventions; some undoubtedly are o but most stem ul ti- ----.• . ··--··' 
. ---- ---------.--· _____ ,-, ~- . - - --··-·. .. -
I .«' • • 
···:::•;:~~•:~~~:_,c,_:_~.: ... ,.:~,~-=-:-.. >~-: > ma.tely from sources.s .. A line- tYhioh is often c·i ted as. · - ·.· ~- =--~~~--~-~~:- -----·-
, ' ·1 ' . . 
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-: · · · • Ti~ . ready- -io··· psirt· ; from:\~~-~~;::; ·· . ,. ... 
. .,.;,,.,. 
-- --··- ····-- -·- -- --·--····-----·-·;···--·· ··--· --· - . -~. 
\ ' . . - ' . ..... . 
-~ 
._.:T~e 1m,ge is -lifted from Montaigne: 
J I ... ,,.,., ... , ..... '.,,.:.~,, ....... , : .. The sou.le must be held f'ast with ones · teeth. , 
·:i : ·-~- · · since ·th_e laive to 11ue · in. -_ hones.t_- men Cl .is not 
I . 
\ 
.,: ·'······, . 
. ' 
',,,,~, .. ~)~'!,\!I'\..!\'!~•>· 
. '.' 
, ' • .,..,,I"'~• 
. / ..... . 
. . ... 
!fi 
Q :I to liue __ as~ long ~s. they ple~se o -but so long· · -· -~------- - _,.,_ - • I .. . ,.- . .:.,. __ - ;, . 
j .. O 
...• ·: '. > - _as they oughto • ,--·;/ . 





' ·~' . ... ............. . Webster~s debt .to Montaigne 0 ·then 0 .1.s the impetus 
. - t~ 
.. ' 
. 
. he provided .for great lines as£ r1ell as for insigliif.icant · 
~ . . . 
- --~ . details() , . ·~·. By and large O Webster's indebtedness to ~tonrrm ·- ., 
. . -
. . ' . -
- ·- __ :· t. ; • 
. . ,.,!·.: 
taigne· is .the same type that we found· in Sidney·9 .-phra.se~ .............. _. ... . 
, . 
· ........... :.' .... ·· .. .- ........ : ..... " :-.:~ology ·:rather· than·. ideology o Mor~over ~ We bsj;er changes 
(~ ..... 
-.---- -- . 
~ Montaigne vs phrases usual-ly for the better 0 · just a.s he . 
. • 
• l 
' . ' • 
~. 
-·-·-- - ----- - - --- _,_----'-----'-----'- -· I 
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·. replica of_ Montaignee Webster often changes only a 
-• --.---- ·--- --. ..........,.-----:-· 
' . j r.- .. . 
--
1.. ·- . - -' . 
word .or t1i10 in -.order to_ condense prosaic and wordy pas-. ---.--- . . . ' ··.. . . : . ~ (:'. .: -. . ,.: ... . -~) .... 
- -- . --:-----~. 
) ~- .. 
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. .... -.,.•.•,· .. 
· change- the tone and mood of an idea or a description. :11 
. . ·• .,_ 
·, 
-- As with Sidney 0 tnlebster imposes his oim ·style-· on --
' - ~, . 
T 
- ----- ---.- . :-- t·-:r·:·: ·, to enrich· im:ages· l11 tn·· con.Crete· llOrds ·and ~.hO'tl to CJlt_ the~-----~-~---------·--~---~-----~· .. -.. ·-- .... 
--------- -- -----·---------- ·--- -- - -·· . . --- ···--·----·-·----·-------··-- -·· --- .--------·-- ..... ----·--·-·- ,· -- ---- ··- - '\,.--···:··"""" - ·- ._ ......... -····- .. - - .. ........... . - ---· - ·- -- ' 
,// 
' , .. '. . 
· .· 1ne,sentialo tie begin to ~ee with. Boga~d that ~lebster.··. 
. --- 1 
' 
- - - , •• - -· !" 
.......... ---------··· - ..... :c·--· • - i . , . . - -- - - ----. .. - I 
. ..... · ····· developed plagiarism to a fine arto . 91The degr~e Of .. trans- .. · . •~ · [ 
-----===· .. - lll~t~t1Q; is ~~~h.~p~ Sur f1~1e~; i;;tii·~~ati~~ ~;-~is ;{~:~:~~· . . . ·... · ~1 
• 
t , •• 
1 : , ·- · ·-,.~, -I 
. ·rl -- · --- -···-· -··· ···· ·· · 
-
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'. ' ' . giaristic. activities.'* 
·· ·r··---------------- ··· 
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,,, I' ' 
'··"-¥••••""C ··.-- ----- ---~- ,· .. Webst~;r.fs Borro1i1rig's"'':r·rom·- John _Donne .... :,. .. ,~,·~·:-··'·----·-~ .. _·<t ···.-~\·::-~:·· ·::· 
.... _..;.=:==~-:-. .'·_. ·· .. '. ·.-~f-~·· . .,._ ·.:-- . (} 
... ti .... ·1;~· 
-·-·---··-······-- --- -------------- ---···· .• t· ,-,.· \. ' .• ·.·-·.,..:..-_:-··:·::-•. -.-·-;::.:·:··;·"7""'·,·····-·-:··.-··: .. 
u, ... 
--i·, ,., , • · As ·we havei se_en~ the ca·se for, v1ebster_ 9 s borrowing 
,;r ........ , ·--,--··t 
- ·----------- .. !- ···--; __ .,., ... ;_-., < I 
. .- :..: . . 
. . 
' 
·_ · - from· the .l}.r~.ag.~!, or fr.om,. Montaigne is----.ce~ta-ine : -No one 
: , . can doubt the conn~ction between· Webster and these. ttf'o. 
'( ' . (I 
writers; less certain o . and -therefore more puzzling_o . as· 
. 
. 
' -•. ·- . Dent ·remarks,~ -is V'lebster n s relationship. to ··camdt!ri·~ Hall, 
.. , 
'"• . ~ ... . 
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- -~,.,........ . 
\ - . .. __ .. _ ....... _ .. _-.---._ .. -----'.;.· . I . • 
relative~ly few passages\cul~ed, from thes: men 0 it is .,,• . 
difficult to pass a final- judgemen.t __ on .. Wel::tster•_s- debt- r" : ' . ' . - "·-... •.. '.!,_ ........ :. ..•. ____ • __ : • • •. . . • 
·- L ... to themo r 
. ~ , ...... \. 
. 
. . " ..... _ .......... " ...... ,. "" . 
.. Webster• s debt to·· John Donne stems .from surprisingly -




------- ------~--·---------------------~------------·---·---- . ~- -"(----~-----·-. -·-------.. --------- . . ·. 
·-'--_-.--.---'.-,-_-~ ... -~ .. -- contemporary works. Webster .worked on The Duchess of I • j . 
Malfi from-·1·612 to 1613. ~- The pi·ar was probably first . . . 
. . . ' ~ . . . . . . . ' . . j) 
0 
'·"''' _ performed i'n the· spring- or-·autumn of 1614 or the .w1n.t~t 
-- --··-- --------·-----~---. 45 ' I ··-·-·' ---· ·-----·-·· -----· -··· • - ' . ----· ... <)-• - ,, 
· · o~ 161·3~14. _ Donne's Ignatius his Conclave was pub--
= 
___ .c..:..> 
' ~ . 
·11s~ed. in 1611 , and The First .. Anni v~r sar;y,. and the Funerall------~~---=-~------ :' . -
·.-• 
. . ' ' 
' 
- ..... \" - "------···------·' --. ------- -
· ·Ele,gie ~ppeare¢l together· also in 16110 The Second Anni- . __ _ 
./ 
. . ' '· 
. ·_ - - ·· -- -. -. versary O ·containing Of. the Progresse Of the ·s·oule O was - . . a · --~ -~---
. ' 
~ . 
-· printed the follotting _yearo · ·1t is not so surpri.sing that 
. ·1 




. f"f0 " 0-=~== 0 -c-:---'"- c- Webster borrowed from. such recent works D however p when one -- . . 
I ·· · ·- - --- considers the nature of these sources. _ They al'e natural· 
- --,-··-·-· 
-----,--
• I .. I 
• I 
quarries for inspiration and a.s_sistance in The D-uchess • 
.... ~:· .. !.::_-2t-·'l 'J --- .• · ·---·- ---- · · 
,,.,;j·,..,,.,;.o..:J: ·' •" -·.·· ' . 
_ Ignatius satirizes an Italian Cardinal 9_ · and a Cardinal 1s .· ~----___:•_._·---~- _· ____ , 
' 
-··-·--··--··--·--·-·--·----·-·---------r--- 1 .. '>.----
_ _,, ___ ..... ';·· ~~- -~ ·,- - ·- . ·-· 
.... . ', .. ·.;·• ·-·.- -- . -- ---·----· ·----:··::·-.:--···-·,':'"~""::-
an important figure in Websteris playe Moreover o ;The 
,· .\ Anniversaries eulogiz~ .... ~.t,s.t.r~ss Dru·~y, who died young. 
• I \ 
1· . 
, I 
\ .; ~--· ., ·-
ti.-.·'' 
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- -~~----''· ···- -,,;, .. ,-.~-~--- .. 
• ,•,1,1 P .... , , 
39 
... t 
, ! . 
r; . -~ 
! -·" ' ,, ... ' .... , .. , • -
·,.,,. 
- , .. ,1, .• ,. 
" 
' ' ' .. 
' ' . 0 ·-·' •·•-,-·,' .,.... , .. 
'I 
' . . ' \ 
•. ... . 
' ,,. ' . . 
' . ' ;,. ... , .. 
. ' -~ .. . . ,, ) ' - . . 
· ... > .... ,,, .. ;·_,·,.·"·~····Her situati.011 1.~ vag\lely similar ·to the:Du~he"ssv.8 t~~n._ · . . .. II- ... ',.,.,,... . . 
. })• ' 
, . • . I . 






... r, • '.' ... . V 
. ·,. 
·yet,' tiebster is not ,o.oncerned 111th" thes~ similarities of . } ·1. 
' ., ' . 
. 
··--· ·:-.- -···-'-·:•'-'--·-···--.~---.-- ·,, .......... . 
pos1t1on·,·· and cnarae_ter, · aind his debt to Donne·· remains". a·s 
. ' ., 
i ~7;: .... ,,'• 
"' '·.- • ------·· .. •' 
1·t does to. the others· o 1n the area of phraseology, ra. ther · . 




I _ _.. • . . . ,{). ,'' '' .. 
' J. 
' '"!" • -·· ... ·than cha.rac ter and . p_lot . dev.e·lopnient O \j . 
. . . 
. , . I . 
-· . _,. 1 . -~t ··"-t/. - ' ii) \ • ~-:~ ' - ,;,~ • • 
.. 
'1i ;··-:-----
.;...-• . . .. 





centrations of. Donne borrot1ings 0· the fi~st in III p v o atul . ·;, 
-· .---• ___ {., ·. 
•, 
. .... .. 
· the ·second in IV, 11 o · We mi,.~ht expect some significance · 
- - . - -· -
-·- ···-----~· ·-
\·-·or. pat.tern in these COnQentra.tions; however 0 I can· s.uggest 
-.:):, . 
. . . 
no explanation· except that such 
0
0onoentratlon ~o~ld be 
' I 
l CI. ... ~. -.'-· 
' . . 
' . tl, 
,_. ~ ., :· <·, . I_', '\ ' • • 
. ' . 
s~bjects and a.re spoken by t9<9 · ~any different . character·s 
---··-··- -· -- --·- ... --- ··------ . --~--- ~- -- ---·--·-·---·-·--·-----·-·-- ------- . 
~ ·----·-··-··-··· .... 
. .,i ~- -------- - ~ - ~--------
?· -- .• 
_ .. _to justify any other inferen~e.·. 





. fOWings f irs_t. from Ign@; tiµs. hi.!9 Con~lave_e . In I, 1, Bosola · · 
' , 
... 
. ~ ..... - ,·,,,, . '°· 
------- -----·· ' -- . ' ... , ___ .. --···· ·-· - . -
gives .a char~cterization of the Cardinal ·which has been "·.· 
11fted_from !gnatiUSo 
. 
' • I . , , 
. . . . 
·--.. -·_.- .· • • ~_so indued tiith the D1uell, that he_·_ wats 
· ab.l~ to tempt p and not onely that O but (as 
. ... 
. ,_c_: .. 
- . -·-:-·--·--·----····-·--·,-'·----~· -,---- .. 
' ' •' . ~- •. =~ 
-··-·-·------ ---~ ······· .. ·_,,.·'· · .. • "" -
,; •'. . . . ,_' - ... -
. _they St?LY). even _to· possesse: ther Diuelle o •. 
· -· · . . , ( Pe 15) 
----------·-··-, -·· - -- -
. . 
. - -- -- ---.--·-·.-- ------·- - -----·- ·-· ·-· ... -. .,. 
----- --··· - ... ·- ·-· -·----·--· .. - .... ·-···-- .... -,·,·· ....... --· -·----- ·····-··· -
. ..... ·' 
... & 
,. - J~ ' - ' 
I 
... ·Bosola speaks these words:· 
... .. . ·;. ··.--· ···-:··-· ··-- ·----_----~- -· . - - . 
•J. . 
' ' 
·----•-'-'·-·--··:------- - --· 
' I. .• 
I , 
"" -------·-···-·-···-·---···--··~------··-·---· - • ··------··--- ··-- -- ·---------------:·- ··------- -"---·-·· .··----·-·-·. ---·---~~·--- '·--. - - _!_ 
s~me _re~lowes c they say) are possessed. w-1 th the · .... ·_ ~------.-· . _ .... dive 11, -but this ·great f·ellow
9 
were able to -po~ s·esse ·. ·· _,_~~:~;;:~-:~;;::= .. ~~-~~=--~~-~:, _. · ··· 
the gre·atest Divell 0 and: make him i1orseo· 
( D o ~1 o O I o 1 o 4S=l~~ ) : (·····- -




' ..... t~ . To his Cardinal., t\febster add.s·the further· condemnation ' . . I \' ' . 
I ' : 
' I . ''; j " 
' ·\ 
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. . - ---·· -· .... -- - -· -- -- - ··--··:·-·~- - ··- . ... . .- ·- . ·- -- - --- ·- .---· . .-------·-·--· -·--- . - --· ---···-·---- -··· ---·-·· -·----- ---- ........... -- .. •---·· ... ·- -· . --- - . ---- .... ----·········-- ·----~-~";·,: ,· .... . 
\iebEiter COndenses·and .. sharp_ens a long prose ·-passage.: . 
. . 
.. into a few te·111ng. lines·· in 11.is next ~s~ of !,gnatius o: ... ' ..... · 
. . I • 
·.·· .. The passage in .Ig~a;ti·us reads: .-···· --,· . 
.· . 





. I I will wr1-teJ:···to· the Bishop.of ·Rome: he. shall. . . !'· 
.... ,--···, __ ... call Galilaeo ·the Florentine- to him;~ 11ho by·: . · .... ":-·.: ':i: ,·:-~-._· ·· ··' 
.· .. --·------ ... -· .. -·.---- th1·.·s· time hath throucrh1v·1ns._·tructed l,1.mFitelfe. · ····;.·--~:-.-~---'---·:-.-.--
, '··' ,·. ,. . .. • ·.·, ,.t,' 
·~ . . e r::J 
~. : , · ··· ,·;" ·ot ··all --the· h.111s,; .woods:,.,-~d· G.it1es in the · . : .. ··-: . 
, _ ,, · · · ··.·. . new wo~ld ~ the Moone o · And osiriCe ne effected _ , . - ,. .- -. --~~-·- .· I, 
,- ,. ,.. ·: - · · so,much. ·with· his first Glasses·A· that··,he ·,saw . •- · ···):.· -~ <:~ .. b· -·-:·· ~<.::::·.~-1:/·. ~ 1 
, , , V ,;, ji 
, ·tFle Moqne, · in so n)eere a distance, that hee . : ··:· : ..,:::::~-·: t 
· ga.1.1:e himselfe satisfaction ot: .all 0 andthe ·· ·. 1i 
least parts in .her O · when · now be 1ng grown.a ' ... . ·s 
to mor~erfeetion in his Art O he shall · '· -
' ' ~.-.. 
·..; -:-.~- . 
- ----- ·-· .- ·----, -- . . . 
haue made new Glasses·,,: ~d e o o he Uy· draw 
the Moone 0 like a boate · /floating vpon ·the 
· water, as neere the earth as .he 1111110· 
. (j:,pG- ·11·0~·117) · 
.... --· ---~:-:-~·-··-··-·-·---~-... ~ ----·:· __ -····: __ •;.~-~--~-
" , • ' ) ~ , r.,. 
·--..---'--------:--:..-- ·---- . 
---- .. -·--···------ -·----·------· --·-··--· ----·-"-- - ---- ·----------------- -~ __ ., ---
. -~ . 
• 'J. '. -
~ 
4 ······-, • 
phrase ... 91Galilaeo the Flore;ntine,e 98 The Cardinal wants· 
'.•. . . 
•. -! --. ·i, · · · to. point· out that he · 1s. fixed when compared to Jul:la. or 
. . 
--·----·-------· ·-- ... -------------------------
. . ·- - ----- ·--~-· .,' -- . ' --. - - -
. . 
....... · .: · wo~en itj .general, who, are inoonsta;nt ·an.a fickle 0 0 . One 
• ,., ,1 .. 




{ ' . " -~ 
tt 
. . . 
We had· need goe borrow th•t fantastique gla.sse 
Invented by Galileo the Florentine, 
... .. - ········ ·.-- -. -, .. . . . !~d vi~~k:11~~h~in~p:c!~::t:il!~!:t~;e~~~ne·; -- -·· -. . - -- · 1 
· -----··:·~:=~:~~~_-...... --.-:~-. ___ : __ .:~:-·:·· ~ ,, . (DoMo o II~iVo 24c=,27) --·-------· .· .......... - .· T 
l' 
.. 
'• " ' ,,,... 
• ..r,-.. 
Follo1ring this major .revision 0 Webster 0 strangely I· I 
. i 
' enougho copies the next passage almost verba.timo The . .. . .. , .. 
.,; '. · .... , ' .. ,. 
.. ·.. ----- - --· -~ 
·•• . • ,. t 
. . ""' 
.,. 
I ,, • .'" ... .',,., ,.,. 
\ I • 
passage in I~natius is: I , • - • - - • _.. _________ -·--- - --- ··- -• ' ' 
·- --- : __ ------ ---~ ·--- . -----··----·-·--- ·--·-------·--·-··-·-- .. -
ooe Princess:, who though they enuy and grudge, 
. that their great Officers ·should haue such im-
, moderate meanes · to get wealth; yet they dare· 
not com.pleiine of it, least thereby they should· 
make them odious and .contemptible to the people. 
Q . (po92) 
": -, -· ·.- --- -
' ' 
. ' 
• ~I • .,,,. . - -- ·•~·-,., 
·---- ·- -• --~ .. -~ -- ·-·--·· - ., - 11111, 
.,. . ' 
. '' '( . '. . .--. . . ' . . . .. . 
' . ' ,.,., .. , .. '" '., ,., ' •; . ' ' . ..- •• J ,,,.. . 
. '\ / 
' / ' ' 
• " 
. I \ 
i.l 
--------·-- --- - - --- - . 
-------' •k)~• -~:,d---~~~"':';_ --------- ·~-.- r .,_, ,J.~ - - • .J ";• ,.,._., ..,..!> --•-," ·---------- - ~-· _,.,•--~• '-'.. ,;i .J: _. ' - ·- -~.;.--I.,____-"'-----------..._,_ __ •_,.._'-'"- ---<·~-"-"'-'-""'--"-=- J'---• ~ _,.,.._ • .,..,. -,--,., •• -,_..._,_.. ---....- -- -~~-+-'> .... • ._ .. ,, • ,, ... _,._, -... _. __ , _ _.___,- ... -=-{ ,- - -~---... ..-, ·~ - ;s.r~• -\.• ... - -- ... ~ - .= f" ·, •. • "" •"• ·-·· .---. •.-, c, ' C .:·....:........:.,-.~---=...· -~~~,.-,.:..,, 
. -, ... : \ 
-~ .. 41 . 
,·,·,·,'(, J 
,. ' 
.,.-:'". ' • '. __ ,•t 
~ -· ... 
" ' .. ~ ... ,~ .-.: ,.;. .. ' . ' . •:'-
':J . ' • 
.~ .; f 
, . 
I ' • 
-- ' 
' ! 
' . .,.,., ... ,.,-.., ... ,.,.,. 
. -·· 
- . ·-· ·- .... - -~-·-·· .... : -. ·-. --~.-"··-· .. : . : .· -~- -···----
' ' 
.• 1. - . ' 
... 
'•i '' •. ·. ' ' '" . ·: .. 
. ,, 
: .... 
• , l.. • :.· ,1 
.. 
. - - ---- .. . ·- ... -··· . . -· - .. -
·.~-.. :·: ~Great <Priheesp though they gr:ndge;.the1r Officers· .. 
_ . · · .... ·_ .. Should-have such largeo and unconfin~d. meanes · 
--·.:~,~~-~~--~_- __ L ___ · ·. T.o .get; wealth under them,~ will not· ··complaine 
· · · Least- ~t.hereby they should make them o41Qus 
_ ~ . ·: _tJl'l,tO. the_ ·p.eople O O ,e .. I 
' 
; ·· j:., 
I 
,1 
' ,., .. .. 
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·: _ (DoMo O IIIo.io J6s4.0) " . ~~-·-··;-'("" .... ! 
. . 
. __ ,. .. '. ~- ·, :~. --·) : 
.. ,._, ___ ,. ____ , __ --· ,------~-----· '-----·-· . '. 
- Tire .·,borroWi:ng 1~ direct;ityj!C&l . of the sententia.e so O •• ·. i 
. ----'-'--.,.:,,,·- .... ! 
. ' . : ' : ' ' ·. ..... . . ' .-
'.' '-.·'' .. -.-, .-. ,;. '. 
..· ._· '··--·--~-·-_.__ .. : __ : ___ .. ----:··---~------·- ···· 11 
' .• ~. -·-····.;_-;-•·· r • . _·_··-~;--:;~ -;··~r>·:-- ---:--·-·· -~------- .... -- \ - ·-. . ,.;. . - ··- .. ·. ' 
· .. ,·: -· :·common in Webstero . ,. ''"'""''' • -·~ ' . 't 
... i:., . ,, 
. . "· , . ' • . , '.I 
·. ··.:::_--_ .. ::,:··. ·: .~.:: :_::- ·<'-~ __ .. -, · ... I.n ·III~vo t-he: :nuchess ncites tl>,at Ferdinand· will not·· -.. · l 
- . . . ' . • 1:. 
' t ·, 
- - . ···-----· ··---~- ·----···--------- ------- ---- . -.. ------ . -fl 
... 







........ .... be convinced. of ·Antonio's· love until he· sees 1t·(\)_ - .Like-
. w1s.e o Loyola say·S that he· WI11. not believe any JWln• s'· ·-
. . .. ,. ' ', 
-- • --: -·--' ____ .. -- ----- . -- - .. ·j -· 
-l' 
. ' 
. . . 
word until he sees. proof ·.·by actions. · · · · ' ',. •• " L ~ ' 
' 
. I . : . 
a -tflJ', 
.t 
. -·. ~~- -· '' . •. . .. . 
.- . . ' - . . . . . . . 
·' ~ • • r• 
. , 
--· .... ,____________ ...... ···------------- ........ ·• .... -, ~-- no·ni:i-e·~~--.. -- .-.. -.- .. ·- ........... ___ '._ ................. · ,, ' ----,-----.. -- ........ -.. -"'""'.:' -----------·· .... . ---- •---~---: ·---,~ --~----~ i 
·---~·"' ->~-1 . - --- -------- --- ----- -· -···--·.-~---·····-- ·---- ---·- .. ·' -··-- .. j 
. ""~ ~ .. - : 
., . 
·~'"'"·'·' '· .. ' . _;_., 
.. --- ··-·--· ! 
.• o o wee cons 1der not .. _the- eiit:rii"flS~of·--B~asts ·
0 
bu~t~--~-· --t,....,~ . ...._-~-----------'--~-- ,,~ 
-----" c'·.··:. • ~~ the·. entrails Of SOU1S, in CQnf ess ions .. , __ .. a.PQ._ .tbJ~=~,.-~ .. ". 
··· ·.,~ -entra.i;ts of :Princes O in treasons;. 1,hase~ hearts ·~---'--~-.-.-.-.... ~ .... ~--· 
,__:__ ~ ,, . ·-··. 
. ' wee do 'no~ beleeue to be with vs t\) till' we ' see' .... ,,. ----~- -·a··•: .. _ themo " . . .. I .. •. 
- - - .. ::,:>·.;,::· :.>:.;.~ 
Webster: ' . 
(Ignat~U§, 1611, ·P• 89) ·----···--- -
. ..... - .............. ,: 
. 
. . ·_, 
--- ... 
--- --- ··-·••r••"_-,_._....._ ___ .:_.c --.~------~-- -~•-'---·'"""--·•--•·••-c••.•.-- •·• • 
... ,. . ' . 
. ---- -----· -- --- --··- -···· 
· -_-_--· -.-_ ---... -_ . -----;-~- .. · -.. That-·he·-so·--mueh d-1strusts my husbands love, .... :.--«-------~------~---·.~.: -
He will by no meanes beleeve · his heart is w1 th him ·. ·-
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~ ~ j • • • 
• • 'f • 
. ' - ---
' ·1 . • ' 
-- ----'---~---:.:~:-..:...-~~----·--.-- .. ro11ed a phrase t1itl1 little intention of. taking any~ -- ----~-- ... " .· .: .. · ... _-- · ___ .. ~ 
1 
. . . ,'• 
-~ 1· -----· --· -, - •. 




. 'i ·1 
I 
. . ' '". '" l 
.. ~- · meaning from the source or· his borrowingo'"· _____ ·: ... :... 1 
. I 
. . J 
:_. .. ,,, ....... : ....... -- .. :.· ........ ; ·:··. . . . : ..... ~~·-- I 
.. . . . .. ··--~ . -.. ~: -· ... '.. ~~. ' ! 
. ,-, . -- ·--, 
IJ; :Ls easier to· see i1ebster' s characteristic 
- . 
adaptat1onso alterations,.Q and distortions in the re- · --------···----~""·"-·- .. _.:,v.·· ....... ,., .. 
. visions from The Anniversaries 0 I think, than in those 
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·-· .-,,c,,-• •• .• :,. 
" 
",'····· ......... _ 
,_ t~ ; ..,, ' • ..-... . 
.,.,_ .. , .... 
.. · ... ,.,, 
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. ·. ' 
. . ., ........ , ...... 
. ' . 
"'· '\) ·' 
:.,. .. .. · .. 
., .. , •, '· , .. ·' .,,., 
!' .·•• ; 
. ,,. 
. . ..• ·--··-~.,',.': .. --~--< -·~ :·· .. · ..· . .,.;, • ...._4,;,J .. 
" 
···-·----- . . 
. ··········.·····' •· ,, '. ;-----· ~.~ • ' .. l 
. . 
., r : , ...;;J •. 
•· ···•-:--··' •-'-.;·. , ,,c,r,-,.,.....,.'. a 'simplifi.ed ·form of one .of . Donne Is oomplioa·ted---e.··on~_-_: :· ..•. ~-~:-~?:: .· ... '.'' ·;··; ,-,·· ... 
" I 
' - .. -- -·-· ..... -·. . 
-- ' . --···-·--.-, ...... . 
... ~ . . 
.,..-;pl.-,.,,.,,., .• ,,. .. ,. 
' 
poetic~.· .... The .. material .. bo.rr.ot1ed .. ~·r.ro.m .. \P.QfJJ}~.' .. ~.:<POetry is. · .. · 
. -· .. , , 
.. ·. .. .., .. .,..:.s .. "'' 
"t- ... '. I • ', • I ~ ' ' ' . 
-'~_ .. , ........ ·.· ... ~---··-·--..: ... ----·-:·: sh.orter in ,1e11gth O generally i . tl1an tha't·····or'. the . prose ' ~- ~ . . ... . ..... , ···« . . : 
\. '" . . , .. ;·· .. \ . . . . I : ..... , / . . - . -
·--- · ......... · adaptations o _f\s. Dent · points out. in his·· ·in-troduction ,--'-.-----.-:. ·. - . ~ .· ·. 
·•. ·- ,,... . ' . •, 4? . . ' '" , . .. . . '.· 
. . "' . . . ... '·· ·.·· . . .. . . . . . .... 
• -- ·---.~--.,~ .... ~-O ... ,.. - .. lefebste.r rarely borrowed from poems~ . Th®~e · gene1~a.11za- .··:-,.:.,,: .t .· . 
. . ,,; 
-- . -- - ------
__ ., ___ . __ . 
.. 
~- ---- -- - ------ - -- . . . 
·· ··.. --~------ · · ··· · ---~_:· ·t1ons o.ertainly · hold true for \t/E3bste.r .. ! ..s · use of Donne• s 
,•- ' ' ' ,. . ' ' ' , '. L~-1,'\ I"' (,1 /,I /,<-1,.. I,• 
0
1~< I•• 1'~ ,,, ,,, '., ' .• ' • • ' . • ' 
· .• ,·1·;:.· -~ i':.:·.... . . ''·,, ··.' · ... ··.· .• ·:' ... ( '' ..• ,,, , .. , .• 
. / .... 
. ' 
... ..... -- . : .:."1.·· .. 




. . .. . ~·--!l~.f.'' . .--~-·.·-:.-:·~: --- . 
- .. ~- -··--· "'- .. ·-------·----' -·--·--·-· ·-·~-· ------.. --.·-~~------- -·-- ,-. --·--
. . 
. .. 
' '1 '. ' ,, ~ 
In the .first borrowing from The .Anniversaries; 
. I 
We'bster seizes a quality from Mistress Drury and imposes-~ . 
.it on the Duchesso ' ·' 
., " 
0 .. ·. 
. -- . . ------
.. - --------- - . ;.··-. 
. - . _· -_ ----~-·-----·-··. ·---. ____ ............... --·--·~·-· .. :· .. . - ·• 
·- --,- -- - ·";,•;·-,.-:~-..--;;---.····-- ,.- .. , ---·· 
. _________ .· __ 2-..:~~~-------"·----:-.~---··· Whose-twi·lights ____ were_ .mo~e~: ... c .. l~are, · then_ our_ mid ... day; _ 
- - Who dreamt devoutlier, .--then ~ost use to prayo 
·· - --· --- · . (Of the Pro3!:esse of the. ,Soule, 
~ . 1b12, 463.-464) . 
,, 11 -, • , . · 
---. t,.·. .. ' 
· : ...... Webster• s revision reads:· J. · ',!) 
"t" . 
.. J,,. • · .. . ,..1 ' . 
. ' . 
' .- ... ~ ' •. .•. . . 
Her da.yes are ··pre.ct.is 'd in .suc:tt· .. noble vertue 
··- . . .. 
. --- .. ·. -··--· -----... ~·-J ___ ......_ ___ ······- -- ·--
That.sure her.nights (nay more 0 her very Sleepes) 
Are more in-Heaven., then other Ladies Shrifts. --·------· ___ ,,_,.. _____ .. _,_'-;---- - . ---- ---- .. --~--- . . -,. -· . . . -.• " 
........ __ .... 
•i , •• -, .. ,.·. (DoMo'p · I~io 205=207) .. 
. 
·-·----· -·----- -- I, ••! 
-- --- -···------- .... ___ -------- -·-------, - ' -
<' 
Webster• s dignif 1ed blank· vers·e is more stirring than 
. •,. -·-·;. .... .... 
. ' ·-. · ..... """ 
. · Donne u s · somet1ha t st.11 ted rhyme. 
. . . --; ; . ._., , 
-
·-· ·-·~, . 
. .' . ' \ . . . . 
There 1s a g·~eat -change in tone 1n the. next ·possible 
' • • I ' • . (' • J, 
-·--·-... ··'. ·,,,:·:,·."'.-.- .. ,. --- -- -.-
.... .. . --··-··· ··---· ~---··-···· ··--·. -
. --- .. \. ··-·---····· ....... --···--------·---·-·-·-··-·-----·----· ---
-- .. ·-·-- --- .. •· ... 
. . 
- ~· . _ ....... .,, ~- -·. 
. · borrowing from The Anniversaries. , .. , ....... ~.·-·---..... ·· .. 
··- -, ,;_, .. ' 
. -·· .~ .
I • . 
-
I - •" .' 
····Webster: ... -····---··-·. -·· 


















.~ · And for thee ( v1lde .woman·; ) 
t .... ,.;·:·: . .. . · .. If thou doe wish· thy Leacl1er may grow old · I 
. ______ ....... ___ . .. In thy Embr~cements Q I ,,ould have thee build . . .· ...... _, ________ .. ··.-,.----- ...... · I 
. : Suen.a roo14e for himp as our Anchorites 
·· .... , .................. , .. ; ....... '.. . To··· holier ut~e enhabite: Let not the Sunne 
. . . .. . ·- ....... -. ~- ,_ . .. ' Sh'ine on him o til..1. ... h~ .. ~.s· dead: Let Dogs O . and Monkeys 
Onely converse with him 9 and such dombe things. 
·1To ilhom Nature denies use to sound his nallleo 
. (DeM00 II~oiio 1i6~12J) 
. . . ' I 
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r'"·'!.lo!·- ·- ... 
r,i.,11.t·,• .. • ... , .. , •• , ,-.,.,, .• 1,. I 
' ,_\·.. •.• I . 
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. , .. ,.,, .. ,,.. . 
r,··-••• 
' ··'"©''"" . . ! 
. . ... , 
'I,.'-;''",!• I ••J ''""I"'·•/.,•! 'f.,J.,•I;• t• 
. ' -••"l'<o"·'.I ,I •'.,i.,'I'•''<'' .. 
.?··:· l ~ 
~ . 
1· .... · ·.· :. .. _, ........... Perhaps from Qf ·the·· Pr2£g"ess£! -•· of ~~~e_·· S~ttJ.~. f6l2.=:· .-...... ,;~ .. · ...... ·... ::·:--~, .· ... . 
i- ' . . .• Think. that . no Stubboffle. sUllen A.noho?'it !); ., ·.·. . ·•·. . ·:' .••... ' 
1 
· ?';/'' .. ·\<•M'. . Which fixt· t6 9a Pilla-re or ·a Graue doth'·s1·t i. i . Bedde{l arid ~ath'd in all his 0:t"dures"; dweis. . .. 
So fot~1ly. ~·s e>ur soules. 0 . in their fi:rstc:obui·lt Cels.·. · .. · . ·. 
. ::, ... ·.(169~172)" · 
. . . 
• 0 .. 
•· ... "'" ·-..... .'.,- ·,-.- ... 
. "" ....... ~' 
'• 
, ·- - ~.;: -·- :._ .. ·--- .• .... --- --- .. _ ..... '-; -
. . . ' . 
. . ' !. /. 
. . . The·view ·or·· an anchorite· and·:tt1.e i,retched cond.1t1ofl 1r1····"·---,-c-,-.;~;····.; .. 
. '.'~ .. : ~ . . . .. : . 
'~ ' .... '. ''. - .. ·•· .. ' . . ~-, 
( .. ") .. ' .. ·.' ; . . _:.,. 









Donn~'~~ anohori.te is compared. to th~ imprisoned· soul 
0 • • ' - .~ - 1' 
... ' ... ' . . . . '·. ' ... ,_('., ., :.. \., ... ~ · ... ,, ·.·-.' 
...... !--- .. :_ --- . ·----- _· ____ . - : 
. of man; his cond.iti(?n· or· filth and depra.vtty is like 
. 
. 
....... --·- ·-- -----······------··- . -···-----·---·--·-. ----- ·----···· . --- ---~-"I'"'-· -· ,•.·-·•-' .·· ---- :·· .. -- .·.- . ·--
. man's bodye which '\oully surrounds the soulo: tfebster, 
.... 
' . . " . . 
. 
·-




. ' :-''''"' ,.,.,:, .. ,., 
. ' .. , .. , 
. :' .. '. ..... that she save Antonio by :isolating him like ·an'',·anchori te • . · ~:''. f ... 
. \ 
. . . \ 
''.-·····:· .. •-•-.•:•ro.'.''- .. •- ... •,-· --•~.""" ·,---" ____ .. _ .. ---- . __ ·.-_·,.:_:_ . 
. 
' 
~~·----~-~.--- -~The suggestion· 1st that. in his loneliness 0 .-no--,one will ------~----.. ----~--.-·._. · -------~~_:··· 
"' • l>·, 
' . 
,i '._. 
... ' ~- ~ 
__,...__._..,;-.... ,J." .J-- ... ' • , 
' . . 
.. ,, ... ,,,. ................... ,, . 
. ·/ . 
.I '!" 
' (j, ' 
·· disturb 'or ~iscover him and that such a lonely ·e1tistence 
.. 
. is·· better than death •. Despite all these similariti-es, 
~ • • • J .'. _. • ; 
we must ·remember- that the allusion was common·; Dent .al_~ __ Q_ .. 
48 
s1iggests a pos·sible source· 1n Dekkero 
·. \• -:. .... "" 
,· 
·- ... ,, 
I • ' 
.. :-, 
.. ---- -----
. . ..... ·-
.. - . . -- - --- - ... -----· -· 
. ,_ -·-··----·•• ·-· ,• • _______ •!,•,L.,4.·l'-.L,,._,c:• '• ••• • 
-- - -·---- -'-· .. ---··· -- --- ------- -~-- - . 
·. .. 
. . . . 
. '., , . 
. -
,.. . Webster often borrowed a passage from an author for 
· ·· ----·.--~-~ ~ one work and then reused the. same passage for anot.Jler 
..... ~ :, .. , .. -·---··-- . 
. · '. ·-.----· worko Such ·seems ··to be the oase with o~r next borrowing· 
.. 
. ' ...... ,.,. ; from Donneo However, ·again we must exerc1·se caution, for 
. 
- . -
. .. . '. . . ... - - ... ,.--- - - - . 
_' _____ _, __________ .... ,_·-·--,-. -- ._. __ ,____:-; ___ · -
the identification is somewhat tenuous since, as Dent 
. ___ :_._:.-..:~.-.··c-. -----. -notes O there is very 1·1 ttle "'ver~al resemblance between. 
' 
the· two passages · in Webster and the f ollot1ing passage::. 
.. ··- .. --
-· ... - ·----· - . : ; . -_• .::.::::..'.' ... 
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. , .. - ·--·-· ·--~-.-·-----·---- .. -- ... ··---- - .-
.. 
·"' 
, • I 
· ... 
from Donne and since the· essential image is not uncommon. ;· ~ ... ·----,:.: ... --·-·~- .. -· -
.. mayot not be said 
_ ... _.That as a sundred· clocke is peecemeale -la'id,· 
Not t·o be lost, but by the makers hand 
' I ,, 
~I,. , . ; \ • 
. ' ' 
' .. ~ ' • '.' •• " < "" " • ' ' ' ' ......... ' • ' .. 
. '!. ' 
1 · - I, 
,/ 
. . ' 
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I 
.. .. . -··· .,.,. ..•. :, .. ....... ···-· ··---,-~--- .. . . __ , ______ -·-----"···-·----····-- .. ----,- ·····--·--·-·--·•'<······""./.~ ....... : •. :.., ............ /-·--·--··-··--·-·;-·;.;-·"·'··"-·"·"'·" --·- ···- - ............ . 
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. ,,·. ,'' '.. . 
,. • .-- .~.I ·• - '.I .•. , ·,- .• , :. ·. 
' ,..-... 
.. . . ·:···---~-: .... 
. - - ,. - __ ._~~--~------r-·---~-~-·---~~--~----:-...... -------··------r-··-·:-· -----
·. . .. ·.:: .. _.:· ··"' · ,.Webst·er:·-. · . ,,. . - ... -~ 
I 
', 1 ... 
. . , •• , - , ., .. ;.; ·-·-:-- L--. ·-_- -~ ... :...... • ·- • ,, 
. }·j 
Heaven hath-a hand.inflt;.but no. ·otheroo'ise, · .. 
. • ' . 'y ' 
:1i 
.:·~i.~ ... ,:.·.·.~-:-.: 
. '"t' ~· '" . .-~· -~'-< . ~ Then -as s~m.e- curious Artist takes .1n sunder · · · A Clocke 0· · or iJatch 0;· ·when~--1~. is · out of frame,· ·_ ~. · · · · ~ · 
. . · To· bring 't in bett·er order o · 
··-··· ·-··-_---_:·:::-.·_ - · · - ·--·"· ·· · ·· · · 
.· . .. . ·-·---,-., ... ,·. -. ---------··----·----·---·- . ----~-! {DeM. 9· III .•. v~ · 75 .. 7~) ·_ --·~--c-~-· ___ :· :.~~----~·:----:~:~· •·· ;;-.. :'. ·. · i 
' 
i 
~----·•-------,_,.---'10tl•7 -"- - a • • ' • -. 
_,-,,_--c-:;:~:--:.·.~.-c.:: •.•• • 
• • 
--· . 
r:-t,•,. ,,, ··--------·-~ 
.• . .. -- .-- ·-· .. --- - ---·· . ·---
___ .,. --~-_:_: ..... .".-~.-.--+:-__:_·---··· ..•. -.-- -· _. -----·-· ... :._. --·--··-~~-~.:.. .. ~-·: ····-·· --·-- .- ·-·-··-- ·------... •- ... 
... 
----~ · · _Webster·:· ... . . 




· .. -•Or like. a dyall .brok_e---.. !n·-·····whe··el·e-::,.or·-,ser,.w, p .· 
That 1 s. tane in·t.pee.oe.s to be made go true: .-- ,It 








- ..... _ ·:-~--=---~:-~::: ... ~:·---~---~-~~-- .· So ___ :to -eternity he ·not, shall sta.nd 0 ...... - ·----------------.--·----------;::-·-.·:.::· ... · - ( 
. . New formud and gloried by the AllC:>working hand • . · ~ 
· · · ··· · ....... , . · . (A Monumental Columne ~ 24lc:o244) 
....... , ... , ... ~~, . ' 
.· ·, ·. ------
·_ - --- - . - . ::- ..... ___ __;_ -·:.:.~ ---_'. ~-;- •.. . _ ... - .. ---.- ·-·-_· were.pop~lar 0 usuall7 showing how God. (the·clockm~er) 
--·· \-· -·----- "-,--·~- "--·:--··--:-. -··-····-- ·:·.-· . 
. 
. · · . resets time O order, · or the. erring oloek. 
! . .• ·--··-.:_ .. •' 
.'._' .• ·-- • ~ ••• :' • • ..·.-. '. •• ;-.. -~ • .,J .. ~.... .;~.·-1·.··-'.'- '• ' The next · borrowing· from Donne · furth·er -illustrates · 
' ·, '·, ::.. 
~-, :··.-.-:. 
. .·-- ,. •., .·,. 
.. , · i • .. •.. We'b$ter• s :fondness for sententiaeo 
• ····,------,- -:_- - -.:--·•·.--·~--: •• ::.-:-•. ·.: ·:·· •- -- • .; . • . 
. •,,'"' ' I ' 
Wee seeme ~b1tious 9 Gods t1hole worke t •undoe; 
Of nothing hee made us, and we strive too, 
/ .. 





. r , . 
. To bring our selv~s · .. to nothing. backeo - - ... -- ----- ----- -- -----------'-· .. ----;-- ________ ,_.,_ ·- _..___ _______ -· "' -.. !, •• 
----··---- --- .. --,--- -- -· ·- . -
. -·· ._,,_ -~- ... , (The First Anniversary, 
· -155-157) · 
• 4,_ . 
.. 
- ---·-··-··---- ~---- ~-···· .-----··· ,-- ---··- 161,1, . ...... 
. : . . :--·:"·· ,~ . . . 
· · Webster: 
'·· .. 
·Heaven fashion'd us of nothing: and we strive~·- .... "'·· To bring our selves to nothinge ~ ;·-----· ____ : _____ :__:_ · 
(Do Mo , !II .·v. 97-98) · - -- -----·--·-. ~:~~::~ _---.- -~ · ·· ···· ... . 




. ~ ' - .. - -.. -' . . . -. " ,- ' . 
. . -, 
- - ' . 
. -· The borrowing is simply repeated.--- :____;.~-· • ¥ •• ·,· t. ' . \ . ' 'f 
-----·· 
.• ......... ··-···---· -·-- ~-- ____ t..;J __ • ·--· 
. . . ,. -
On the other hand, Webster reworked ·the next passage 
' . . ,· 
·-- _.:. _________________ . __ ..... , --,--,- .. , .. _· . -w1 th . great artistry o Originally o the image is that or· 
. . . .,. ' . 
------ ----- ----------·--------------·----·----. . ---· .. --
' ---·· ·--·--·-··-· _______ _. ___ .---·-------··,· . 
···•the body exploding like a cannon _ in order to free the 'i) 
. , . . . : .. 
.. - . :·--- -~..---- -• ...... ,-... . . . . ' ... 
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. , . /.; ,·'"11 . . ~ . 
..... r · ... • . .. _I • "• ' . I'. " ' • 
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·:. :....While · Bosola is torturing the Duchess· .because of her love . 
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for Antonio 0 she·cries·out pathetically: 
' ' -1' -
,-,, , ' o· misery: _like to a rusty ore~cha.r.Lg"Jvd Camion, 
-·-- --~··-·»+-,·--··-----· · Shall I· never flye ~n peaces? ·_ _ . · . _ 
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. Once in a while, :-Webster d1d---rete.1n the- tone or· h1s . -- . .::·--·-··- - . . . - -
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_When no Physi tian of redress can speake, 
. A joyf.ull casua-11 violence piay breake-- -. 
A d~erous Apostem in thy breaste ' . 
( Of the Progress of the Soule,_ 
161T,. zm=ctm 
- . ---- - - . . .. -.... ~;- -
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. -• --· ~ - -~- ... --~ - . -. .. ,-~ 
--~:- =~-~::_~~::; __ ~: ___ :_··-~--~::_::_-Webster' s vers1·on reads : - -· ·---·------··------ ____ ,, _____ ._..,,; ___ . --· .--~- . ' ... - . 
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A great Physitian, when the~Pope was s1eke 
Of a deepe melli;inchollY O presented him -. 
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~ --- --~-----. . . --· '--·· ·---- -
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. \ . . . --· .' -, . . ... - ~, -
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,salvatory of greene. mummey: what's~ this flesh? 
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' .... -a 1·1ttie crud~d m1lkeo --phantast1ca1Jk puffe=apaste •• ~ .. 
· · · _ · · · _. (DoMo 11 IVo iie 12)a1125) · · 
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Webster ·rarely, borro~ed from Scripture. ~ :J3oth. quotations," .... ,." .. 
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In the ~nerall Elegie, Webster. found the seeds fo·r. 
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And the t1orlds._ bus1e noyse to· overcome, 
Tooke so much_ deathQ · as servod for ·opium. ( _. · 
, · ., ( Funerall; El.~gie ~ 1611; ·79-80)~ 
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< , : .· calm .~esth ot ~~e young Mistress Dru?'y 1D.to a remarkably 
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·Webster works·a.t.his_besto • I • 
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at*anged by author a.nd possibly even by worke_ · It is 
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cannot state .authoritatively that :.tJebster always .challged .. . 
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And, 1 t is this 11 ttle spark of an idea &nd the neat st~te... ' . . ' . j 
~ 
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A • Almost all.or·webster 0s borrow1ng-from·John Do~e is 
• ' 
,• 
invested in The Duches.s of Malfio In some instances, _ 
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Webster _trans:(_orms elaborat~ description_ into a brief--
·- . ------------· ~---~---- '• ... -· ··--------- · .... •· -
- . - .. ·- ' -- -- ... -·-· __ :::.. - -
. - -------.;----·----~------- ----------. ------ - - ... 
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, ~--- and usually vivid· or _vigorous imageo But \~ebster shows -.. · 
.. ~- . . 
..... , ............. ,,:,-.. 
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. ··::~:: .. j~~;-:~_~:~.~::: .. ,; .. ;. ................ , .. for his characters a. Taken· as a-ithole,--Websteir-es··-·pnrasing. ----.,--~~---~~--------,. 
,I 
, 
_, .... - .. 
' 'f ... :;...,•1 ' -
. .. .. 
,, 
j(,' 
. / 1s much clearer than that of Donneo It ls probably unfair f ... . . r 
· to compare the ti;'lo men any furt't1er s·ince they a.re working. 
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·. in different_ genres whiQh do. not. have the same art-fst1-c- .·~____:,_ ___ -.---~ 
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tlebster 1 s· Borrow1ngs~1rom Joseph Hall 




.. ' . ,t} - .. ' ' ~· . ·- - . ..... . 
.:., '"I ' I 
'· _, One of the" autho~s from whom t~epster borro,1ed. 0 but i' 
... . . ·-····'· ·. . 
to ,i~hom··ne··t1as· not overly indebted w~s Joseph Hallr, ~n. 




--,·-----, . • -- ,------,-·---r------ ---- ----- ---- -- ----- -·---------- ---·-----~---'-·----·---·- -------- -= ------· --- - ·- -· , . .. .. , .. ---- ... -,,- --...... .- ,, _______ ,, ....... , -__ ,,.!, .. ~ ------........................... - . - - · .... --·---·--·-··· .·'--·- .... ... _· . -------............... ! 
· ········· ··· ·· •· ·.· ·.· ···~· Characte:r:sf'_of ·· Virtues and Vices·o · publ.iShed in 1608· · and .··· · .. : ····· ·····.·•· \ - ··· ··· ... , ·j 
- . -- . . - . . - . ·- - -- - - .. - - . - - 4#, - . . - - - - --- - - ., . _· . - . - - . ·- . . - - . -- .. -. - :.- • . - . I 
-- ---,c----------------:-----~----",-~--'-·-:----The--E1?i_s_t·1es-~-----~-p--u'blisne'd-. iti --1611.
0 
were def:i.nitel-y known-----:--_-.~--~ -.---------l 
--=--- - %1:'!e;; .. .1, . 
. ' ,· . . 
. . . i~ 
· · < · .· · ·.· · before Webster wrote his rirst great traged~. The White · i .... ··.·. ·· .. ·• ·.· · ··· . I ,.. . -· -...... , . -· . . . . . . . .· .. , . ' . ', • 5 ()_. . : . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . '. . . . . . . . . . ... . .. ··-~·-·• , ,c, ••. ,., ··•, " • • , ,r,--:·-·-·~---~-.. --.. ·--: --........ .. 
-- ·-- -- ~ ----- -- ---- - :Devil. · However O .. _ Dent gives only seven borr·Q~i-ngs · from - -.... ------.---.---.----, - -
"'.., -.·· 
1?. ·: ' 
. ,., 
,:Hall ·1n.-·this p~ay, and since ·a11-·.or them are common ideas 
. or fragm~nts O . 1 t is possible that they may not· have come 
\ 
·to his edition of The White Devil, gives ·no credit to 
' 
Hall ror any of. the parallels that Den~ citese 
/ 
\\ 
f . .• • • 
- !) 
' ' ' . • . . • ~ 
' -
. . 
______________ ...... ---·---- . ____ The· Duchess of Mair 1 is another p1ay O ·ho11ever; D_ent __ -_--- .. :- -,---~· ____ .2i\-~-~- :· .... 







' .. · - -·.· 
~·2 ... ,., - 'i 
· cites ~went;v:~one bo~row1ng_s from· Hall. ·in this play O and \ 
Br9,rm. agre_es on -fifteen of themo .The· majority of ·the 
; p • 
. quotations from Hall ·in The· Duchess ·are f·rom ·his Charac--
-~-~- --------~--·------- - -----~ ----··-····--------------------~- ---
-------·------'-----• 
t~;rJlo an.'d many of the ohara~ter types fit well .~tith the 
. . .f•~-- ·- ................ :. . • . . . . --- .. ·_· ___ . __ .-· - ..• .... -=-·:·· .. ·;· ._ ".-··· personalities in the playo _ For exampl..e 0 Bosola and ~the· 
:1., ·v· ' ' .,·,-,•l 
- '. . . -- . ".- ·- --- ' -- ' . -
. · Cardinal are ·both described by lines tak~n from :the ·. 
' 
· ... ___ _ 
, · "Ambitious o" iihile Antonio is compared -to the ~vHumble, 11 
'\ 
' ' ' '. . (" . ' : " . 
the wHonest O H and O in er negs.ti ve way_9 _ the woprofane o '' · -- --- ... __ , .... --··- ·1 .· .• 
_., ·- •. ' - --·- - -- ·+ • 
. ~. ·' ' . ',. ' .. 
. 
' Even so 0 there does not seem to. be .any particular pattern_: ____ : ------------------,· 
since lrlebster uses Hall rather -indisc_riminately for many 
. . . ' 
;,;; •e. 
of his characterso The only justifiabl~ conclusion we 
........ _ ... -.~--- _:: ... _'.-·-·:··_;· .. ...,.. .. .: .. - .. : - -· 
.49_ 
' . ' 
' 1 - j' • • I ·'I... ' •, 
1.,,.t 
\ 
- .::::;:::.·· ~ :0 
.- -- - . ' .. ·---- .. - -.--··· 
.{;,,. ----- - -. ·•. • 7·' n,- . ·,·-·-·.··' --- .•. " 
':et::ieac 
. -- . ---"··-·- ·.,~---· , .. , - ----·· 
-------
- ·- .. ~. ~··--~·.-~::-i·., 
' 




can arr1 ve at· .. is the same one 1,e have · come to in- connec~ 
.· t1on wi~lh the·.·previous tfriters: l!le'bste·r·doe·s improve· 
.. -- ·- " 
Hall 9 s 11.nes which are usually sho.rto .Pat d'efin1t1ons 
.50 
of a character typeQ 
; . : ... 
















about them. i1hich ·ilebster negates o. · As usual O ~Jebster : · 
•· .. - -----~--..:_:_,. __ ~ ___ ;·:_____ - -· .· .. -................ -----,---------·--- ·-~--········---- ....... ·_ ... ____ ~ .. ·____ : 
, . ·· ....... · · shortens\ the",.,~,ines and· ass1m11ates the ma.in idea'. 1nto the· · · j 
.context of his .. plaY.o .-----. (";· ... _ _, 
··-·-· ... ·-,·-·· ---··--·-- _____ _._.... ___________________ ·~-----··----·--·-··-·······--· ... ···-······---·--····-·········-,---·-·-··~·-··"··-·--------·-···'" .... , __ ·······-··-······ -·- . : - . . . . . . ,' 
~-,.•r·,_ ,.,.,.,,,.,-,, ,.,_;,_.,_.,., _..,_,;_.,._,.;,.;..,.:,.;. • .,..,,:_.__.,.,...,.~.. ·,__,,;,.. ,;;~,' ~,,~~ · · .,..,,,._,_,_,,,1.,.,,, __ _,_,. ... """'·'•~---.-- , . ..,., •·~ ,'' • .. " ,'"·'""'•·•••-·••"• , . ., .•• ,.~·· , .. ,-,.,,..,_ ,- >, , .. ,.,., •• ·_ ti ..... -·•", , •. ,-,, .•,.,..,. --•• ,. ·-· '-~··. _:· . ., ·.- .,. ,- .-.,.,. ·-~,. -.... ,,.._ ...... --.- ... , .~ .. _ ,-.'·",•·- ,,.,-•• -•. ,.,., ,.,,,. _,.,.· ... ,. _ .,, .. _ .... -. ··.-· • ·,._._ ,, ... ...,,,, ,.,. • .- • ., ,., ... ,,- •• .... ._ .. ,..,, ,,, •-··-· .·•,• ...... _,_.,· • -~·i, • , • .. ,•--·• .,· ,~.,·,ft-,~'[',_\·•.• .... f .• _.'-• '·: · . .., , •' '_.' • J • ....,,.,· - ' ·~~:,,.· _ , ___.' ,...... .-j.·~·"' . ..,. , r: 
· · . A good example of this app·ears early in the play when · , · · I 
. -- - --------------------·------- .. -····--·-"'-·--·- .. ···-······ ·-- ·- --· ,I . . - . .. ... -- _____ ..... - . .. .. --- . ~
~,f•·;.r~ .... _______ ~,.._. • • ~ fr 
· ·Antonio ~s:-. describing the .cardinalo The source· of the · . . ·: I 
. . . ·) . . ' 
description is Hall n s '~,n~A11,1bitiou11t1~· charact·er: ~ - !; 
.. · .... ~ .... - . 
.. . 
- .. 
His wi-t- sci cont·r.1ues · the 11.kely p,lots o_f his _ < ,-.--"'" 
promotion, as i.f hee 't10Uld steale it away_ . _ .. ____________ ·::·--·~---··_. --------~''-~:~·-:_~--- _ 
without Gods knowledg~ e . ___ · k ~ • • • • ... ••• • .., 
(Charo, .1~17,, .. p. 231) .. ,__ .. ,. 
~ .... -.. ...___~~--: ·. . ~ .. . 
.... •----·-· • - .. ···-··-·-- ----------· ---· + -·----------- • .. •• -
. .. . -
........ ,, .. ,, . 
.~ . (' . •:. 
Antonio ·says: 
. \ 
_ < I ,~,.{ .·\"7:', . · 
. -. o ohe should .. ~ve beene Pope: but in 13~t~$.d ___ _ 
.. _ . --~-·- ·--- . . ----'--· 
~· 
. . 
- -- ·-. -·----······-·----------------~ ·~----~--~-·----
.. 
·:·-of com.ming t·o it by the pr,imative decensie 
.. O·!: .. th~--~hq:rQ11o .. _b(! ___ did. beEi_°l;_QW __ .~?:>tJ:,~~ , __ ·so·•------- .,.:---c-._ .. _ ...... ___ -__ :_ ---'---'-'-'--~·,--'-. ·-"---'.· ,,·-'---'-.. __ _ 
largely O .and so impudently, as if he i1ould 
have carried 1 t away without heavens knowledge_. 
(DoMe o Ioie 16Jc,166):,.' 1 ,· 
. .. ~-· . -~ ··;· ~- . 
. ' - ' ..... " -... ' ~ 
. ......... ),·- ., '· 
~ ........ '; 
J 
.. ~ ..... . . ... . . ._. ' . 
-· 
___ .. _______________ The idea is a fairly simple one g the . am.bi t:1tous character · 
pays _enough so that.God. will not even. kno,1 what is hap- · 
--·-- ·_- --- ····-·---··· ... --··· ........ -.. ,_ .. ___ . -·-·--------·-·. -- -
. . 
.. · -·--"···- .· ............... _.peningo . itebster .. changes .... the- verb. -~-°-s-t.eal~'~ t.o __ !~-carry~!.-~- .... , -- -- --·- --- .. 
<; • - - .... -· • -·'. .. ·- ..... : • .Jo····· • . 
. - ' . 
• ••• .. -••s·•'<O ••••••-•• •·~-·-.-··"' -.• •••-,;,·~-----~-.·-•"-r"~1· ,,•• • •• ·•- --
• probably to suggest ·the trickery ,µid dec.eption ·in the" 
• ·• . I,, 
• . ..- . ·;:, ,\v.~ . . I 
·: Cardinal 9 s cha.rae ter o · ... -- . -.- .. '~ .. ----- ·.- . - . __ ..... -.. -· .. -··----· ... -----·-···, -···- ..... ... 
, . - ----
. . • -=~-·. 
. . -··- -·... ------· -· ------ - , .. - .. 
. ~---·--··- ..: .. :.·-·----------~--- ' . ---· ____ . __ .... _-·---~---------·····---· Ano th~:r ins ta.nee in a which Webster- charige s the------------'·--------.- --- -·.-:·· ---. --- -. ~--.. -.. 
. . 
"1· .. ··;,.·· -·-···-- •,------- ------- ·------··-.. ~ - ·-··.-·-:---· ... ............. :~. - . .... . . !, • . ..... ..... . , ...... ·_.--..... _ ........................... - •. ·-· .... ___ . - ... -.......... . 
~ ---------- __ · .. __ , .. ,~,_eaning in his adaptation from the· original· can -be "..·_. ·.:. ,, ... , :·· 
' • .I; 
seen in the following·: ' .,· ',;.._ .... 
. - ... -~ .. ---·---·-····- ·-·· -- --- .:............... . . 
· To. matte1l) of Religion : his heart is a peeoe· of · 
• • • • -• • ••••·,' -..-, -•-•>o,,--,., ...... -•·t''--~••'"'"'•r• ,....__ -.-, ~·r•- • .. '-..--· ......... , ...... -•---•·•,,\~ • ··• • • 
. ' . ~ 
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' ' ' 
" 
,,, 
·dead ·r1eshli1 without feeling of loue, of ·feareoee<ll 
, (.Ql]ar e O ·npro:fane 9 w, ·1617 9 Po 220) 
. - . " ... ' 
The altered form is:. 
' ' . ; ··~ .. ' . 
• I~ • C • • ! • • 
"·':••,... . 
... Make not your h8art so dead a. peece of f'lesh 
To f ~are Q · morre then to loye me 0 ,e o · . 
(D0Me9 Ioi~ 517~518) 
... 
, _· ~_:_~~--- . The paEjsage is relatively unchanged except for the_ ehange ~-- - - --------····· · 
j · ·· . · ·· · in ~verall meaning., The Duchess is saying that Anton10\:af -. 
J , ... . . , . ,,., .. C. . . . .., . . ·,· 
ii - ·._· ---4'-ea-r-.of her couid. be great.er- than his love f.<>r-·her.--.Md---" .. -··-··-·--:-:_._', ·----··Moo"·-·-· - .. ..c .. ,. +T:~~:::.~.~:.:·~:::_ ... _: __ .;___ .. ~...;;.,_~~-----.. -·-·---2,;·--·;:--.. --~---·:~--., .......... ·-· .. ··---~·--· .... -·--··· -··· .. .. .. ...... : . .... ~--·· .. . .. - .. . --·-· . ....... . ........ .. . - . -· . , . , . , 
;f 
·, 
r.11' ' ti · ... 
h 















... -------·---·--····----------- ·. thusu ·his'>heart ·would · be · a .dead· piece of flesh 
O 
whereas· . - -------------------------·--- ·--· 
,· . 9 
.Hall seems to 1:mply'.thatthe absence "or both feelings ere-·- . 
- ,. . . . t 
·_·. '. ate dead flesh, and he is ·referring' t'o religion r~the'r than 
. .:. ., 
'· - · · love G • · 
. - ... · .----..------ ... - . - --- ----- - - ·- ···-· ·---------:..-'":"····---- --, 
·-· .•,.,, 
·In··the next example., however, Webster.does not change· 
--·--·-----· .. -:_:;. ···_· th8\1dea 0:f the Borrowing; rather he tl"ansforms the wording 
,. 
; ... ,. • --· Jt • ~. 
\ . 
~-··· 
\ ,. . 
. , . 
-'It' ........ from a :near dead line to a statenierit · alive· ·with' meaning·.··--<···~···-·:·~·· .-~~ ...... ~-------
• 0. 
t ·-- ... ' 
-----..:..-;..:.... __ ___,, .. ~,.j, .... ~\;..!...'.'.·'·.::'_ ~-:'' -
.. - .... -. .' .. -.. -. ' 
. . ,l 
- .Thus: ./ 
-----------,--,--~-~-~-------
• .>-; . • 
· Euery. .vertue hath his sla.n ..der and his 1est 
· · _.. to laugh· it .out of -fashionc o. 
., •• ..t .. ·•,J·,,>.•[ 
. .. 
··-,-__ ,_-'-~--.·--~"'''"·•·;,_J l ., . 
~- -- ,. ··: ·- ... ,. 





. __ . ___ ··_··--· ·----.. ·- ·'_ ···1:-1·--.:~----.-.·· -~_··· _- _- _-.---;----->- .. -·.- •• -
··· · ~ · · WhS.t appeal'es Iri him mirth, is meereiy ollts1de t 
......... _ ... , ___ _,_ ___ c.;:· _. - ...... ·_ •. · . -·--------·· .. If _he -laugh har-tel~y.{,--. ..,_i-t is -te--·laugh-- ~----· --- ------·-----~. --'---'-'-"-'-_ '--_ .'-'-"-'-_ -.c.c.c_--.. cl~·'·:c..;_=.,--.. =-.c.. .. ··-~--· .. , ._-.. ·-....,.,.....,.~, • __ .~----
·All hones·ty out of fashiono 
-· .. , . --- - ·-"" ·---····-~-·-···-·· .. ~-·- --····-- -., • .,.,~.n•~.-·'. 
· (DoMop I91o 170-1?2) ' . 
- .... '. .... ·-; --··-
The basic idea ·1s the sameo ·but rather than simply repeat- · .. · ·. : ·· 
·-· 
'''""'""'"' _, . . ' - .· ... ···-.·= = 
. ·-_-~: ..... ~~----·~~-~- .. ·1ng_··aa1l.o .... tJebs.ter give.a .. a concrete. 1iius-trat:lon ~of--l~h~t·-------~-' -~ ~--"·c--- ... •c-,,,,,.,., . 
. ' . . .' . . . . f) 
....... :,' -· - " 
· Hall is. saying;. he. uses· the· lines but makes . th.em t1ork for-.· · · 0 -,-~·_-_"'· . •. 
. . .i' 
. .> .. 
. .. -· ·•·-·· ..... - .. -.. ·-··-·-·~·-- ·-·-·· ~' ,· . ·-·~......:.:._--;:,.; . . '."' · ... ·. 
• • 'J 
A few lines later, Webster alters Hall:~;.s -description 
• _. : '.I l I ' 
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•••• ., • '1•ft"; ,,._·---~--.. 
hangs · vpon the .. 11-ps~ ___ which ... he:.: ... adm.1.r_e._tl.1,t ... ~~ 
Ci> 
' . 
they could ·1e·t fall .n_oth1ng but oracleao ~ o ~ 
· · · ( Ohar., o 1617 o .Po 224) .. . ' . .. ,- •\ -- ·' . -. : . .. --. -- .. ·- .. 
' .:, ... --- "& -. ··- ·•-- -
, . 
. -~ - . -- •---· - - .. , .............. ,.. . ..L-'. --" _._"\.. .. - - _,,._ -- - .:. ,' ... -
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r·, ~ • I 
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·- ·-----· -· ---- ...• ------·------ ... ,_,. ---
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In the next quotation,. Webster shortens the borrowed 




• -! .. ---~.. • 
.. ·• .. - ----
--- ------------:-·'"·· -- .·. ---- -
. ·, 
low roof c=m, s~d does not even state the characteristics 
or anything else from Hall • The quotation · 1s from the 
·- -, .. 
. . 
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. -·-·--- ··--·-·---·--·----r--~ 
·--·----- ···· He 1.s o o ~ a rich stone set in lead; and las-tly-, ·:· 
/' 
; . 
a true Temple of God built with a low ·rQof e. .: .. ·>, ··, 
( Cha.r o, e .. -.1617-9",·J:l~r··"·23.0·),-v,~,;v,~v~,.,. 
,_-__ . ___ · ~--·--··-· __ -._. _. 
,·.·,,· .... ·-
.... ~.- .. ~, ·.. . 
r...,..· ~ - , 
· ····· · · . 'Webster .places the words into the mouth of the Duchess .. 
. ~:··':'-"'·'· .. _ . 
. ,.,.... . )/ 
- - -- . ·-~ .. ......_/ 
.. 
. I. .• .' .. --·" ' ·- .• ' 
as s-he says : --- ·- .""'" ·--:f ... -- . -------- ...• 
.. - ' -· 
er .. ·---- .. ·- . .-·.1.· -·h-----··. -__ : . .:....., _____ . ... -- ..... \. ... :...-• ....• -·-
• • ,) - • :-. • • . ~ I 
-- -- __ - .. : ___ . __ ~-- ·.-· ___ ·-.---_--:·-. --· .... _--_- _-- __ -_:~ _. ___ -- - -~,:~:-:.. 
-~~~~~~-'--'-----'-----This __ goodly · roofe --of lours~ _is·· ·to.o ___ low ._buil_t_._. _. _--_ .. ---~-__________ ----~--,--_ 
. (Do Mo 9 . IC) 10 479) . - '.. •·· 0 
No mention is made_ of ··Antonio's being a stone ··W1 th a .. 
base setting or of a te.mple or,, Godo -Of c.ourse O by this 
. - ~ - - ·-- .... ----· ·-
.. . '. 
. . 
-- ---··-- .. ----·-·------- --· -- ----·· ---
. . -·--···. ··-- ---· - . 
. 
.,. -- ..... . :. ·-···· --- --
' 
.:.~=~::::..:.:~~'~:.·.:·:. -.· .. ·. __ -_--:_ .. :.·: .. ~-=:---~_::-·:_·:7.: ______ :_:_~--: .. _·_- _::_;_;_;_..:..~--'-' ~ ..... · .. ~ .. ----- - . ' . - - -- - . - - -···.•:. ·---c-.~------- -··-···--·--, ---·-•---,-------- - .• - ·___ .. ::·:· • ."· .. :.-~;_.:_;~:..; ... :...:.c_ 
. " I 
· __ - ····-·_: __ ~- · ·,-----,----C--~ ·-·-- -_ time o .... the ._reade·r:· realtzeis that Antorrio is a ·humblef · c,har-· -
·- • - . -- - :.:. __ . __ -~ .:.·:--.:~-----· •.• ...:...:...:....:...: __ :._-_r, __ - ,, __ ,__;, ..••.•...••.••. ·-· •. - . .. •. - - •.. - ---- ---· . -- -·. -···. ----··· - . .. • . -- . ·- ... - - ·- . . •·. . . • 
Ht - -
-
- --- .. "" .... -.. · ;: ____ ,. _____ ,_.; __ ~-....... _ .... ___ , __ .... ::·_:..;· .... : . .: ....... .- ..... ________ -·-. . ------··---'.-._-__ - _-- ·:__--··- - __ -- ---------··. -- ·-____;___~-· _______ _ 
.. actero ahd to us~ m.ora from.. Hall would be to overemphasize . 
........ .,, .... , ........ 
J 
.,, .. :. -~---- -----··----· . this trait. unneoessaril-Yo -.. The Ducne~s, in fact,. wants to . 
. . J • 
. . . 
' ··., ;'•,. ' .. 
. . :.. ' ' . \.,. ~-. 
. ·;, .... .. . - c-. ~- - .. - .... , """''·.-·-··-·... . -·. 
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0 
' ' . 
· _. : .. say: 
' f' . 
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• J ' 
........ -, ___ : ~-. • .. -_ '-- ... --·· 
' ".t' 
' l : 
" 
-· ·- .. ~-- ..... - . - . 
,,1 
' . ~· ..... ' . ' ~ . ' . 
0 
I cannot st~d uprigl1t 1~0,,t, nor discourse 0 Without I raise it. higher: raise your_selfe, 
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· · · · , , · . (D0MG o Io 1o 479c:,481') · -- ·-~----· -----··-- --------- ·-··· ·- -- .... ' 
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. , .. ' -· ·---· -"-- .......... ·~• ____ , _______ ......,,-~ ........... _,, ... 
' . 
• Iri_· ~~~-"'--~err ~ex_t ·1ill~·J) .. W~psti_er __ Qnce. ~gE;tin expands; .. ~- ... , .... : __ --·, -· ·· -.· · . .;--. ., ...... ' . ' ' 
-·-------- ---------------~-~- . 
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, .• j --
. .. '·-"~-'-;-·---,-:_:--:'-·--.: .. r···,webster·writes:- . . ·, _,,,--·------·,'-· . -- . .... ·-·-----·-----------. 
•··.·· .. ' 
,, 
. _ . Ambition (Madam) is a gre_at mansv·madnes, . ·- --•---·•-·- ·-·--·----:..- .. ---.-··-·- ... ·-
········--------·---·,- -....... , ... , .... ____ That is not kept 1ri chaine·$, and closec=perit-roomes, fll ... 
r · -· ' ·, Bu t,,_,_~1-n~J fa ire lightsofle lodgings o o o 
. ~----:_~y-·'-· · . . : ·, , · . , . ·. (Do~~-f) ~oio· 48)~485) 
, ___ ·,- -·. .. . .- .-- - .. - . ' 
Webster personifies Hall 9.s simple metaphor further by -~ 
··· ··· · -------···--·-·-----··-· ·· saying· th•t it is ·not· chained. or looke.d up, but ~1.,.---~ ' ---·-----------·····-·--··--- - .. ' 
' -
.-
~~:..:2 -·~-.-........... ;.. -· •. • . ; .•.• 
·• 1 . ' .. ;~..._\. -'t.-,.•:-.. ·~·:..·•- ... ·::.·~·;.,..· ... ,_·,,_..·.-~tr,.:!I . 
·---'------,---- ----·-·--.-
. ' ... ' 
'-
Webster· intensifies the image by making madness a lunati-c. 
,. 
...... , .. 
. .... , 
j •. Sometimes, as 1n his use of other wr1 ters, We bater· 
•, 
- ····----- .. -
' ... 
' ' ' 
) '. 
:makes_ very little change .in his borrowings from Hall. · · ---·---c--~---~---.. ·.: .. _.:-·--~ .. -·-· _ 
•• ,:. • . •, ·, • - ' 
-------- -- . - --- ·-·. - - ' • • :· ···'\ -- -· ·------ ~·_-· _______ ,L___;__:__ --:----~---~-=":-7--·f--·:.:.~---~-~--::.,:...'.c'.:....·:_·:~.~.:· ___ .·--_-··---- . 
. : - •. _..',: •.•. ~ .• :;;! ·: . . ---:;: • 
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-··---·------····-··· --·-- - . -···----·----------····----·-· 
.. Ant. Were- there nor heaven, nor he·ll,- . . 
........... -... ,. ·1 should .be honest: I have. long s~:rv•c,. yertue .. ,·.-_· __ :·· :_~ .. :-~-~-~-~---~:-.<-·-:_· _____ : ... 
.. --·------ ......... . 
. ' ' 
- And. nev Or tane wages: .. _c;_f_ __ ~8-r o : ......• ·- _·:.-- .. ~-- --- . ·_ .. __ : __ -:; __ ~~:----~-:-~-- ·-· ,- -··. - __ .. 
. ·•. ' - . . .. . .. - . ··--·····-· ······- .. -• 
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·- -·-··- - ,. --· - . ---·- ---·--·-~-------~-----·-·-··-.--"·---··----~-----,--- --'-- -- --
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. - . ,, (Do M Q ~ 1·. 1. 503~505) ~ ..... ,, .... ·:· 
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' 'Honest Man:ua. 
, . 
. }; 
.. - - . -, 
, .. ;, 'r ' . •' . i 
·, .. 
'.: • .. .. _ •• _.,.... ,...J .-.: 1· .., •. , .:--· •. , <, ·1-- :'.' ••••• ~- • -·- - · .•• ~., • 
,.. . . . 
tj 
,,,.. \ 
I • ' I , •. ,., ,• ., ~ o o .if there 11ere ·no. hea"U:en-;, _yet· he wQµld be . ·· · · , · · ····-·· ··-.. 
.. . ' .\ . ~ ~ 
vertuouso .\. ,· . ·-·· ... •• 
·- ·c- . ' . \ , 
( Chare 9 1617, Po 201)· ,, "•'·•····\· .,., ... " 
. •., ' 
J ........ , 
., 
. ~The r~mainder is · from the ~pistles: .... , '" ~ . ' .... j 
... ___ . '' ,,.,. .. 
-·-· .-.. - ... ----- .. ---~---. 
. - : ._ .. - -.· ~ ·-~ . .. . ' -.. 
. 
·serue honestie euer 0 ·though without apparent 
'~- l ... 1 ' ·wages: shee will pay. sure, ·· 1r · slow o ·. . , 
"(VI ox, 1617 p · Po 473) . \ .. :. ' .. " ( ' i. 
.. . ~ ·'."'' .. 
.. _.... . 
"'""'"... :~· . : '--~: .... --···-All \tebster does is to interchange honesty and virtue·. · 
.,,,,,,,,,., . 
. ~ __ ·i':. --· ~---.,-.,-.. , ....... , .... -. .... ·-··'·-·--·-···•"",•~•·•"-'""~"··-. '""•••·: "" ........ , ... ,.,.,,·~·~c· ...... -, • ---·".·--.,.~-,,,-,.. ___ ...... : • ''."·"''""'·";'-"' """."'' •··· ;., ""'"""""."""'""''' •• ,.·, .. ,-,. •. " , •. ,.C. .. ,.,,.,_ ,. ..... ,. , ......... ,.,. ,,~ .. ; ... ' .,.,,,.,., ... ,.,..,.,.,,..,, .. , .... '.." ''"" ,,..,n,, .. ,., ..• ,. ....... ,.,o,•-•-<>•~•-:-~'"""'.""~~--.-.....,.-.""7:,:-'"'-,,,..._..,,.,.,. ... ~ ., .. ,,.,,.. ...................... ....,_ .. ___ ,.... ·- .. _,______ --- --...-·- .. -
, .. · which appear ~o be interchangeable terms" and ~o insert. 1 __ ... 
" . 
.. 
• ·, J 
r· ., I,. 
I·•-•· ,-i,, . • .. ·- ;_ '"'."•·•·- - __ ,, ------. ···.-·-·; ···,···:. --- -·· 
. . 
the statement in the . co:nversatio:ri_o This juxtaposition 
of two separate borrowings from one author furt·her 11- .· 
lustrates the use -of .. a commonplace book arranged by . · 
' -· ____ .. - ·--~ ·-... - -
_·_ ----·-· ·-·---·' .. ··--· -·. - -
---...... ! ....... 
. . ,, . 
. .: ' 
... - _· ---·- ---·-- .. :·- ' __ -.' ---·-. --.'----.-· . 
authoro ,,.,.; -~ .. ·.J:. 
.,.,,-... , ........... ..,.. . 
', ·,_. -
- \1, Later, Ferd1n·and tells the Duchess: .. 
• 1.,.. - . • . 
. . 
For' I aocount 1 t the honorabl v st revenge . ·. ·- · . --- ··-\: __ .. ___ ;·;'-·~:~~ .. ---, --··. _-_.:-:·_"~---· --
Whe~~ .... :r __ ~y kill O ~.O _pard_one o-•--- _· . -- ·- ··---~---~----- .. · ·,=--....• ~----'-'------:--:-~ ~~ 
--·------·--------·-···--·--------_; ·--·--- ···-·-·· -
t 'I . (DeMo. o !Ve 1c ··J9-40) 
.- . 
- ... 
__ ... ~. --·-----'.. __ .·· ·_~:~--'.t'l'l~- ... ~Q'tlrCe._ says almost .. the .same'.._..thi-p.g-:-----:.-·--··--·-·--,~ ··· · -·····. 
. . . . ,·· 
,...- .... · .. -..... - :·,. 
-._ -
:t., . . .. , .. 
. ·-··----· -- __ , ... · .... ,_: · ... : .. :. ·- .. . ,: .• .. ·•· ·'··· : ; I 
J '·j 
' - . ' ._ .. ' - - . ___ \ ______ .... ••···· ---- --.~---------·-,--. ·. ·• 
, . 
he holds 1·t the noblest reuenge, that he m-1-ght · · · 
hurt arid doth not. . . . . 
h . 
. . . - ·•--· "". - ---··-:·---:•·· '. •'\-. .....:..  ...: .... - --, -·:--·-- ·: ._. ·-
·. . Webster• s :revision, however o · offers us a striking example r . · . - : , 
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-·-·---·'-'·-- -····-·-·-·----·-·. -by the use of the· strong 0 · even violent 0 wordo The ltill-· 
• • '• ' 1 
.. : ... _. -- ·.. ·--·-·--·'···--··-·p ···--. - •- : 
. 't 
·--·--·- ----c----- -
.. . . ...... ..... _. · ··· ··· ····· pard()n . contra.~_t 1 s · muc}1 stronger .. than Hall' s ''hurt" ancl :~= 0 :·C: · . 
------.-, .... _ 
- ,.· · ..• ·-·-I- : 
1 •. ,. ' ~·. 
.. ,,,. .. , ... 
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-- -· ~- - - - - - - - - -- • -- -- - -- - - --- -- -- - -- · __ -.-_ - - - --- -- -- ----. -·- -q - - -~---·-----------··..;.·---·--:-·---------:--:------·------·--··----·-····-··· .•. 
------ ----- -' ' -- ------- ----------... --
---. ··-· ···- .. ···- ·---- ....... · · ... :.· •..... ·.:: ...... ~ .·.: . ..: . ..:.. ______ ,_,,, ..... ... ____ -----·--·------------- --·· 
- . ··-· _~ ____ . :.. .......... --- ··- •.. ,.: ·-- ~-..J ··- -·- .--·----- ··:-------------- ·--·· - ----- -
A similar example is Bosola. 0 s remark to Ferdinan4 __ -·~ 
. - - --- ....... ----- ---- -·· - -;-----, - -
. about ·the murder of the ·Duch.ess t1 children, which is. taken 
-- . ·-· 'j 
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J . -.·· . 
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ta 
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······-
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O.ther. Si-nnes speak; · th1·s criethe. •. . ' . 
. _ . (· .(~istl*es VI •. v111-•. 16t7 9 p$ · 467) 
\ . 
_,. - I\. 
' ' .. • 
. . ' 
. ' .. ' ' ' ,. '' 
. Bosola states: · 
·..;, 




- _· --·=· -·· -~-· ~, -- .! ~-
ot·her si~es oneiy·· speake ;_ :r,turther shreilres out.--J .-·- ---·· ---·- · --- --~;~. ~ 
. . · · . . 
_ - - (Do ?11 o ~- IV o· ii o 278) t., 
-···-· ,, •·• · 
-"~~--
... 
. -- . .... . _...,. .. _ . ;- -- -- - . -- - . 
. -f ·.• u 
• I ., • • ,_, • 
. - ~---··" 
' . . ....... 
. ·I ' --~- -- ;__ . / -
' . . \ 
,. 
. Dent' adds -that Hall O ~ passage was .. 11ritten· to a. man. con~ · - - . . :.. ' -.- . ---· ,- - , .. -. I 
I demned for .. m.urder-o Again 0 vlebs,ter makes his passage much· . _ . .., --------------- ---·· """"" .... • ....... ,,_ ···-·--- ..... ···'-- ......... -------· ••. - - .... • • • - .. , ....................... ---·-•- -· .. ··--· ·----·---- .. ------· ........................................... ---~----·----·------·- ................... _ .. - ... -,, .... a ............ :·~-... ---·-·•·., .. ·;::,:-·--.-...-...;.-- . '·. : . . •· , 
. • ~ 
.... :··-: -~," _ :·:__, -more -vivid by the inc~~sion of the word 11murther" and by - ----~--_ --~-- - I 
; ·· ·_:-~~ . the. sµbsti tution of the more alarming ph·rase 11·shreikes. 
· ~ 
,' ·-· ----- -----· ---
- - .. ·-·--·-- . 
-
. - ------· --
.··y····-_.·.':···. ~ .·-.~ .: . , ' . 
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... ·-···\.::,.-.-;· ... ,. ~· . 
-,·-:· '.c'~L- ---.~~-found iri Hallo adapted by. Webster.:. Bosola is tellin'g the . . 
' 
. 
. . .... 
. -·-· ~ 
·-·-----~·----~-Duchess to forget Antonio, a base, low fellow. -
,. Boso One of no Birth. 
. 
. . ·.:~; ___ .. ............... . . -. .. fl . ------------- _·_ ...... .. -. ~- . .. ...... -- . -----·-- ---- . . ----- ----- .. --------.----- ---- . 
. _· . . . -Duch o Say that he was .. borne meane • •• . ' :/_;;· ---~ Man is most happy O when us owne act~ ons - . _ . 
· ·. Be.arguments, and examples of ·his Vertue. 1 
, • t 
_ . .. . 
- Le, 
... l_ : • .. •· ·.:(Do M Q 
O I I I • v. 14 J -.146 ) 
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,, ... ..,... ..... : . T~~ question 1s whether goodness comes from birth or · · · .... ··~. ·.. . 
.~ 
' .·: . .- .... 
-~----- ·-------~ r ------·:rrom ·virtue, and Web~ter is merely duat.ing off an. old - --~~-"~-.. :--~-= :· "--'--- ___ _. .:.-.-·--~_-·•·.-----~-··-·.·-----,·-···'"·"·-·····. ·, • 
. • • .• · .'. '"ll. 
-: ·,· :· '1 ' 
.... -- ----- ... . . . : ~ -: _• .. • .. ~c-C: ~-'-~-:-- : ... ~-! ' . . . -----·----_ -~ .. _;_ · --. -"-;·-argWJJ.ent when he switches· -from Antonio_' s low bi_r~-~-.--to ___ . ____ _ 
-t-
___ . ----- .. -------- - --· ... . ... -.. -
... ·---· ... 1 
---------- ---
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,--·Moreove·rf Webster 8s stateinent_ of th~. old argument reads. 
I ------·---,·-, .. --------· - --
- more easily than the source:· --- - ______ ., -· --:--·-·_- :· .--- - .. - ·····-. _ .... ." ... -- .. 
- ·· -- _ ···-·un ... ;1c.~r.-.···:--·-.--:-i::----- - · · - - ···· ··--· . - - ....... ·- .. 
. ! 
• ;•··. '1 - -· ·--:-:-::-~-=--- ·····-.--· ·:;;;; l - - - -- -- --~ --- .. -~~--:_-_. _____________ ·-·-····--- ·---- - ----··r· -
- l 
' 
' .... , ........... -,' ··:~:~-:~: .. : .. :·_: ...... : ... -c--·,:.:=:E::::,-•... · .... cc.• I-t-,-::i-S----rn~happy~-~·-:th1ng:~·whe-n--:-:·our~:~olflfe:--:-::aet-ron:s~·'--D1'''~-'-'----:_ '"'.'-:'""'"""~'=-;'":"~-.... '.~''."";":-::~--;::.:.:~,-.:···~-~~,_;.~;c:,,•~.:.'=::C:='=-r"'.:'. --------- ------------ -------- be either examples 
O 
or arguments of good o 
· ·· ·· · .. :; ... ; 1 ~ 
.•.. -----. -·:. (E:eistles VIoix. 1617~ p. ~70)_···· --: 7 ~ _J -· ----··--····· ---·--. -··· - -·- '·---
-; ·T_here is one place where a b9rrow·1ng from Hall does 
·v ..... 
. ' 
' ,,.\ . ·· .. ··- ' 
. ' ' 
·'·'~--;--.....;.... :. ,: . .. , __ .,.,~ \,~ . 
. \., 
. ·!.«· ...... ' 'J • 
l . '\, 
,,, ' ~ ' ,.~. ·, ·- . . . ·' 
',, ' . "'· \ .. 
'. cl. 
. ' 












- 'C ··.~· 
I: __ ._.":;_,-~,.- .,,, -:,· -•· ,·,.·,_-' .,. -·--·-·-·-,_-~j~~-:: 
-- - ·- . .- --'- ------·-··-- --- - - - - - --·---····-- . --- ··---· -··---·· ,--··----····- ., .. ,.. ... • = ____..--------·- -:-::--:~-==- ~=- = - -=~~7==~~~~~~~===~~~=== -~~~~=~-
. ·------·~ - -·-··-~--·· _'""-" 
'o • 
- : . . 'i' 
/ 
• r •,•. ' •- ·······--
'\ 
I - • 
56 
,, , , , ,., 1 I • '\ I" I I 1 \''I\ 11 a •\II 1 
.\ 
'. 
' ' \\. 
' '.. . 
•' 
. . 
· not fit into the c·ontext ·-as t41ell as it might ha.ve o···how-. 
I ' 
. . 




~~·-· ... - ., • •• f 
ever o ·The, Card~na.1 and Fer,dinand are discussing the ~-. ' . . . - • .. -:: ...... - ·,J 
I , 
l . 
Duchesso 11 /''.•I • I 
J 
' •· -• _.._ .. ~ ... 
', . .. •'. ,,. Ferdo Foolish man., _ ._,___ _ ·-- _ __ _ ,. -
That ere will -trust their hono~r in a Barke, . ·;·--- --·. ____ -- __ :·, ·---~:- -
Mad_e of 'so -slight·0 weake. bull~rush~ as is woman, · -
. Apt every minnit -to ·sinke. it! -
Caro Thus Ignorance O ithen _ it ha.th pure has' d honour,, 
,a;,,,._, • .._.._, __ ,.._,, •->a,,c-1., ..• ,., •.a- -<·••" 
· · · --: - It cannot- weild 1 t e 1 
'' • I 
I ·: ' 
, .......... -,.,.,. . .. . Although· the parallel may be true, it does not seem to· -
·--. ----- . .:_·-· ' .·:~.:.:...... - ----··- - ' . - -· .... ·- .. ' . ' _._,. _____ -··- . ·····--······----·- ---~----.. ----·····-- ----- ---··-
. - ···"-----·---~---- ·-·-- ·-·-
• 
.. _ ... ,, ... 
- - ·-
f I ' I 
. ''.·_:- ...... ,---
- . fit ttell into .the oonversationo · There seems to be no 
logical connection between the int_erjected material and _ 
Why should the Cardinal 
,;;. ' 
-_ . · remark about ignorance ~1hen they are talking about the 
~ . . 
·- 1.- ..... 
. .-
,. ·------- . ., ............. 
•·· -7 --- ,. -. ' ' . --- -
. . . ·- ·-···------·--· . ------. - .. 
-----------, ... ---- ··----------- -- --- -- ----· -- ---- ------------· 





sound better than the ·sou.roe: 
. . 
-~-'---- - . - - . . - - . . . -- - . --------··-----~- ' -- . .-:.. . ·-·-- .. · ... ~~------·--·-'·-·-- . 
He ,, so studies, as one that · knowes ignorance can · _ · · · · .- · ·-- ·_ 
• - •1, ....... -
ne 1 t_her purchase .honour, nor _ wield 1 to _ . _ 
, ( Charo 9 "Truly Noble·•" 1:617, p. 
' 200) . . •, - ' ,· . - .-. ~----' . :· .. 
···•·· ··--· -·---·----·--------------- .. ··- .. ___ ,_,, __ 
-- - - . 
Of · course, there -are other examples of Webster's .,., · ' . ' . 
•, '. 'j. Q 
. . - .. ~ 
- - -- ----- ---
. --- -
~-- -~--- ------- ------ ' ··- ---- --- ' --- -- - . - -· ... - ----. -- ' ~ -- . ,- --- ___________ ., _______ ,' -~ --·---------___ ... ,. .. ,.,.,,, ... -----
' ' 
----------------------borrowing f_rom Hall in The· Duchess of ._Malf.io _but the ... ' _______ : _____ -~·__,-... ~ _. __ -______ _ 
· ..... ' __ , ·- . '. -- ' " ... - ·, ..... _ .. · - . ·· .. · -~-·_:.:_ .. "' -· ·_ . 
... 1.......... . ·--· . ·:,· ....... ,.. -- -·---.----·-,------·--· -' .. ,,-'.~··-·····--- ___ -_ ....... ·.-·------····-· 
_ samples given here should be eufficient to sh.oii how 
. - '----·- - ~---·· -- - ·- . (' 
------ - - ---- - --·--- -- ~-----~----------- ----------- ---·-- -- ----- --- --- ·-------------- ---·--· --- - - - -------- . ---- -
~ ' . 
-·- ..... : - ' - ·- .. ---.. -'·-· .. . . - ---- ---- ... •-- .. 
. ' 
--- ':,;. 
. . . . . - --·-·,----···--··· ··-·-··---------•-
Webs te;r gives life to _Hal1°s statements by making them._ .. -
. -: . . - . ··-,----· - - ; - . 
.. .. . 
. ~ "' 
- - ..... -. .. _. __ ..... 
.• _more conc·rete -and v·:1 vid • by malting them. work for :.him~ . Ahd ·· ---·-·:1»----~ "~~=---:·------~ 
/ .'' ' I. 
' 
_____ : __ -___ -_----~-----:-~----~ _ ·_ as with _bis_ ~orrow-1ng§J -froDJ. ~ajor -sources, he -was almost 
- .. ·-, - ... ···,· - . . .. -· ·-·- .. ' ···········-····-----------------------· ·-
: ,.. . ... ·.·· •.••..••.. "'='""''·,._ Q· :·c,::",~···a1ways· suece s srul "1n·.c1neorpor&t:i!ng-..:tne:m=::cw1ffiout ~=1srup: ········· .~_ ~..c-· :·:=-.~."··::::·· .. co:·. 
~ ' ' >' . . ' • ' ' 
- .... -··· ·- -· ,_ . 
, 
:•,.... -
. . - . -·--····••- -·-·· ----------------··-----· -, . 
. . .. 
I. 
tion ·1nto the ·context and meaning · of hi$ ·play •. ---
. c·· -_ ---. 
,,, J 
'.,,. ........ 
, , .... , ,~1 -·, , , ~ .-. ,• t1 ' 
,_,_,,,,,--
I . 
t ' ,, 
.......... 
. ·' 
r,· ., .. ,..,_( I . ,, ... . ' • .. ·,i':/.,·~• ., ' 
' . . 
. ' -
. ,,, .... ,.. 
, I . 
.. ·-- ' ---···-·-· .. ---~ .. ·--- ,'····,--·-·-·······" .. 
..... --- , ·---.--··-·- ----·· "-''"•-·----.·~-'.-'i .... 
,__ "' . 
' . -
• '1 '• • • • 
,. 
' . ·~· ,, 
f 1·· I 
, o:•-:' 
. -., ........ --
.. , ... _ '•.' 
"'--'•-·•· 
·- ,.. ... ' 
~ - ---
-·-- - ,<-- -·· 
--------~.........-~-==----==========--=----...-.lll!!!!!l!!l!l!!!l!llll!ll!l!!!!!l!!ll!!!l!!l!!!!!!S'!!!!! ___ :;;,;--. ___ ·· __ ._·._- ·-·- -_-_·-~---· ,'_t ··--·---··-·------1---- -·~t·- ·- ··----'---·--·-- .... , .... ,,~--.· ______ .__ .. ____ ··----~~--,·-·--~· ,. ~--·-·----,~~- -·-·_,,., ·=-·- ;·.~./: .. ::;·-· ... -•-- ... ~---- ------·---
..,, •• ,, ,I.I 
-==- - - -~-=-
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·lie bster u s · B·orrmiings from Matthieu and · Guazzo 
. , ... 
.. . 




1l · .· · ~:. .· ..... · Just .the ol)posi te occurs in" Webster' S, us~ of' Pierri ~ .~ ccc,;c.C" 












·. Matthieu ·and· Stefiano Guazzoo_ . The White Devi.1--contains -··:···-. e ., ) 5 ± -;fa;;;... :w:::::::;r-- · ......... e. a;" ±iii' - , ;..c...:,, t] . 
-- ... --· .. -.-----· -· more than twice· as ·mally'··norrowings from Matthieu· than 
------·-·· ··-
'. ,. . . .. ·-·- --·--- - . - . -·- - --------- .. 
. :---·-----··- -- . ---
. . 
: ................. ~--~··"· 
.. : ......... _ _. .... '.,..~· ·-·-. ---1-------~----- ··-· 
... ,.--, 
. \ -~. ' . -------~---- The ·-· Duch~ s s 9 and· the- proporti o.n : 1 s even gr~terc_ f __ 0~~--:-------------:01, _,_, ____ M .. ·-·:::-:-:-:. I 
. • 
~. ., . . r • 
· ___ ----~--~-~~--~-~----------·- Guazzo-1 s -The _ Ci vi-le -Con.versa tio:nc ---vie -'al-so ·noted that ~ - ---------------------------·- ----- -=---~•, ' • - • .·.:-c• • . - • ' M ~ -
• 
-·····- ... - ·.--- .. -·--:---·~-----:----
·.·- "t ·:--': ' 
• ,, .... ' h 
.Webster showed a stro~g' .. ~ttract1.on to continental :litera-
~,. ture in translation when he chose his sources o · ~d both 
t·hese later ·sources are Continental trans·1at·1ons·o · Mat .. 
... , - .. ~ ' 
. - --~-- ._· -~---
of,·. 
· ,,. · thieu IS supplement_ to de . Serre 8 S G~neral . Iriventor:,. of 
th§_ ~.tstorl: .. of France· wa.Ei trat1slated into Engl.ish by 
. -···.- ' .. \ 
.... ' 
. ..'\. 
. . . t 
i~ . 
teenth century, was translated into English by George 'l 
~-- . .Pettie · in 1581. \ 
,. 
. ,,--·-
----- --·---. - ·_ ----;~ . . .. ._· _' - --,-- ·--· 
. , . 












' ' . !' 










_--:_·_,':_:--~--- .·· of transmutati·Ono In Matthieuo tvebster found a rather ----,---- -------
................. -·-····--·~--.. --·-···-,-~:~--:~·-· - .. ---toueh:ing···pas sage ·sPoken··· ·b:,· Adm.irar· . Chi.S tIIIOriu··s 1mprrs;=:~;::.:= "'--,-~-~---·-· .. --:······ ; , . 0 
.. 
• 
. . , , •. I,' 
. qned tfif e _ ii~_ich stimulated his poetic plagiarismo 
' . ~ --- ........... --····-------. ······-,------·-----·-····"··- ' -
-
---···"·· - . ··-
:\., . ~ -· .. . 
. 
- - ··-··-- - .... -·-·-··-·------ ·-· ·- . -
'-- .. ' 
· ···· · · · - -·~,,..=~~ -·· · , , •· - - , ·· ·-.· :r=am :"1nurecr ., to · my ·ar fii'Cti~n~:: .. QS. ·a 'Gi\.iil'!l:i. si~'i!e . · . . ·=c:=="'•=:c=,=c:: .~-=,--·:· = 
,I 
to hi~ ,oare o Necess1 ty teache_th me t·o suffer 
.. ----------·-·- _____ __ constan.tly,· and ·customs makes my.-suffrance e.asie. ,.. 
- ... -- .... - . ···- .. -
-· .. - _ _. __ ---~---· ... 
. . ' 
_,· .... ,·· . 
' • ' I 
----·---·~·----·--·--- .----- ........ __ .,,.,, ___ ..... -- . , 
• ' '(,I. 
·-- -
I 
. ' ' 
,,\ 
· (de· Serres~~iatthieu., General 
Inventorie o. ·po 988=s989) 
,, 
' . 
() . ' . -· ... 
' ' ,~!·· ...... ' ' ~ . . . 
•' . 
1 I : \ _, 
. ' ... 
• •,o- ',., I 
S7 
' I ,·t.i,,,. ••.•. ,.,, .... , .. ,11 .. , ............ :•. 
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·I 
- .... ' . 
L ' I • 
,,,.,, .. ,1 
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' I <J i .. ,.,, 
..... ,,,.,.,. . ' 
In a:ehe Duohes$ Of Ma.lfi, ~1ebstervg1ve·s this speech -to ., . 
. . ~ ' . . ~- . 
- -·· :the Duchess 9 ttho is -being. plagued by Bosola and. Ferdiruind .• 
' . .• • 1".I •• ' ' 
. . . . 
,•·t·,::-~::_:.-::.'.·.,.: .---· 
Through his· alterat,ions e· however, ~Jebster. has both· expanded .. _.--~--
~ . , • . I , • 
ffl,•t--•il and ·(1.ntensif ied· the passage from I1atth1eu: · - "I' •, 
-·------ .. ,,! .•. ---~- ··--· ·-· - • • 
.... 
. ... . . - . ·- .. -- ... ·---· h,..... ,.. - .• 
,. . . j ' ~- •· ..• . _. 
• • ., I ... "'<.tj . 
I ~ acquainted tfi th s_ad misery o-
'· : .. 
. -~ 
. -··· . - ...... : .. -· ······-···-··-···-· As the tan~d galleyFslave 1.s ttith his Oare, · - -'-"-- - . ··- ··---· ---- - ·-· . 
Necessity_ makes me suffer· JlQ?lstantli, : . --~-- ·:-· .. 
Arid custome makes 1t easieo o. o • H·-( 
··-· ·--;_-;·· ~-- ..... ,-.--. - ·- ·-~ -----· .-- . 
· · (:Q.,Mc, IVo iio 29c:2j2) 
. . 
~ I ! 
.... -· 
In the first line of the passage O ~1ebster has replaced 1 
--,·•·-·---··:.. ••• _ • ..,._._.:,_··--·--·-·····-·-----------·-· -· - • I 
,. ,' . ' ' . 
. -- ~ . ........ . 
· the tWO W'Ords 89 inuredH &nd tna,ffliCtiOnS 8.l Witn.··vuacquaintedtl ,: ··: .. 
'\ . • . . ' . . , I • . 
--------.~-- .. · · . &nd · nsad misery e " The effect of the f 1rst of these. sub~- . -·-·--'---··· .. ·-··-"·---~- -~--···--·'-
. ' . - _:·. -·_ ;- ~~-·· /:, .. 
. :- .... 
.. 
. ,ff>'· ~ . · st1tutions 1s to_ ··make. the passage less abstrac4t. by per- ... . :-.. . •l -
•- ,., 1 ----
-son1fying misezsy ·without making the' passage. sentimental. 
0 . 
• 
The substitution of "sa.d misery" -for ''afflictions" -~o~.s -
••• ·- ' j 
---· .. ~' -- ,.-~---- .-~---· ____ ,,_ ____ .. 
the same thing, and 9 at · the same time O 1 t ·_serves·. to:·: ·e:pipha-
s1ze the miseryo. Webster adds ·Only-one word·to_the second ----'··--·-·-··-·- ...... -·· -- . --• 
. . 
• 
_line (tan id), but this addition brings out _ihe innate ;•·(_ 
--
. ' - ·- - ---··- --·-· ·-·. ---·---- --·-· .. 
assonance in Matthieu us line by add·ing another naH to ___________ :~ ___ __:_ ___ ~~-: __ -_ ~----
v 
11as on· and 88galleyn and- makes the image -more vivid. In ·. , .._ .. 
11 teachetho 09 - This substitution alte-rs the meaning of the 
- --- --- ---·· -----.--·- --- ···- .... 
- . ' ~ 
- ,-•·-·••;•,••,c,-·-------,---T·••- ,•,·"- ·,.-
. - " . _ -11ne and puts the empha~fis on the · deterministic nature · of. ______ -__ ; _______ ·-_ 
....... ___ ,, ..... "~ -· .,,. •»h••"•""'•·-· - ·.:...,..._:...,.... ...~_,_. • :- .,_ . . .... , ..... , . • ,. ,.-. , ..... , ..... ·-•• .'. ... , ....... ,·,.·,---, __ ,,_ .•• ,. "'" ,-, ,., ,,., • • , .. • ......... -'·'-"•••••······- ··--·--·•••••· L.: .... _.~ ............ ,., .. .._.. ... -,·-·~-•··--,~•···~·~·••--···~--.. -•-···--·-·· .................. --··· ....... __. __ ,_,...._. ,• ., ... ,.. • .... ~ ....... ,.-.-..-.·•·•••··•-·-•·.--•···-•-•""''""" • -. - . ., -
. - - ----- --------·----------····-------~------·--···· ···-··-···---
-- ·---·------ ·-------·· - ·-·• -- . -- . -- .. . . . ..... - ·-···-··--··-------·---~----·--· 
"nece ss 1 ty, ~g rather than the -v~luntary _ compliance implied 
. ~ , ·, 
1 ···· ··. --=~~~~ . by Matthieuos word 11 teaehetho 01 ·· in thtB last line 0 'WE:3'bster -·----~-~ . 
c ·1 ··.. . -. , . .. --: ". :'· -,c,; ~:::::~,"'"' ·-='"'~'"'' .. ~-·,,.· . . .. -c-: - . ,,. ----, , , ., -. ' - . . .·. ' , ... ,.. - ...... ' - , - • . • . ...•. "'"·· - ,., ••. ·.·,.. • , ,·: •. , ••.. , •• : •. - , ..••• - ·-, • " , · ..• , .• • • . ,. •• . • • • •. , . . . •. •,· . ·•. . . . , . .. '. . ·• ..... : •. . . ,. . ... . ..,. • •... • .. . ....... ···~.·:· ,,.,,,.,., .. ~,··"'·'~"'•" '"'"' •. •• • • • ...... . .. . 
I replaces 01my sUftrance',0. with vuft., UI Perhapso the desired . ·, ,: 
I 
' effect of. this is again to keep balance __ beti1een con.tro'1 ....... -
•\ I 
,\ ....... ,-. . : /:,. ', .,, /•(• . 
I 
and sentimental! tr by avo1d'1ng a second re:f erence to su:f ... ~ . ... . 








.. , ........ _ ... , .. , ' ....... ,·:···; .. 1.(, ', •. . . 
. ,. ' 6' 1,., ....... , ,' 'I 
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, ........ ,.,·-~----- .,,...,.--., .•. ,-. ..... . . ' . 
-,, 
. ' , 
fering¢. Orie thing that is ·ciear is ·that tveb~_~er 0 s syntax. . - i . ... ' ' .•\--,.· -
, . 
·,,-····.·, __ ·--. -· .. -- .. .... ::•· .--
· ,, , . is ·exp11·cable .only in light e;f. the original,o 
. ,. . :. '"' '• ·- . ' ' ' ---- ~ -,_ '.. . . . . That iso 
" . 
"1:t-n -in 'frlebs~er has :rio anteced'ent c::>SI except. ousu.tferance" . · ... -• ... ,,,. .. ;,, ', : ' ' 
. . ~. . 
. ·:''" ___ '. ... ~ -..... ·. · · .. ·tn MatthieuQ This· is. s._not.her ·· ·instance in -,trhioh the ·source· .. ----- -;··---- ,--··-·---.. 
. : . ' . " 
• I"•·: • ' ... , ' . 
' . 
. . t . 
i • • • • ·,, ~. 
... ·. is required to make .tull sense of the Webster, passage. 
·· ..... :,f;.<·~;-.. ;.:,·.·;-~~ .. ;~; .. ,d•J•-~·---·- :·-··- .-···:'""' .. . . 
- -·'----------~------------------·-----'---- ··- -
. . ,. 
-·- ·. : . . ' .. :. . ··- -
. . 
;- . . __ .. 
.. , .•...•••. L•·· '--•·----··--·-• ··--· -•··-··-···-•·--·-·-·· --· -·· • 
. . . .. , 
• • •,, o<•·•--•O,<••-a·•~u .. - •• :~_•• • In IV tiJ 1.,9:: Web,ster chose not to change J7atth1eu at ... ,- . - ·z.. . . 
. ,. · .... ' 
. . 
Hee sayd vnto. him that the Kin.g of Spaine · · · · · . · · .. ~-~--L~- · 
·· · ·· ····--··- ·-·····-~-------··········:···· ···· ··· · ········· · resoulued .. n.o·t to studie. any more in the · ............................. '·"-·--···----·--·'------~----·- · · 
Bookes of :·an··others hearto o e () . . . 
I . 
., ,. 
··--~ ·. . ( de Serre s=Ma. t thieu, General · .. ·-·------- - ·· .-·--·------- __ 
· · Inventorie, Pe 10.33) 
'· 
. ~, ,,,,,.,. 
. '.' ' 
···--··_.·· ..-:·....,. 
.- -·-·--··· ·-····- .. 
. "J, 
' t' 
-·----· ···- - ... --~~-- ... -
. -- ., , . 
• 
. . \ :, 
( • i 
Webster: 
,, 
....... -- ·., 
,·· ·1··-
. ' 
. . - . ' . 
' • • • .-· • • •• < 
.. I wll1 no longer .study· iin 'the. booke ·" 
· Of anothers hearto. o . ~ .. , ... · .·· · · · ... ···_··· .. --···-,, . . . . . . ·. . 




.... •-,•· ------ ---··-- ··---· ·----- ·----
The next borrowing 111u·strates the more typ1cai ·· · 
. ~--:--~-----. -· . __ ;· ...•. ,· 
., -· ··-·--~--- ------·· ·:· . 
·";· ,---. 
. . 
Websteria:Q procedure. ·Twenty lines later, Webster · , ....... . 
· .. - /' 
. . ,,. 
again uses Matthieu·: 
.. 
. : A father how great. & powreful . soeuer, cannot ·-----,-- ·· ... ., · · 
j 
_thinke too soone nor to o:fteno to breed vp . I 
the youth of his child _in vertue, nor to · __ : ·. :.. I 
! 
. _. .. ·- ·-. ··- ·- -- .... . ·- ·: ·- . .. . - .,.. --·,---:- .. _._,, ___________ . __ _ • D 
·----------- ~--· -~·---· ·- -- . 
' . 
. . .- . .. - · assure his fortune: I say a child, without · ~~ t 
. = ~=-=- -=--~:-':--:::~::;-~ -=c~ ;: . di stino t ton 9 for alt hough the Law d O _th . ;·;~ ·~~: • ..·. ' . ~·eo. -~= ;-; :c-c~- ~ i 
distinguish Bastards·· from them that a.re .,. -· 1 
·······-··--·---·---· _____ ,__________ la:tsfullY begot~en, y_et nature. make,s .no ·· -·· ·····-----·-------;--------~------
difference. · o. - - -,-·-···-~. · -~--· -·-·---~-.----· --...•.• ;_. ______ ., ___ ,. ____ . .., .•.. I., • --·--- ---
···· ·. ( de . 8.erresc,Ma.tth1eu, General ; ~~--, :_.~·-:~c-~-~-·;::~. 
lnventorieg P@ . 1027) 
. -- - ::··.········· ••,• . ·,. 
- --- ---- .• • :c.;· • • ·c.·_ .... _,!·;~:::·.:.•:····_.::.:., .• ; .. ~.-~-- ,.~---~-.-.-_;::::.; ... ~.-::-_:..:..:;.__::....: .• :-.... _...:._:. ____ ..:_ _ __:..._-:_~-:-··"'· . _:.:,_,-~ ~-•--:: .. -
- . - . . - . -
-- .. __ -·- --- --· ---·- -
- - - - ---
.. · ······· ····· ·. ·. · ·· ,. ''····-·=-~·=·=········· ···· For · though our · n~t 1 ona.11 ·· 1:aw 'd 1. stingu.rsn ' Bas tErra.l:r : ..· .,., · :: ···::···, .. , .. ·······~·· :·· ·· · · 
·· · · · From true legitimate issue: co~passionate nature : ......... ___ :· · · 
·. Makes them all· equallQ ... . ... ···.· .. 
. (Do~ " -, 0 IV o 1 o 42 =~4) 
,- . ,, .. 
. - .. :'_.'.'.'_'_'.'':'-" __ •_ .. ____ . -_~·-~"'" '"·- ·. _, ..... _ .. _ - -~ 
· Although tlebster makes only·_ minor changes,: the changes· I., .. 
0 ., • . 
' .'-
'~ ', . 




I= =:: o;=!;;.z:;;...;( ,_ I - ~j •..•• ,_ ...... _ .... (. . .,.=:;:::::::ca; tfD 11 .. ... ~ --· - - S n-













.. . . 
. 
·, 
taken together.are· significant~ ·ror they a11~serve to· 
. 
. 
strengthen the.,contrast.between the· Young Duke.by the 
!'\ . . 
··, . ·,, • I 
· Duchess 8 f 1rst husband. and· -those children .of -her· second 
. ~ 





marriage with AntonioQ. The phrase "true legitimate issue"· 
' • r • • • ' 
- -·- . "·--- ~· - ----·----- -----. . 
:-,, - .•.. --· 







·--~-,r•.··'"'1.s much, stronger than "them that are la:ttfully ,begotten,"· \' i 
I 
. . . '---=---.;- . 
. ' 
---~------~---; 
.......... ~----· ., ........... -· .. ... . i 
. I 
/ 
-- . ••, .· -~~--""" - . 






1 • : --- • 
.,\ .. • ,, 
............ ..._,. -\ 
. . . 
~7oreover ~ -by inserting: for Hnature makes no differenoeo·n 
'' ' 
. 
. . .. the trord •rcompassionate 9 n _ ~Yebster has emphe.si.:eed the .. con..~·.: 
.. "'. .. - ·'. J -··--- . ' -·----- ------~ . -- -"- . - --
l t 
'· • 
. ·,·,. . 
.• .. , 
... :.:.: -·~- .;. __ ·-- .. :: - -- ... -...... . ... 
' ---··-·· ..,.... 
' 




' .•. ~ .. ' ' 
trast between ·the ns.1tural and· the .artificial, the inner -- __ 
l ... 
We noted in the introduction Webster's ,fondness for 
stories .. ~ arid para:b~Lesi) and such a· parable is- probably pro-_ 
vided by Matthieu in III, 11. :., . This 1s ·the -parable ot . 
Reputationo 
-·---·"- _.....,_ --- ·- -· --- - ---· -·----
•, 
- ------------·- ,--- ' 
- .· . 
. 
,· ··-·· ·.. . . - - .- -----
. - ;.: . ·' 
-- -·- -- . -- ·--~-~- ------ -
.. 
,a. • 
. - ----·---- ----~- .-- -- - ·• . . - . . .:. ; 
_ :Upon a time C Reputation, Love and Death, · _ 
Would travell ore the world: and· it ~was concluded.-~-~~--~ 
. 
. -\ That they should part 0 ·and take .th;ree ... ;severall wayes.:_ - .. _-
. '. .. '\ Death told them 0 the·y should firid him in great 
Battailes: 
-. Or c1t1e·s pla.gu 0d ttith plagues: Love gives them ooun·cell · 
· To enquire for him~ 9mongst. un~bitious shepheards, 
. - ·· Where "dowries were not talk 9d of: and sometimes 
I 
i 





·j . .· 
! . 
· -Doe- not forsake me: for it is my. natur~ · .. -
- -- --, ~ .. ·:·' .. ·---: - .. ···.If once I part from any man I meete O ·. 
', ' 
• r ·_ . 
. . . . 
• ·•:. ·•'" - • I •• • 
_ _ · ~ ·. ·.· _· . ·. ,. .I am never. found againe o o o 
- .-. - - : · .· .. · · . {Do 1\1.o r, I I I o 11 e 14 5-15 6) 
t . 
. ' , . ~ 
' . . 
cc.~c-~- __________ ~--- _ -~his is con~~i irallly ,, ba.sed on Pierre i\ila t·thieu o . The· .HeroYk- ~-- --- ~=~---~~--~~;-_--:··:::~~--~~: .. : .. - :-_ -
" 
--
c,. __ .... -.-.- -• ) ___ >~--~-~~-~--~-~~--~~ ·:-~ - _ ·Llfe .. arid.· De>;elor~ble p~a·th -of =,,the·· Most .. Chris.t·1an King . 
'. ' 
. . •· __ -_ .. ~.---~·-·-·- _· .. · .. ·. 
i' . . ,• 
•,,1; 
. ' 
i:, ' :, ••• : ...... ' 
•. 
'}-.,\~-- . 
...... ,,., ' 
/ . 
Henry the fourth9 (1612) ... 0 . sigo. Sslv: 
Reputationo o ~ t;he god.desse of great courages is ·so. 
delicate, as the least excesse doth blemish it, 
I,. 
, .. t· 
i ... f 
·-~ 
,,,. . ··, ' ' 
I .. •,·-, "~"" 
-·-···--~·····--------------·. ___ ... _-.,. __ ·.~-~---,'.·-··-··--·-·•·<' ; ....... _ ... : ...... ~.-~· 
. · l)J 
. ' 
••••••••••• 111 ... , 
'•,' '• . 
....---.. •, 
..... !.-,,,_., l 
t, • ·•' 
,_,.¢.-~--->.a-··,•---------.-,- ---
.......... _ .. _.",;"l"'·--·-·- '' '''' '' ' '~- .~,:'--"--"'")"i'--"--, ........... ---~~~--- ~ 
I 
] - -- -·-· --:··--=.-,· 
'-·-- ,_ -~. . .. - -- - '-• .•. _...,_, _-._,,.__,,_ ... .. ---~---~----~-:-----:---~~~-~--=·r=" =::r: =~~~~---------.:!!!=-~!1.!!!!1!!!..!!!l!!!!!!!!lll!!ll!!!!!!!ll!!!!k.om=ll=l==!!...!!9~c ..,!IL!!!!!!l!i!.!l!l!ll!BL!I, !ill!!!!!mll\'iWl!a!•P-!!!!I.IP-• 
'\ 
,, 
. ' . 61 
.,_ -
I • . • I 
. ., ~:. ·_: ~ .-·, . 
~-· 
.. n. . •. '. ".'''.'·"\ .. · •.• :~ •. ,.,, ... " ....•. ,, .... , ... ,;. ,., . '• '"'·1,,,1-~1,1·. , , . 
. , -................ - .. ,,: 
. ... , ,,,./ 
. " 
. " . p • 
.. , ' ·' . 
............ . .. . . . an vniust enterprise dishonorettf it., o·eo . It is a 
·~ ... , ,:., _ spirit that·goes and returnee no more~ They report 
·' ··' '. that L'faterp fires,· .and reputation,, vna,'?rtoo~e :.tQ goe 
. . ....... ,c.a.•occ·,... .., .••.... ·_ throughout the world.:, and fearlng they· should goe . ' ., ~ .. ·.• . 
· · ····.,_....... astray o they gaue s1gn·es· one vnto another~ Water ; 
said. that•they should _finde ·her where as· they-sawe 
_;:,,,.:· . •··.-c· .. ~cc,~·:c.:c~'.:c;.;c::~~~c ·,cc '. ·•. . reeds t> and :r-1r:e. ,:rl1erea;~r·: the•" smoke. appeared p -loose 
.. . me not ·said reputat1on 0 · for if. I .get from· youo you· 
·, · ... : .•. ~_- ··.,. .'I, .w111 ·ne·uer.f1:nde mee againe'?-
- ·. - .. '.~··... ·(-, ......... ~- .. 
.. 
. . 
Hoirever O this l1a.s a very··- popular parable; Dent cites .-... ' . ·- ·- - -~ .... -· .. ,._. r-:-......... ~--,-~~--· ···- .... 
.. ·~---· •·•'<·-~,,--·· T - : .. 
•. . ) •' . 
. "' 
. . . I 
• "'· 
r,;_ - .•• _ .• : .• ·_. __ , - .: .• -·· ·- •• ~ •• -~ 
1 ..... -





. one other possi.ble source · s1.tnd there are undoub~tldly 
I', •. 
• ' T••--- •-·- -·-----~· _• • • • 
. . ,. . ~oree _ 'All one cal1. a.uthor1t;a,,t1vely· state. is that-Webster 1 • 
'· . 
·.1· .. ,' 
•. ,,i,,;-.·... . . ,-.;.1-v•· --~-·-------------·----- ·.- .------ ..... 
, .... 
'. 
-·-~·-···-----·- . ·-··-····· -
.. -, - -
. ,. 
' . ' 
. . 
,:-/ . 
did rely on a source for the pa.a.sage. 
' -,. 
..:... l,. 
·· Webster.•·s borr.owings from Guazzo .in The Duchess of. 
\ . (I ' . . 
· .... ·-------------- ·Malf1 reflect the same close worlqnansh1p and rev~sion 
" 
that mos't of the passages fro~ Matthieu and th~·· other 
' 





- ------' -------- --
-- - -~ .. - ...... -~,. --- ., -·- ,- . - ,1-• .•. 
• '· If' .. -1 ' t . • 
·, 
.. ----- -- . -----------·----·-·. -·--···-------. --------- ... 
-· -. ····· --- --_-·-·authorg2fido. ···· we· have already-noted th~t~:-tfie ·-use···or~-tnese. 
. •J_,.,'""!. • • • f 
. ··-··. ··,.-_;·••- -·_-::. . ' "'/, \ . 
last ·-·two authors is not_ extensive in The Duchess, but ., 
. . .· 
.. 
... ' .. - - -· - -· ·---- --- --.. 
---------·----···-- .. --- ·-------~----
__ ........_ ___ --·-----
Webst~r called·on The 
-----~-----~. -- -- ---- -----
none the le S So it 1s importanto 
. . . - . . 
.. ····- -----~- : ··--~----~---.· . · .c1·v11e·. Conversation for a number of reasons,, but pis ... ___ , 
,. . 
··.-·-· most numerous ·borrot1ings are passages conce~ned with 
.. . 
.. ? 
. courtly ttisdom for princes and flatterers a·, So~e of t;he 
. .. . ' . . . 
. i 
... 
. . ....... ,.. _ .... .. 
,,·· 
:_,, .·: ... ... :.. . . ·,-- .. . 
' 
~ . 
·,'::··:~-----~,-~!-( .. ;~,-~~-~-~--'-.:-,:·~·:--:· ;other ..... borrowings _ _. .are.· _ .. related ... t.o ... the_ ........ ~ua1·1.t.1e.s ...... of.-.~·a,_:·:····~-.;:~--~:=::·:~-- ·---.-~:_~-----~ ~----~"~~~~~:~· _ 
.. . . . . . .. .... :· .. '--·· ... - -·· . . .. . . . : . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . ' . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . i 
· · · · gentleman (and woman),· pl1i'S a number ot; proverbs I 






f r ---~- ···: .. -
- ·crour. on love ·and marr1·age)·, and some ideas which 
-~-- .... .---...... -· .. ·---- ' -·-·------ · .. ·-. ---~. ·- -··-· ..... 
-····-------- ----'----.----
,' 
~ ;!' . ' 
:., 
r - , .. 
cannot be ·directly paralleled but influence eerta-1n . I.--.·· . ·: .. ', 
. . 
·- ··-· ·_.-_-_·.:.·.:.· ._:····--.·- ··-·· ····.·-· .. ----·.·- ·-.~- ..... : -· -··;. ___ ......... _;i ______ -., ... :-=~--····-- . - __ : ..• -····- . --- .. 
----- ··- • ... ·········- - ..... ---· - ... -·- •· - . -- ... - .. ---- .... - ... -·· ..... -• •... ···-· ··-··-·· ' .... -........ -~:. :::--:.-. .--:-~::::--·:::.-_-:-:::::~==-:.:;-=--::=.:..:.:....:.-:::::~.::..:. ____ ;::::=:::.--==::·~.::.:..-:·:-;~:.:..-:::~: .. _ .. 
.. 
·--- . , ....... . 
.. ·. - ____ ._. _______ :.--:·.- ... :,'" . . 
l I . 
"j. 
.. .. . .. ' ~ .. ·---~ 
' 
. : ·., ... ~---.: ... t.... .... . .. '-··. . . 
, .. 
'· .. \ . ,·· (" 
......... :. 
,. 
pas_sageso . ·we· will inspect just 'one ··of. these passages 
-· ------· ··------- --------- ---- ~ ___ .. ___ ------~--------- . 
- .. -, . : 
fr.om The Duch.es s . of ii1alf i o · , · 
• t ••• 
vJhen ·lflebster ,rent on from the writing of· The Wh1 te· 
. . 
Devil to The Duchess .of r~Ialfi, in 1613, -he was still,··. ·. 
' 
___ , .. , ·, .... 
. . 
I ..... ;.::· •• :. 
j . 
"'I ' ! 
. . . ' 








.. •' -~:.·-r··--· 
. ,, . 
. ., '. .. . 
. . 
... ,._1,,,.,1 .. _ __ ' ~ 
. ·, 
;. '-. ·---. ··,,_;.~ __ ,_._-~--~;:;::. -• ·---·•·- - -. --:·--·-·--·., --·.-.c~--.-~-..;.-.C;-::-:, __ 1• --~·-·-----:-, ___ , __---::-::-.,_.,.-------:.,, .---:-=-,, .... -_-------: _____ .. -._ .. - . ., ---.--- --,--.•-----·----~··~--=--------·-----.. ---·,---·-·•· .. --. .......... ---' •--="="•-•~-=--,,·-,=. ,===-_ ... ==-..... =~""""',.,"""'"'-,._._= __ .,,""""'.__·,_'"--I_·.---..... ___ <_-.._. __ . __ ...... ~-.-=•-_ ... ,..,---~---, .... !!!!!!!!!!!._,-----__ !!!!!!! _____ ,!a!!!! ___ ···--·--~,~------~-·=~,. -im.!!_, _--:-~----Y-~.A-.. ,.~ 
. . ·· l 
•1•1:1,,:···· 
•• _., .• -- -- -·-- 'l'l1 ,, •• 
• \. ,_!} 1 • : : -~ • ,. 
. ,. . . : 
' f ' 62 . '° 
. . ., '' ".'.,.; ". '~· . 
' 
----·-··,~-· ···:' 
.... --- ,--,. 
v 
,., ·' 
... ! ,, . I • 
.. ,, 
under the in{l\len_ce of Montaigne, but Guazzo had gt;ven · 
' ' 
- - - -- --------------.----------- ----- -- - - __ .. ........_ __ 
------- - ·~--------------- -
.. ~ . - ···---~ - . __ . ____ "··'.---- '. ;.. .... Howeve·r O in one -notabl~ ps.-ssage o lrl e bste_]; · -•- ·., 
. ' . - . - - _\ - . . ,·. - . -· - . -- . ~ - - . - - . . - - •· . -. - . '' - . ' - . - - . - . 
. , . 
,,-
,,,,,, ... ,., '' '' '. . . ' -- I. . . '._,,,,,,,_,._.,,,,,.,,p.J•·----
. ' . . . . 
returns to Guazzo• s t1ork f or~--~9re than a mere -and- question•· . · 
, ·-· .. ~·:::::·;·~::~·;~·:~: .. ·.--~:: .. -.. ,·-;__: · able passing. al_lusion~ -- Antonio o_s . enthra.lled. ,description 
·- ·-~-- - ·---- -• . 
-,· 
of the Duchess in I, -1 0 1s _ borrowett· from the de_s,c.rip:tion . 





1 : ; ' 
· of a. beautiful' lady bY° G~azzo n s Anni ball;, tdtic.h goes , on 
• • ............... -~·- ,r -,.-, •• 
. - f~ 
. ' ~ 
.,,..... at such length· that -o~e wi~.~hes Anniball,. were. asr tre·~r.Y··tQ . ' . I I ·- ~~--. 
- - - • - - t I • ' • 
0 
• ,• ' ~ 
• • " • ' • • 
• .._ ·, , ' ' I ' 
' ' .. - _, ,· -,. ;• ·, ·•.'.': >;·· · .. ;./'_; . 
. ::. ; . ~ 
.. :·. -.. : ,:· __ .:··.· · .... __ , "'. ·_'. ~--,._- -., ,'• . ·' '' . . . . '; ;t;; . . . . . . . ' .. " • •" . -, -··:-.·,',·. ·,·.. '.:,. 
· · · · · · -:. · · · speak as .th~ reader is. tcr reado . Through delet1on;o_·: Web~t~r , 
-- . ""!-. -
_, •• ---------·--· -----·-~---- ---------·. ·-~ -· • .. ... - , 
• ., '.; r .. 
-..... . ,· ;-. -. 




. This long passage comp~red to 1 ts revis1on provides. one·:;:-- :=~~.:- -- :-:~:--:~·:·:···::.::_ . · 
of the classic example~ of Web·s-ter• s art of transform.a- : 
..... ' 
. . - - .... 
, .... - ':. : . '' "' ;··· . ~ . 
· · · · · · ~· t~:~-~t~/'.'.'/ '_'/·::::/\ ___ ~ .. t 1 on • -: · : . · . . . -.· · ~, _ ·• · -· 
. - -- ·- ------ ---· 
4 
'. . ) ' 





.. _ •. that notw1thstandingthe·=surpass1ng excellenci~o whioh 
·" ....... ·-· _is in. her.,· shee maketh no more account of her selfe . -..... ~ ..... .. 
... . ..... -----------····-'· : _____ -_: __________ ,_"-~ ____ then other women d_oe, ·· and seemeth to .. s_he"t1e 0 that 
, - · ,_. - · . shee doeth not knot1e what good parts ·are in hero ~--~-~-· __  
So that by this discrete humilitie, shee is exalted·... -~ -·- · -----· ·-· 
---··------~----·-------~~~=~~------ tQ. higher dign1 tie 'o: . and a men have, her· airi - the~more~~-~~~---···-,-··. :--::_·:~-:...,.~~~~-~----- -· , 
! - • ··-····--·-- -~ · honourQ I say then -that this _Lady in conversation · __ 
. ''''""~:·ov•c•v:v•c·~· .. --·---------------·· . 1s singuler9- ·ana m.ervellous g :for of all the noble 
., .. parters in hero you shall- see her. make a most deQI ~-
.............. -- .. -~ .. ~----~----·-·---~------·-·--···-----·--··- lightfull har~ony ® For fir~t 06" to the grav~nesse ~ . - --·;··-.---~:---. · of· her :word.es O agree·tn the sweet~nesse of her __ _ _- ·_ _ 
______ , ___ -____________ -----~'----------~-----·--------·:-·-~---------: ... v.oyce \?· and the honest.ie, of. her.meaning:.· so. that ..... :.-.:- .. ~-· ... ----- _____ ·. ___ --=-:-::--~-:-~---; _____ : _____ ~,·-:··-----· 
•, . . - . . . ··- . the m·indes of the _,hearers' in.tangled in ,those. three----·-------.-----·---··-···-·-,--- . ;;,. 
- ·· net~Q feele themselv~s ~t one instant to. be both -- ____ · .. ____ : ________ ~------·--- . 
mooved 11i tti her amiablenesse- 0· and bridled -by her · · ·-·"·--~ .. --- · ·- - · 
... 
. . . 
honestyo Next 9 her talke and-discourses·are so 
. ,' .... ...(<,'.,:C.-.. _c_ .. -··'·c·---~-- - - ·-, . delightfull, that you 11yll only then -beginne to · · · · 
• •• :.. •• : •• ,, •. ... • • •• :· ~. h _· -.X •... , 
• bee sory O / ithen shee e:rid..eth to speake: and· iuishe 
. . that sh.ee woulde bee no. more i1eary to_· slpeake o then • - -- ···_.- .-:.·=-:··-~--:~:: -~~:·_·-~ ~-., . ,. --"- - - . r•- •• ·•• --·-----·----------·--•·---·-·------- - • 
, .. '"' .,,,, y-ou are to hear~o Yea. 9 shee · fram.eth her jestures . . . _ . __ 
__ :~:··--=~- ----~-~- ______ ;a··------· _ so discre)tely o that-.. in.;.·speakyng O shee seemet}i--to .~---_ -:~~---__ -.- ----------· 
~·- __ .... ____________ ·_: _____ .. · ...... - -·- ----.. ·---holde her peace~- and . -in, _ .holding. her_ peace O to .. ··-::~~" ~--: ':·=~~~··:;:_· ___ , 
.... ; ____ .. __ ._ · · ___ . speak.eo ~1oraover 0 ithen shee knot~1eth a matter -----·----·------




... - ~-· ' 
' •. ' 
perfectly o and discourse th of 1 t discretely O to ·· ·· --:---·· ·-·- · -.. -
. the great commendation of her w1 tte 9 yet shes .. 
·wyll seeme to spea.ke of it verie doubtfullyr, to 
shew her great modes-ti~o She wyll also in ·talke 
. ' 
-· '····-'· • \• f' 
I " 
,r 
=.__.= -=-~ I 
. . ' 
... ~ 
·-~_,.,,""'''' 
~: .... ' ' 
' 
-~-:·.~-~~-:-:.:.._:·· ·= ,_::~~·........ci.,.J.'. ··--.- • - •. -· - ---.- - -~· • ·-···=-· ---.>· •.. - •. :- _,...,. __ · • .-·.~----····--: -- .-··-·· ... --~--...... ·- ... --~--~---,··· --··-·--: ..... ·-~----- ' ~·-' .. -_ ... ,, ..... ~=--:~ .. ·-.. :?:. ,.r·'_ ~- .•.. ,, _, .- ••• , •. "-·" .c,..: •. ;,·.• ._._. __ -,_. ·--,.-.-'<"-i->--,:s -·~-~~ -' -~ -:- "'· ----~·-- ·--- - . , ... , . .... -
·····-····-·_pg* 
- ' ~ • L • ' ' ·~ •, 
' .-- .. --.. ··--····· '·-·------"- __ ,. .. - - -- .; ·-: . 
. . Q 
.. 
.... -f 
. -.. .... - ·~---
,,,,i,,.,,11h, .. , ....... , 
'-':'''"'/,,."'.,. 
' . · .. 
. . 
,, 




.,. . ' . 
. : I 
.•.. ,,,i,,.,, 
. . . ,, '. '·''' '', , . I • - , 
:~•,·I•·• ·, 
. . ! 
.,,,' ,. , .. ' 





. .. ..... . ······+-··· . . ' .. • .• -.!. 
: . · I 
• . ·. ;~-~~- .. ... : ... '\,1.·,f ... _.. , 
. , .... -, .. - . r 
. .: .. ·. ,, ,, cast oft··. tim.flS upori ... a man such. a.· sweete · smyl.e , . . ... --···· ..... _ ~- .. '. · .. :_ . <_·, . . ·· J 
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-------·-··prove that ·tiebster generally was successful·· 1n his ·:pla.--
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